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CHAPTER ONE

THE FIRST WIBELESS TELEGRAPH and
THE FIBST WIRELESS TELEPHONE

On March 3, 1899, the lightship East Goodwin was at anchor
at her post off the coast of South Foreland, Great Britain. The
beacon light at her masthead which sent its warning beam out
into the night as a guide to passing ships was dimmed by a
heavy fog which hung over the sea. The fog-hom aboard the
East Goodwin was moaning its caution into the m~st and· ·rain
at regular intervals. Between each warning wail there was only
the sound of water slapping against the sides of the lightship.
All else was ominously quiet. Both sound and vision were
deadene!l by the vapor-laden air.
Suddenly there came a shout from the lightship and following it a shout from elsewhere in the fog. A l;>lack hull loomed
out of the dar.Jrness and towered over the lightship. There wa~
a crash and more shouting. The East Goodwin had been struck
by a steamer off its course and the lightship was sinking. Help
must come quickly to be in time. Then began a tiny snappirig
and crackling sound. It was hardly more than a faint sputtering
but it was the East Goodwin's cry of distress-her appeal for
help. This call from far out on the sea was heard ashor~. Life
boats put out to the rescue, and the members of the lightship's
crew who would have been doomed to die in an9ther age were
·
soon brought safely back to land.
1
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On that day, for the first time so far as is known, wireless
telegraphy sa".'ed lives in a marine disaster. The faint sputtering
so.unds aboard the East Goodwin were made by Marconi's new
~eless telegraph transmitter. 'The wireless telegraph had sent
its call for help within a few minutes after the crash occurred
an? its message had brought the rescuers.. Since then many
ships, battered by the wind and waves, disabled and sinking or
afire, have sent their calls for help out into space and aid has
arrived in time. Thousands of people have been saved from a
w~tery - grave by the voice which wireless telegraphy gave to
ships at sea.
The first wireless telegraph equipment aboard an Atlantic
liner was installed (in 1900) on the Norddeutscher-Lloyd
Steamship Company's Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. A year previ'ously ( 1899) naval vessels were first provided with the wireless
telegraph when the Marconi system was installed on three
British battleships which were then dispatched to the scene of
the Boer War and to the Sandwich Islands. Until 1899, when
a vessel left port nothing was heard from her until she reached
her destination, unless she was sighted by other passing ships
and reported by them when they reached port. There was no
way of communicating between the shore and a vessel out of
sight of land. But after wireless telegraphy was invented, messages could be sent through space for hundreds of miles. Now
all vessels of any size carry "radio." In America the term "radio"
has replaced the old term "wireless." All passenger vessels are
required by law to carry radio equipment. Many ships are
provided with radio telephones which make it possible for any
of the passengers and crew ·members aboard to be connected
with any of the millions of telephones belonging to the Bell Telephone system even though the ship is in the middle of
an ocean.
Radio broadcasting, telephony across oceans, television,
radar and a multitude of other electronic marvels had their
beginnings in the crude apparatus of the first wireless telegraph.

'CHE: FIBST WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

'fhe whole 'history of their development would fill several large
volumes. But it is an interesting story even when told very
briefly. For a beginning, we first look in upon a city in.Germany.
THE DISCOVERY OF ELEC'J'RIC WAVES~
HEINRICH RUDOLPH HERTZ

The German Empire was not ten years old when there was
born in the city of Hamburg, Germany, a lusty red-f!}ced baby.
He was named Heimich Rudolph Hertz.* Young Hertz grew to
early manhood unnoticed and not in any way exceptional. Like
many boys he had ambition to be a civil engineer, so at the age
· of twenty lie went to a school in
Munich to study for an engineering
career. But in a short time all intentions to become an engineer left
him. He wanted to study mathematics and physical science instead.
He changed his plans and 1878
found young Hertz in Berlin enrolled as a student under two of
the world's greatest scientists, von
»elmholtz and Kirchhoff.
Seve!} years later he was apHEINRIC.H RUDOLPH HERTZ
This brilliant scientist was pointed Professor of Phys~cs at the
first to create and detect elec- Technical High School at Karlstromagnetic waves. His dis- ruhe. Here in his Karlsruhe laboracoveries made possible wireless telegraphy. Efforts to tory Hertz went to work on a scienimprove the apparatus used tific problem which had first come
for wireless telegraphy laid to his attention six years before
the foundation for elec.:
while he was still a pupil. The probtronics ..
lem he undertook was to demonstrate the theories of a Scotch physicis_t, James Clerk Maxwell.
The mathematical calculations of this talented Sc;otsman iden* BORN: February
Germany.

22 1

1857, Hamhurg, Germany.

DIED:

January 1, 1894, B9nn,
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tilled light with electrical energy. His calculations and theories
showed that both are waves of some sort.
These ideas of Maxwell's were wonderful "on paper," -but
neither he nor any one else had been able to prove them by
demonstrations. No· one knew how to create electric waves. No
one knew how t-0 build or set up apparatus which would prove
these theories.
Finally, one memorable day late in 1887, an announcement
was made which thrilled eve_ry physical laboratory in the world.
It occurred at a meeting of the Physical Society in Berlin. In an
abnosphere of great expectancy, von Helmholtz, perhaps the
most illustrious man in the German Empire next to Bismarck.
and the Emperor, solemnly announced that he would describe
some remarkable experiments of a former pupil of -his. He·
announced that Hertz had produced electric waves and· told
how it had been accomplished.
Hertz continued his experiments with electric waves and
demons_trated that, though they are invisible, they resemble
waves of light. He demonstrated that they possess many of the
same properties as ·light; that they can be reflected from surfaces in accordance with the same laws as those of light waves.
He found a way to measure electric waves and from their
measurements he calculated their velocity and found it to be
the same as light.,....186,000 miles a second:
Soon many scientists were experimenting with Hertz "oscillators" and "resonators," as the apparatus which Hertz had
devised was called. The oscillator consisted of two metal plates,
each· fitted with a rod ending in a brass ball connected to an
induction coil. When connected to a suitable battery, the induction coil produced high-voltage currents which charged the
plates and then jumped across the space between the balls in
the form of sparks. Each time a spark jumped between the balls
it discharged the plates~ Charging and discharging the plates
rapidly in tfils manner produced electric waves which moved
away from the oscillator and out into space.
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THE HERTZ APPARATUS
FOR. CREATING AND DETECTING ELECTRIC WAVES

· t
e Maxwell's theory that
This is the apparatus that Hertz set up o prov rt Pressin the · key or
light and electrical e~ergy ~re w~ves of some ~~d· caused e1ectric sparks
switch connected the mduct10n coil ~o a b_~tt;?rtz called this part of his
to jump ac~oss t~fi ~park~~no~p!r:s j~~pe: across the oscillator spark

:~r~~~~~r~c :~~~~ ~i~~d out into space and ge;e~~~~s~~J ~f~r~~ i~!~a~

gap m a resonator near by. The Hertz fesobna~ ..1n a circle until the balls
balls attached to the end of a copper wire en
almost touched each other.

The resonator consisted of two brass balls fitted to the bendlls
. wh'ich was b ent m· a circle until the a s
of a copper wire
almost touched one another. When this ring was held near the
oscillator and sparks from the induction coil leaped across the
space between the balls connected to the metal plates the electric waves thus created caused tiny sparks to appear ~etween .
the balls on the ring. By such me.ans Hertz produce waves
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'from 30 centimeters to a few meters in length. Today we call
30 centimeter waves ultra-short waves and use a more efficient
method to produce them.
The wonders of radio are a direct consequence of the experiments of the young professor of physics at Karlsruhe. As you
sit in your home and listen to or watch a football game or an
orchesh~, your entertainment comes to you via Hertzian waves.

- ,.

GUGLIELMO MARCONI AND THE
INVENTION OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

Heinrich Hertz died of blood poisoning on New Year's Day,
1894, at the age of 37. Few scientists have accomplished so
much as did Hertz in the seven short years he spent as professor of physics. His name is immortal.
In the summer of that same year, an imaginative youpg man
of 20, ·named Guglielmo Marconi, was vacationing in the
Italian Alps. While looking for something to read, he picked up
an electrical journal which contained an announcement of the
great Hertz's death. It told also the story of Hertz's exp~riments
with electric waves. Young Marconi read the story ~ith great
interest and an idea dawried in his mind.* Why couldn't telegraph signals be transmitted through the air without wires
with the Hertz.apparatus? Enthusiastic over this idea, he cut
short his vacation and returned to his home near Bologna to
try some experiments.
Marconi was not the first to have this idea. To put the idea
into practical form was not easy. There was po quick answer at
hand. It was not possible to build wireless telegraph instru~
ments as soon as Hertz showed the world how to produce and
detect electric waves. Otherwise some one would have pro-·
duced a practical ~ystem of wireless telegraphy before Marconi.
• Marconi gained his initial knowledge of Hertz waves in much the same way
that amateur wireless experimenters acquired the same knowledge in later years.
HE READ ABOUT THEM. After he had become famous, Marconi related during an
interview that in 1894 or 1895 he read an illustrated article in Wiede~ann's
Annalen dealing with Hertz's announcements and that he also read a book i:alled
Inventions and Researches of Nikola Tesla by T. C. Martin, published in 1894.

WILLIAM MARCONI-2 I

year old inventor-

AND ' HIS APPARATUS FOR SIGNALLING WITHOUT WIRES

July 17 , 1 39 7. the ~ci.entifi? American S~p~~~m.;i~h~~~-~i:~t ~~~~:~e~
discourse entitled S1~nal~mg Through 8 p b Sir William Preece. Over
before rthe :~l:la~~~~~u~~o~i!u;:o:'cfip~~d fhe articl~ out a.n~ pasted it
book. The article was
by engr.avmgs
I. h d . L'lllustration and London Engineer. The illustration a
IS e m
.
.
b
. . of the SCIENTIFIC
sketched from one of these engravmgs. y pe~1ss10\
·aratus which
AMERICAN. It apparently shows the w1~eless te egrap . ladppd l'ttle more
. k to E ng1an d wi"th hi'm · This apparatus
cou· h · o· ·n1 or is at
Marcom. too
.
than prove that 'Yirele~s .telegraphy ~as P.~ss~b~ 1;~~ 1 ~s~ifi:~~ra;s "two
Marconi's left. Sir W1ll1a~ PI~ece. escn e fi ~ in an oil-tight case of
spheres of solid brass, 4 m. m d1~meter-f xe ch is ex osed the other
insulating materia~, so that .a hebmth1sphfere ol. ea ·1 ,. Th~ Righi oscillator
hemisphere being immersed m a a o vase me 01 •
.
.
t
gave better results than the simpler Hertz Oscillator. The receiverb ~~e~
Marconi's right.. A telegraph sounder is mounted on top of the ca .1 •

r: l~as~r~~

illustra~e:d

~ngm~~~/;~~

A Hertz resonator would not detect waves more than a few ~eet
distant from the wave-producing Hertz oscillator. A ~ractical
wireless telegraph could not be made without first learmng how
to produce stronger electric waves than those H~rtz had prod uce d . A sens1"t'1ve 1'nstrument to replace the Hertz resonator-
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~ instrument.which·would detect the electric waves at a great

distance from the transmitter-a distance which could be measured in miles-was necessary.
·
· An important step toward solving one of these problems had
.been made by the t_ime young Marconi became interested.
Edouard Branly of Paris -had made the first step when he
demonstrated that electric waves would affect powdered
metal_s. An electric current 'does not How easily through a
loosely packed powdered metal. Loose metal powder offers.
great resistance to the current. Branly showed that an electric
Cill!ent would pass through metal powder more easily after the
powder had been struck by an electric wave. The wave caused
th_e particles of powder to cling together or cohere and lowered
their .resistance to an electric current.
·
Branly also found. that a mechanical shock, such as tapping
the tube in which the powder was contained, caused. the conductivity of the powder to disappear and restored its resistance
to electric current. This knowledge enabled him ~o devise the
"cohe_rer" which he exhibited before the French Academy in
1891, thereby winning member~hip in that body.
Branly's coherer consisted of a glass tube filled with loose
iron filings connected to a galvanometer and battery. A galvanometer is an instrument for measuring small electric currents.
Electric waves produced by a Hertz oscillator 2f? yards distant
caused the iron filings to cohere (thus the n.ame coherer) and
the galvanometer to indicate an increase in the current Howil)g
through the _filings. A tapper arrangement, a tiny hammer like
that on an electric bell, tapped the tube and shook the filings se>
that they were restoreq to a loose state.
We are ac_customed to read and hear of poor boys who by
hard work and ability became famous and often became rich.
'T he life story of Guglielmo Marconi is not the usual rags-toriches tale. He came from a family with adequate means. He
had culture, education and some money but not a fortune. His.
father, Giuseppe Marconi, was an Italifln banker. His mother
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('nee Ann Jameson) was the -youngest daughter· of Andr~w
ameson of the well-known whiskey distillers of Dublin.
buglielmo (the Italian for William) was the seco:r;id son; he.
had an older brother named Alfonso. .
..
. ' The idea that Hertzian waves might make it possible to
transmit telegraphic signals over distances great _e~ough to be
of commercial value fascinated Guglielmo Marcon~. He s~arted
his experiments at his father's country home, the Villa G~ffone,
at Pontecchio near Bologna. He brought together an mduction coil, telegraph key, batteries; Branly coherer and Hertz
resonator.
il
The first tests were carried out with an ordinary Hertz osc lator and a Branly coherer as detector. The Branly coh~rer
was soon found to be far too erratic and unreliable for practical
work and was discarded. After many experiments, a coherer
having the same principle as Branly's but of Marconi's own
improved design proved to be remar~ably sensiti;e and reliable.
It consisted of nickel and silver filings placed m a small gap
between two silver plugs in a glass tube. This improved coh~rer
made it possible to send wireless telegraph messages throu~h
space for distances of almost a ~ile. A tele~aph ~ey placed m
the battery circuit at the transmitter made it p~ssible to transmit waves for long or short periods correspondmg to the dots
.and dashes of the telegraph code.
In August, 1895, Marconi discovered that he could ~eatly
increase the distance between his transmitter and receiver by
connecting an elevated wire or antenna .and the earth to both
the transmitting and the receiving apparatus. The .coherer was
placed in a circuit containing a sensitive relay which opera~ed
a "tapper" .to shake the coherer and also operated a recordmg
instrument. This arrangement recorded on .a paper ta~ the
telegraph signals made by pressing the key at the distant
transmitter .
.In July, 1896, Marconi took -a step which.had an.imme~e
influence .on his future, He di~continued his experiments m

10
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!taly and went to England. He was not yet twenty-two years
old. He had no difficulty in obtaining a letter of introduction to
Sir William Preece, then technical director of the British Post
,Office and .on~ of.tlie leading telegraph ~ngineers of the day.
!he young ~cientist succeeded in. convincing Preece that his
ideas for a system of wireless telegraphy were practical and a
number of experiments were made at Salisbury Plain.and elsewhere in England.

COHERER

,

TAPPE~

~I
RELAY

MARCONI'S COHERER AND ITS CIRCUIT

Marconi's improved form of Branly's coherer was the first practical detector. In _a small glass tube abou~ 1 centimeters long (about 1 Yi inches)
and an mter~al diameter of 5 millimeters were placed two silver electrodes
or plugs which fitted the tube tightly. To the plugs were attached platinum wires sealed through the closed ends of the tubes. The inner ends of
the plugs were polish~d an_d about 2 ~ill!m~ters apart. The space between
the plugs was fil!ed wit~ mckel and silver filmgs ( 9 5 per cent nickel filings
and ? per cent silver filmgs). All the air was then pumped out of the tube
and 1t was sealed.
The l~wer left hand sketch shows a Marconi coherer. Above it the same
coherer ~s shown in sec~ion. The right hand sketch shows the circuit of
~he receiver. When rad10 waves passed through the coherer, the filings
cohered and current . from a battery ( B2) ft owed through the sensitive
relay. The relay closed the tapper circuit and current from a battery (B 1 )
operated the tapper and shook the filings apart so that they were ready
·
·
for the next signal.
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The first inkling that science might soon bestow · such a
marvel as a practical system of signalling through space for
long distances without wires came to the wo.rld i.n .general in
June, 1897. On Friday evening, J~ne .4, 1897, Srr William Pree~~
told a meeting of the Royal Institution about young Marcom s
successful experiments. Today when radio encircles the globe,
when a "ham" in mid.west U. S. A. can go into his "shack" and
talk to another "ham" in Australia, it is interesting to read what
Sir William had to say about the infant wireless at a time before
its christening, when lacking a name, it was called · ~'signalling
through space without wires."
Here are some of Preece's words:
"The distance to which signals have b~en sent is remarkable.
On Salisbury Plain, Mr. Marconi covered a distance o~ ·four
miles. In Bristol Channel this has been extended to over eight
miles and we have by no means reached the limit.''
In 1898, MarcC?ni' s new wireless telegraph was installed.
aboard the royal yacht Osborne. This enabled Queen Victoria
to maintain constant communication with the then Prince of
Wales (King Edward VII) who was convalescing from an illness aboard the yacht. The first commercial use of wireless
occurred in this same year when Marconi sent a report of the.
Kingston Yacht Races to the Dublin Express from abo~rd ~e
tug Flying Huntress in the Irish Sea. Wireless commumcation
was established across the English Channel between France
and England for the first time in March, 1899. ,
The now 24-year-old Marconi proved to be a young man of
great courage and imagination. In his mind he foresaw telegrams flashing over the broad expanse of the Atlantic Ocean.
He determined to make this visio:i;i a reality. A high-power
transmitting .station was built at Poldhu on the coast of Cornwall, England. Everything was on a much larger scale than
Marconi had attempted previously. Professor J. A. Fleming was
entrusted with designing and arranging the apparatus for generating the powerful alternating current which was to be em-
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ployed at the transmitter. In addition to the work of Professor
Fleming, valuable technical assistance was given by R. N.
Vyvyan and W. S. Entwhistle.
In December, 1901, Marconi
went to Newfoundland. He took
with him various receiving instruments and several balloons
and kites for raising a 400-foot
wire as a receiving antenna. He
installed his apparatus in a building at Signal Hill, St. John's. A .
new wave detector replaced the
Marconi coherer. The new detector was a simple device invented
by Lieutenant Solari of the Italian Navy. It consisted of a tiny
GUGLIELMO MARCONI
·globule of mercury between two
Born April 23, i874; died July iron electrodes in a glass tube,
20, i937. Marconi was the first
connected to a battery and a teleto devise a practical system of
phone
receiver. It was far more
wireless telegraphy. He did
much experimenting with short sensitive than the Marconi cowaves and in i922 suggested herer.
radar. Always modest, he said of
The most thrilling moment of
his accomplishments that he
had simply observed certain the young scientist's life came
.facts and developed instruments shortly after noon on December
to meet them.
12, 1901. Marconi and his two
assistants listened in the telephone receiver and heard the feeble sounds, dit dit dit, repeated
several ·times. This signal they knew had been flashed from the
transmitting station set up on the southwest tip of England.
It seemed almost too good to be true. Marconi listened again
the following day and again the invisible waves came winging
across the ocean to strike the slender copper wire held aloft by
a kite and be led down to the instruments installed in the old
barrack on Signal Hill, St. John's. Again a series of three sig-

......

.....- ...

FIRST TRANSATLANTIC RECEIVING STATION

B
k t S. nal H1·11 St John's Newfoundland, where Marconi apparaarrac s a 1g
' ·
'
· · 1
· 1 Dec 12
tus was set up for receiving the first transatla~tic wue ess s1ra skit . ,
1901. The receiving antenna was a slender wue . hel~ aloft ya
e.
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nificant sounds correspond.in t th
.
alphabet. con.firmed the fact tlat ~ e letter S m the telegraph
spanned by Hertz's w
d e trackless Atlantic had been
.
.
aves an Marcon·•
His dream had bee . liz d Is OWI_l. mgenuity and
d armg.
.
d
.
n rea e
L itt1e . id this
. quie t ' mod est, young· inventor-or any one at
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that time-think that the same Gugliehno Marconi would be
sitting in a comfortable room in London thirty years later to a
day and in a quiet,_ conversa~ional tone speak WORDS that
would be heard by millions of persons 1 all over the worlq. Yet
on December 11, 1931, Marc.oni's own voice and words of
tribute to him from fifteen nations ~ncircled the earth vfa radio-

ANTENNA

THE FIRST AMATEUR DETECTORS
AN AMATEUR TRAN SMITTER OF SEVENTY-FIVE
.
YEARS AGO

Newspaper accounts about Marconi's

.
.
expenmen_ts m England stimulated
1ust after the turn of th e century
e ess btelegraph
mstruments
.
b
.
· In · Am enca
oy_s egan to tmker with wireless
te1e.graphy. Many of them were c
their vocation: The first amat ut vatu~g a hobby which later became
what similar to Marconi's earl ~ur ransm1tters and receivers were some-.
messages across a large audit~ri~~ratu; and were capable only of sending
same house. The amateur tra
. or rom one room to another in the
coil fitted with a spark gap an~sm1tter of those days consisted of a spark
. .
. connected to a key and battery.

~mateur scientists to build wir I

iti

The cbherer of the early days of amateur wireless telegraphy was soon
replaced by more sensitive "microphone" detectors. One form coqsisted of
a steel sewing needle resting on the sharpened edges of two carbon blocks.
The detector was connected to a dry. cell and a telephone receiver. Microphonic detectors were soon superseded by electrolyt~c detectors and then
by crystal detectors.
Amateur "coherer sets" were usually untuned. The first "detector sets"
were tuned by a ~'single-slide tuner." The "slide" or slider was a movable
contact on the tuning coil. 'Single-slide tuners were superseded by·
"double-slide" tuning coils. The latter gave way to "couplers" and the
couplers to variometers. i, needle, 2 and 3, carbon blocks; 4, slider; 5, an"'
tenn<!- wire; 6, ground wir~ .

.
,
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Fessenden was born and educated in Canada.. His first job
was that of principal of the Whitney Institute in Bermuda. But
bis interest in electricity was so great that he decided to give
RADIO RESULTED
FROM
WORK OF MANY
up teaching and go to New York in hopes of finding employM~rconi was the pioneer who b
. . MEN
ment with Thomas A. Edison. He started as a tester with the
the discoveries of Hertz B 1 ' ~ combmmg and improving·
Edison Machine Works and finally became one of Edison's
~ical wireless telegraph ~o ~a; :o~d others, gave the first pracassistants at the Llewellyn Park Laboratory. He acquired the
1s by no means the work of a . I ·.But our present day radio
title of Chief Chemist at the Laboratory. He left Edison's
During the past six decades : g e mmd or even of a few minds
employ in 1889 to resume teaching again. Three years later he
patents have been granted ;o ~usa~~s of radio and electronic~
had become professor of electrical engineering ·a t Purdue Unitors. The pioneer wireles . a_ ong ist of scientists and invenversity. From there he went in tum to similar -posts at the
.
s mventors
wo k d "th
parahve1y crude tools In
.
r e w1 simple comUniversity of Pennsylvania and to Western University of Pennh· h
· most mstanc th
'
. es ey made discoveries
w IC others soon improved
sylvania. At both of these institutions Fessenden lectured on
have become more complex :i~onf Smee th~n, radio inventions
Hertzian waves and carried out ~umerous experiments with
o ten require the_assistance of
experts in various fields
them.
Th
.
.
ere are many important "firs .. .
These facts about F essenden's early career may be uni,nter,.
but unfortunately not space enoutsh 1t:i ra~10 and electronics,
esting to many readers of this book. They are recited here to
more than two or three of th
g
this book to recount
show that youth need not be a handicap in scientific accoman aptitude for science and ar:~· For you?g people who have
plishm~nt. They add another name to the long list of very
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An Amateur Wireless
Telegraph Receiver

Of 1905

COHERER ANO DECOH£·

EARLY AMATEUR RECEIVER

The amateur receiver of fifty e
Marconi's coherer. It consisted ~/~s f:!o ~1i:ployed ~ simple version of
two metal plugs enclosed in a I t b me el and silver filings between
dry cell, a sensitive relay and :s:a u .e. ~de coherer was connected to a
pper ma .e from an old doorbell.
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along the coast, long accustomed to hear only the dots and
dashes of the telegraph code and the clicks and crashes of static
in their headphones, were startled to hear voices and music.
Ships reported reception as far down the coast as Virginia. This,
the first broadcast, had been transmitted by the Brant Rock
station. Later the voices were reported heard in New York,
Washington, D. C., and New Orleans.
More than 500 inventions were attributed to Reginald Fessenden·during the 30 years h~ was actively engaged in developing his imaginative ideas in,the fields of Hertzian waves, sound
and light. Marconi's feat of sending wireless telegraph signals
across the Atlantic ocean remained unrivaled until 1906 when
Fessenden equalled it. Those who became amateut radio operators or i'hams" during the first qecade of this century will
remember the electrolytic detector and the rotary spark gap.
They were both Fessenden inventions.
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Electrons. Scientists have discovered several kinds of elec.,
trical particles. So~e are charged negatively; some show no
charge; others are charged positively. The negatively charged
particles are called ELEcrRONS. In radio, electrons are of more
interest than the other kinds of particles. Some neutral elecM
trical particles (neutral because they show no charge) are
thought_to be combinations of positive and negative particles.
Electric Current. A moving electron is an electric current . .
The electric currents used in radio consist of a large number of
moving electrons. The amount of electric current represented
by a single moving electron is so small that it cannot be detected
by the )IlOSt sensitive measuring instruments. It requires billions
of billions of electrons to produce currents of sufficient strength
to be-useful. Approximately 5,240,093,717,045,500,000 electrons
must move through the filament of the common 100-watt, 120volt tungsten lamp each second in order to light it to full
brilliance. Immeasurable billions of electrons move through the
electrical wiring in your home ~o supply illumination for a
single evening.
The Terms D. C. and A. C. The letters D. C. are an abbreviation for District of Columbia but they are also an abbreviation ·
for DIRE~ current. A current of electricity which always Hows
in the same direction is a DIRECT current. The current produced
by a battery is direct current. So is the current from an automobile generator.
A. C. is the abbreviation for ALTERNATING.'current. An electric
current which constantly and regularly reverses its direction
of How so that it surges back and forth in a circuit. is an alt~r
nating current.
The first generating stations produced direct current for light
and power. Alternating cu~ent came into use later. Alternating
current can be distributed more efficiently and for greater distances that direct current. Consequently the electrical power
which is produced nowadays at large generating stations and
SENT OVER TRANSMISSION LINES is altema.t ing current. The cur-

I
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rent which comes into our. homes from a DISTANT generating
station to provide power and light is alternating current. It
usually flows in one direction, then reverses and_Bows in the
opposite direction 60 times per second. For that reason it -is
called 60 cycle current. One complete Bow of current backwards and forwards is called a CYCLE and the number of cycles
per, second is known as the FREQUENCY.
High-Frequency Alten:iating Currents. Electric currerifs
can be made to alternate or reverse their directiOn of flow fewer
or more than 60 tiJ)1es per second. They can be made to alternate at any rate from a few times a second to millions of times
per second. Currents which alternate 100,000 times or more
per second are called RADIO-FREQUENCY, HIGH-FREQUENCY and
OSCILLATORY currents. The currents used to produce radio
waves are radio-frequ.ency currents. The AM waves which carry
the programs of American broadcast stations are produced by
·radio frequency currents ranging from 550 to 1700 kilocycles.
Kilo is a term derived from a Greek word meaning thousand.
550 kilocycles are 550,000 cycles. The waves which carry FM
and television signals and also those used for radar are produced by alternating currents which reverse their direction of
Bow millions of times per second. They are rated in MEGACYCLES.
There is part of another Greek word in this term, namely megas,
mean~g large. Meg and mega are used ~ science to mean
MILLION. A megacycle is 1,000,000 cycles. This bit of information will enable you to understand some of the terms used
in radio.
Wires, Insulators and Electric Currents, Fortunately, electric currents will not flow through all materials. Otherwise we
would not be able to keep electricity under control and lead it
wherever we wish . .The materials through which electric currents flow most easily are called CONDUCTORS. All conductors do
not carry electricity equally well. Those which conduct poorly
have RESISTANCE to a current and are called PARTIAL conductors.
Materials through which electric CUJTen~s do not flow are called

FE W FACTS ABOUT ELECTRICITY-
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A single dry cell, when fresh and not supplying current, has
an electrical pressure or voltage of 1.5 volts. When two dry cells
are connected in series the voltage is c:ombined and amounts
to 3 volts. A 45~volt B battery consists of 30 cells connected in
series. An electric current requires voltage in order to overcome
the resistance which it meets in conductors. A single 1.5-volt
dry cell does not have enough voltage to overcome the resistance of the human skin. If yo':l place dry fingers on the terminals of a 1.5-volt dry cell you probably will not .feel ~y shock.
There is enough voltage in a 45-volt B battery to overcome the
skin resistance and give a shock unless the fingers are calloused.
A 45-volt B battery has 30 ti.mes as much voltage as a single
1.5-volt dry cell and will force 30 times as much current through
a circuit. The voltage of the house lighting current deliv~red
to .residences by public utilities is usually about 120 volts.
120 volts is 80 times as m_uch electrical pressure as the 1.5-volt
pressure of a single dry cell and will force 80 time~ as much current through a circuit.
The Ampere. It is also necessary to have a measuring unit
for the volume qf fl.ow of an electric current. It is called the
AMPERE. Two amperes mea~s a certain definite amount· of
electricity fl.owing through a circuit in one second just as 2 gallons per second indicates the rate at which water may be
flowing through a pipe. A 100-watt, 120-volt incandescent lamp
requires slightly less than one ampere in order to light to full
brilliancy. The filament of the 1H4G radio tube used jn one of
the receiver~ described in this book requires mµch less cur·
rent, namely 0.06 amperes,
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HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE WIRING DIAGRAMS

Any of the condensers, resistors, coils, detectors, tul;>es, etc.,
which are part of the radio apparatus described in this book
can be illustrated by a simple drawing called a symbol. Radio
experimenters, engineers and mechanics use these symbols to
make wiring diagrams or "hookups" which explain more simply
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THE SYMBOLS USED IN RADIO

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
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.
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torial diagrams are most easily understood by beginners; the
condensers, detectors, transformers and other parts are readily
recognized. The pictorial diagrams will help you to understand
schematic diagrams. Schematic diagrams employ symbols
which are a sort of radio shorthand. For example, ·instead of
showing a drawing of a variable condenser a symbol like this
--Ir is ·used. Notice that one line in the symbol is straight
and that the other is a curved arrow. The fixed line represents
the immovable plates or stator of the condenser, the curved
arrow is a symbol for the movable plates or rotor.
A schematic circuit diagram of a receiver which shows the
sizes of the condensers, resistors, etc., is like a plan for a house
pr machine. It shows how alI the parts are assembled and any·one familiar with radio construction can assemble the receiver
without any information other than the diagram.
When you become familiar with the symbols, you will prefer
schematic diagrams.
·

VARIABLE
CON OEN SER

Schematic
Diagram

Pictorial
Diagram
PICTORIAL AND SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS COMPARED

Here are two methods of illustrating the same thing. Both sketches show
a variable condenser connected to a tuning coil called a variable inductance. The left hand sketch is a pictorial diagram. A schematic diagram is
at the right. Not everyone can draw pictorial diagrams but it is not difficult to make schematic diagrams. Radio technicians, engineers and
experienced amateurs prefer schematic diagrams. Pictorial diagrams are
more easily understood by beginners. Since this book is for ·beginners,
both types of diagrams are used.
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. 1. When a very rapidly alternating electric current flows
mto.an antenn~ wire some of the electrical energy will radiate
out mto space m the form of Hertzian waves.
2. ~en these wave~ strike another antenna they will create
therem feeble alternating currents similar to those which produced the waves.
. A radio broadcast _receiver changes these feeble currents into
s~unds; a television receiver changes them into sounds and
pictures.
Radio apparatus for producing radio waves is sometimes
arranged so that the waves are fo1med into a beam like the
~earn of a se~rchlight which can be sent in any desired direction. The rad10 waves used for communication between Europe

.....

.§
.....

11! Imm I!I Im I!! Im I'' Im IHI mIHI"' IHI !HI
AN "ELECTROMAGNETIC WA VE PIANO"

Radio waves, light and X-rays are electromagnetic waves. The waves that
produce X-rays are very short. The waves which produce light visible to
human eyes are l_onger than X-ray waves but not so long as radio waves.
If ap_Paratus havmg a keyboard like a piano could be arranged so that
pressmg the keys would produce electromagnetic waves of different
lengths, the effect could be:
Whe~ the keys at the left, or bass end of the keyboard were pressed,
long _radio waves would be sent into space. Pressing some of the keys to
the ngh~ of the bass would produce heat. Pressing the proper key farther
to the nght wou_ld produce a bright red light. Other keys in the same
oc_tave wou~d ~rmg forth orange, yellow, green, blue and violet light.
Higher up, m the treble, pressing a key would send forth )!:-rays.
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and America and between North and South America are
beamed in this manner. In the early days of wireless, the
antenna was usually manged so that the waves spread out in
circles with the transmitting antenna as their ·center.
THE MEANING OF THE WORD RADIO

'The fact that electric waves are a form of RADIANT energy
and RADIATE from the antenna brought a new word into use.
RADIO replaced the earlier term "wireless" and has been ad9pted
into our language to mean "the transmission and reception of_
signals by means of electric waves without a connecting wire."
HOW ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES ARE PRODUCED

. When Hertz discovered how to produce electric waves, the
waves were named Hertzian waves in his honor. This term is
seldom used no~adays. The names in popular use are "radio
waves" and "air waves." The term, "air waves," is often used
by newspapers and radio announcers, but is a complete misnomer. Hertzian waves are not "air waves." They pass through
air in moving to or from a radio station but the air is not the
medium which makes their passage possible. The effect of the
air on Hertzian waves is so slight that it can be ignored for
practical purposes. Winds do not disturb the waves. Air which
is ionized (the air molecules bear an electric charge when air
is ionized) has an effect upon the path of radio waves and as
we shall see later aids in lo_ng-distance radio communication.
Hertzian waves, or radio waves . as they will be referred to
in the remainder of this book, are ELEcrROMAGNETIC w AVES.
They h~ve both an electrical and a magnetic character. Radio,
light, heat, x-rays and many other effects are due to electro:magnetic waves.
.
The apparatus for creating radio waves is called the TRANSMITTER; that which detects the ·waves and renders their mes~
sages intelligible is the RECEPTOR, or as it is popularly called,
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the RECEIVER. Radio waves are
.c reated by sending rapidly
alternating currents into an
insulated wire called th~ ANTENNA. An antenna is used also
at the receiver to pick up or
intercept the incoming waves.
In this instance "insulated
wire" does not mean a wire
covered with insulation. Antennas are us:ually bare wires,
insulated from the earth, from
their supports and from surrounding objects. However,
there is a type of antenna
which is known as a "grounded
antenna." It is insulated in the
usual manner except at a point
where it · is purposely connected to the earth. An antenna may consist of a single
wire or an elaborate arrangement ·of wires. These statements do not apply to the
antennas used for television,
radar and the extremely short
..-:~~~~~~e:;::::~~~-...
waves called microwaves.
TALL ANTENNA TOWER

An antenna which is high above ground sends its waves
farther over the earth's surface than a low antenna. Television and ' broadcasting stations use high antennas to increase the area over which the station can be heard. In
·some instances the antenna is supported by a ·steel tower
iooo feet high. Modern transmitting antennas are more
efficient than the antennas used in the days of "wireless"
telegraphy.
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In the."pioneer days;' of wireless telegraphy, the waves were
produced by rapidly charging and discharging the antenna
with high voltage currents from an induction coil. This method
was soon replaced by better procedures for generating very
rapidly alternating currents and sending them into the antenna.
Transformers connected to Leyden jars or condensers, electric
arcs, and alternators* were used as generators of high-frequency
alternating currents for producing (:llectric. waves, but none
were wholly satisfactory.
Nowadays the rapidly alternating currents which are sent
into the antenna are generated by electron-tubes. Without such
tubes, present-day wireless telephony, broadcasting and tele~
vision would not have been possible.
RADIO WAVES HAVE LENGTH AND FREQUENCY

A radio broadcasting station is not permitted to operate
unless it has a government license. Each station is licensed to
send out waves of only a certain w~velength or frequency so
that it will not interfere with. other stations whose programs
are heard in the same area. The frequency of a wave is the
NUMBER OF WAVES WHICH OCCUR IN A SECOND. For example, station WABC in New York City is licensed to send out a wave
having a frequency of 770 kilocycles. WNBC and woR, both also
in New York City, have assigned frequencies of 660 and 710
kilocycles respectively . .Kilo means ONE THOUSAND.
. When waves move along over the surface of the ocean or of
a lake, the distance from the crest of one wave to the crest of
the following wave is the w AVELENGTH. The distance from crest
to crest of a radio wave is also its w AVELENGTH. Although radio
waves are invisible, their wavelength can be accurately measUl'ed by appropriate scientific instruments. Radio waves are
~ways measured in meters or centimeters because scientists
use the metric system of meters and centimeters in preference
to the system of feet and inches. A meter is 39.37 inches
• An altematpr is .a dynamo for producing alten.iating

curren~.
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or the equivalent of 3.28 feet. A 200-meter wave js therefore
656 feet long.
There is no sharp dividing line where '1ong" radio wave.s
cease to be long waves and become "short" waves. It is customary to consider"short" waves to be those with a wavelength
of less than 200 meters; also that radio ·waves are divided into
the following groups:
.
10 meters and less
Ultra-short waves.
Short waves
10 to 34 meters
Medium short waves
34 to 200 meters
200 to 30,000 meters
Long waves
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electrical qualities from the atmosphere they leave. There are
changes in the electrical ch~acteristics . of .the air at the
boundaries between atmospheric areas of diHenng temperatur~
<1111\
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HOW RADIO WAVES BEHAVE

Radio waves travel through free space at the same speed as
light wav~s, roughly 300,000,000 meters or 186,000 miles per
second. Radio waves are much longer than light waves. They
range in length from approximately 30,000 meters to a fraction
of a centimeter. A meter is equal to 39.37 inches; a centimeter
equals 0.3937 inches. The frequency of radio waves ranges
from about 10 kilocycles to 1,000,000 megacycles. A megacycle
is ONE MILLION cycles. The shortest waves have the high~st
frequencies.
Radio waves can be reflected and refracted like light waves.
Reflected means "thrown back" like sunlight thrown back by
a mirror.
When radio waves graze the edge of an object in passing,
for example a hill, they tend to be bent around the edges of the
object to a slight extent. This type of bending is called diffraction. Some large objects such as hills and buildings cause "radio
shadows" to be formed. The waves do bend enough to enter
the space behind the .object and so there is a· radio "shadow"
there.
Another type of wave bending is called refraction. Refracted
means ''bent." The bending known as refraction occurs when
waves move obliquely iiito an air mass which has different

ELECTRONIC NIGHT SIGHT

This. sailor. is aiming a carbine equipped with an electronic instrument
which makes it possible to see in complete darkness.
.
.
Electronic night sight is accomplished by picking up mfra-red light
invisible to human eyes and converting it into visible light..
. ·
The instrument resembles a telescope in appearance. It is .designed for
mounting on a rifle. Thus equipped, a marksman can ~e~ his target. ~nd
· h'is rifl e in total darkness. The device is a sort
aim
. . of mimature
· · televmon
1 t th
.
tl-ansmitter and receiver. A pick-up camera srmi1ar m pnncip e o e
orthicon televis.ion pick-up camera forms an invisible ~age ?n the screen
of the pick-up tube. A visible image then appears immediately on. the
screen of a special cathode-ray tube. The device was first u~e~ extensively
by the Marines at Saipan, as early as December, 1944· It is mt~nded for
the detection of infiltrating enemy troops and readin~ i_nap~ at rught. One
model utilizing radium in its construction is so sensitive 1t can detect a
camouflaged tank by its ·engine heat hours after the motors are shut down.
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WALKIE TALKIE

This is a small, compact, light-weight portable short-wave radio telephone
transmitter and receiver which was· developed originally for use by the
armed forces. It is now in use by policemen, firemen, sheriffs and at some
sports events. If you hold one of these instruments to your mouth and ear
like. an ordinary telephone you can talk to a person several hundred yards
'
away via radio if he is provided with a similar instrument.

and moisture content. Refraction occurs at those boundaries.
Reflection, refraction and dif{raction account for part of the
behavior of radio waves.
The reflection of radio waves makes radar possible. Smokestacks, tanks, power wires, bridges, hills, mountains and many
other objects reflect radio waves. The Germans took advantage
of this fac.t during World War II and were first to .shower
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metal-impregnated paper strips over battle areas. Radio waves
were reflected by the Jlletal and confused the Allied radar warning network. Later the Allies adopted the same trickery and
used showers of aluminum foil to confuse the German radars
and hide the position of Allied bombers on their way to targets
in Germany.
.
The reflection. of waves which takes place 55 to 195 miles
above-the surface of the earth has a marked effect upon radio
communications. This region, high in the heavens, where the
reflection and refraction of radio waves takes place, is known
as ·the IONOSPHERE. The length of radio waves and the type of
antenna from which they radiate greatly influence the path
~ey follow through space.
When radio waves move away from the antenna of a broadcasting station, they travel out through space by two routes.
Some have their "feet on the ground" and follow the surface
of the earth. They are called ground waves. The strength of
ground waves fades very rapidly as they move away from the
transmitting antenna. Other waves, called ,sky-wav~s, leave the
earth's surface and travel outward and upward in space. Somewhere in the upper atmosphere they meet the region .of the
jonosphere which reflects and bends them so that they return
to earth again.
The short waves used in television do not follow the curvature of the earth. They go forth in a horizontal line like the
light beam from a lighthouse. The path of radar waves is like
the path of the light beam from a searchlight.
The effect of the ionosphere in bending radio waves so that
they return to earth at distant points explains how low-powered,
short-wave amateur stations can communicate halfway around
the world.
RADIO STATIONS SEND FARTHER AT NICHT

It has already been explained that gro1.ind waves quickly
become weak as they travel away from the tran~tting station

I
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They eventually become so weak they cannot be detected ..
Between that point and the place where the sky-waves reach
the earth there is often a "dead" area where a station's signals
cannot be heard. This dead area is called the SKIP DISTANCE.
The ionosphere is closest to the earth at noon and causes skywaves to return to earth at a point closer to the transmitting
station than they do at night. Radio stations can send farther at
night than they can in the daytime because the ionosphere is
higher and the station's sky-waves return to earth at a pqint
which is.farther from the station than it is in daylight.•

CHAPTER FOUR

ELECTRONS AND

ELECTRO~ICS

IONOSPHERE

GROUND WAVE
RECEPT_ION AREA

i

FADING
AREA

SKYWAVE
•
RECEPTION AREA

LOW-POWER SHORT-WAVE STATIONS
COMMUNICATE LONG DISTANCES BY MEANS OF SKY-WAVES

Some of the waves sent forth by a radio transmitter have their "feet on
the ground." They follow the ~ontour of the earth and are called ground
waves. The strength of ground waves fades rapidly with distance. Other
waves, calle~ sky waves, travel outward and upward away from the earth.
Somewhere m th.e upper atmosphere they meet a reflecting and refracting
layer· call~d ~he . 10nospher~. Sky waves would be of no practical use for
commumcatioI?- purposes if they did not return to earth again. When
they meet the 10nosphere, sky waves are reflected back to earth at distant
points. wher~. the ground-wave~ are too weak to be detected. Sky waves
make it possible for .amateurs m America to communicate with "hams"
in Australia ·and vice versa.

The word ELECTRONICS could not be found in the dictionary
until about 40 years ago. It is the name of an important branch
of electrical science. Radiotelegraphy, radiotelephony, broadcasting, television, radar, long distance telephony, sound motion
pictures, public address systems are all part of the science .of
electronics. Electronics has many applications. At the erid of
this chapter is a list of the principal ones.
Electronics has become of inestimable value in modem in..
dustry and warfare. The name Electronics came from ELECTRON •.
All apparatus employing electron tubes belongs to the realm
of electronics. Electron was originally a Greek word-the name
for amber and gold. Amber was used by the ancient Greeks as a
jewel and a decoration. Its yellow luster reminded the Greeks
of native gold and they applied to amber the same poetic name.
Today you will find , amber in museums, cigar stores .and jeweler's shops. It is used chiefly for pipe stems and for beac;ls.
If you rub a piece of arnber against yotn:" coat sleeve, the
amber will attract and pick up tiny bits of paper,. lint and
thread. This property of amber was .first noticed thousands of
years ag9. At that time spindles made of amber were u.sed for
spinning and on days when the atmosphere was dry, lint and
37
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small particles of dust were attracted to the amber. Today we
know that any object which has an electric charge will do the
~ame thing. We know that amber becomes charged with electricity when it is rubbed and that is, why it often h.as the pow~!
to attract.
You do not need
a piece of amber to
see the attractive.
power of an electric
charge. Snip some
tissue paper into
very small bits,
about 3:,S large as the
0 0
head of a dressmaker's pin. Then rub
THE ATTRACTIVE POWER
briskly with a piece
OF AN ELECTRICAL CH.ARCE
of wool or fur a hard·
a hard rubber pipe item with a piece of
rubber pipe stem or Rub
wool or fur. Rubbing will bring electrons to
comb or some article the surface of the rubber. The pipe stem will
made of Lucite. then have an electrical charge and will attract
Bring the pipe stem small pieces of .tissue paper or bits of other
light material. A lucite comb can be used 'in
or comb near the place of a pipe stem.
·
paper bits slowly
and just before it touches them some will jump up to meet it.
Rubbing a rubber comb or pipe stem with wool or fur gives the
surface ·of the pipe stem or comb a negative charge. Electrons
leave the wool or fur and rest on the surface of the rubber.
Electrons-you will remember-are tiny particles of negative
electricity. They are invisible but scientist:S can easily prove
their existence. Electrons were given their name in 1897 by
th~ British physicist G. Johnstone Stoney. He was looking for a
name for the tiny particles of negative electricity and he
decided to call them ELECTRONS-the name the Greeks had originally given to amber. Now let us turn our.attention to electron
tubes.
0

0

0
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ELECTRON TUBES

"'

The conductors by which electric current enters or leaves a
liquid, a vacuum tube or a tube containing a gas are called
electrodes. An electron tube is a device consisting of a number
of electrodes within a metal or glass enclosure which has been
totally or partly evacuated. That last word, evacuated, in this
case means emptied of its air. The operation of all types of
electron tubes is dependent upon the movement of electrons
within the tubes.
Sir John Ambrose Fleming invented the first electron tube
for radio use. Fleming* was an English physicist and electrical
engineer. He was consulting engineer to the Edison Electric
Light Company of London.for ten years and scientific adviser
to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company for more than
25 years. His service with the Edison Electric Light Company
brought many of the problems associated with incandesce.n t
lamps to Fleming's attention. The lamps of that time contained
a filament made of carbon. As one of these lamps burned, the
inside surface of the glass bulb became gradually blackened.
Thomas A. Edison, inventor of the first practical incandescent
lamp, noticed this effect when he was making early experiments in the manufacture of incandescent lamps. Edison also
noticed that one side of the .filament was gradually eaten away
before the other and thus eventually burned out. In order to
£nd the cause, Edison had carbon filament lamps built with a
special metal plate inside each glass bulb. It was then observed
that when the filament was lighted an electric current could be
made to flow across the space between the filament and the.
plate. Edison was unable to explain the reason for this or to
put it to any use . .He made a carefu~ record of his observation
and it came to be known as the Edison Effect.
In the scientific world it is such apparent trifles that are
developed 'into the marvels of tomorrow when they happen to
• BORN: November 29, i849 in Lancaster, England. He was knighted March,
.1929 for his "valuable service in scien~ and industry.''
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IN 18B3 THOMAS A.EDISON
PLACED A SMALL METAL PLATE
IN A LAMP BULB AND DISCOVER•
, ED THAT AN ELECTRIC CURRENT
WOULD FLOW ACROSS THE GAP
BETWEEN THE HOT FILAMENT(F)
ANO THE PLATEIPI.

IN 1904J.A.FLEMING USED THE
"EDISON EFFECT" TO MAKE A NEW
TYPE OF WAVE DETECTOR CON•
SISTING OF A LAMP WITH A MET•
AL CYLINDER PLACED AROUND
THE FILAMENT. THIS BECAME
KNOWN AS THE FLEMING VALVE .
/GRID·CAP

PLATE

FILAMENT

@
JANUARY 1907 LEE
DEFOREST FILED A PAT·
ENT APPLICATION FOR
THE AUDI ON A THREE •
ELECTRODE TUBE CONTAINING A GRID BE•
TWEEN FILAMENT AND PLATE • LARGE
COMMERCIAL LABORATORIES DEVELOPED
THE AUOION INTO THE MODERN RADIO TUBE
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excite the curiosity of the right mind. Fleming also investigated
the blackening of electric light bulbs. In one of his experiments
he placed a metal cylinder around the negative leg of the
hairpin-shaped carbon filament inside the lamp bulb and discovered that the space between the cylinder and the filament
could then be used to change alternating current into direct
current.
When Fleming became electrical adviser to the Marconi Co.
he gave his attention immediately to the shortcomings Of the
Marconi coherer and other devices used as detectors of wireless
·waves at that time. He began to search for a better detectorsome sensitive "electrical valve" which would change the
feeble, rapidly alternating currents of the receiving antenna
into direct current. The thought occurred to him: "Why not try
the Edison Effect?" His experiments soon prov~d that if a
metal cylinder which enclosed the whole filament was placed
inside the lamp, the arrangement became an excellent detector.
Although there was no contact or connc:_lction between ·the
filament and the metal cylinder, electrons flowed from the hot
filament to the cold metal plate. The hot filament emitted electrons, the plate collected them·. Fleming named his invention
an OSCILLATION VALVE and applied for a patent Nov. 16, 1904.
For several years the Fleming valve was extensively used as
a detector by the Marconi Wireless Te~egraph Company and
the British Royal Navy. But Fleming's valve was only a radio
tube in its pupa stage. It was a "two-element" or "twoelectrode" tube and did not start to grow up until D~. Lee
De Forest, an American inventor, added a third element.in the
form of a wire grid. At first De Forest put the grid on one side
of the lamp filament and a metal plate on the other. Experiment
soon brought him a better understanding of his new device and
he placed the grid in the center, between the filament and
plate, where it belonged. De Forest named his ~vention the
AUDION.

.

.

FOUR STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RADIO
TUBE
,

The audion, a three-element electro:p tube, proved to be a
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AUDION DETECTORS FOR AMATEURS

These audion detectors were placed on the market for amateur use by the
De Forest Radio Telegraph and Telephone Co. at about the time
Germany began World War I. The cabinets enclosed the flashlight batteries used to supply current to the plate circuit. A new audion tube could
be obtained only. by sending the old one back to the factory. 1, audion;
2, rheostat to control filament current; 3, switch to turn filament current
on and off; 4, switch to vary plate voltage.

far more sensitive detector than its ~impler two-element ancestor, the Fleming valve. In addition to being a detector the
audion possessed the ability to MAGNIFY feeble currents of
electricity. It was an AMPLIFIER-a new instrument destined to
find a thousand uses. Undoubtedly the greatest single advance
in the development of electron tubes for radio came when
De Forest placed a.grid in his audion between the filament and
the plate.
For a time all the possibilities of the De Forest audion wen~
not recognized and could not be utilized. The reason was that
the glass bulb enclosin,g the filament, grid and plate of a
De Forest audion was not completely exhausted of its air or gas.
Then came Irving Langmuir (in later years a -recipient of
the Nobel Prize ,ill Chemistry) and H. D. Arnold, an engineer
of the American Telegraph and Telephone Company. Langmuir
had recently abandoned teaching at the Stevens Institute of
Technology in Hoboken, N. J., to take up research work in
the laboratories of the General Electric C9mpaµy at Schenectady.
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Each of these men: began to experiment in his own way with
the audion and it was not long before both discovered that the
audion's behavior and dependability were greatly improved
when the glass bulb was almost completely exhausted of air.
The three-element electron tube became ypore sensitive as a
detector and m~re powerful as an amplifier when almost all of
the air was pumped out of the bulb, but it still remained only
a detector and an amplifier. Until 1912 the tube still contained
a secret unsuspected except perhaps by a handful of young
men.
One of these young men was Edwin H: Armstrong, Professor
of Electrical Engineering at Columbia University. In 1912
Armstrong, who was then 22 years of age and in the junior
electrical engineering class at Columbia, made an astonishiiig
discovery which in a few years revolutionized radio. To understand what Armstrong had ·discovered, bear in mind that three
circuits are necessary to operate a three-element electron radio
tube as a detector or as an amplifier. These circuits are: the
:filament circuit, the grid circuit and the plate circuit.
Young Armstrong found that ah audion detector became
more sensitive and produced louder signals if the grid and
plate circuits were properly connected or coupled together so
that current was fed back from the plate cjrcuit to the grid
circuit. He also discovered that by the same means an audion
could be made a generator of alternating currents of very high
frequency.
This discovery of Armstrong's is called the regenerative or
feed-back circuit. It laid the foundation for almost unlimited
developments iµ electronics which followed. Nowadays when
high-frequency oscillations are sent into an antenna to ,propel
radio waves out into space, the currents are generated by a_n
electron tube using some form of feed-back circuit. The transmission of radiotelegraph, radiophone, radar, television and
facsimile signals embody the ideas and discoveries of hundreds
of men, but they all depend upon the discovery which Arm-
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strengthens the feeble currents generated in the receiving
antenna so that they can produce sounds in a telephone receiver
or loudspeaker.
}'art of the receiver called the nrNER selects the waves from
the station to be listened to ~d prevents in'terference or '~jam-

-strong made in a little bedroom laboratory in his home in
Yonkers, N. Y.
Armstrong patented his invention but became involved in
extensive litigation with De Forest, who claimed to have made
.the discovery before Armstrong. De Forest won the final decision made by the courts. Judges receive a legal education, not
·a scientific education, and must sometimes hear highly technical testimony in patent suits, testimony which ·they do not
.understand. Many prominent scientists and radio men believe
that Armstrong was actually the inventor of the regenerative 01:
feed-back circuit in spite of the fact that a court decided
De Forest made the invention a short time ahead of Armstrong.
Armstrong's career in radio was a most notable one. He
made many basic inventions. He invented the superheterod~e
receiver. It is the most widely used type of radio receiver. He
also devised the present-day system of sending and receiving
by FM or frequency modulation.
·

CARRIER WAVE

RECEI VER
HIGH
FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR
AND
AMPLIFIER

KEY FOR SENDING
TELEGRAPH SIGNALS

RADIOTELEGRAPHY AND RADIOTELEPHONY

The radio waves which carry the signals of radiotelegraphy,
television, radar and facsimile are appropriately called CARRIER
waves. The waves are produced by sending high-frequency
alternating currents into an ANTENNA. Several methods of generating high-frequency alternating currents for this purpose
have been used in the 'past but today they are almost always
generated by an electron tube called an OSCILLATOR.
The same radio receiver can be used for both radiotelegraph
and radiotelephone messages. An antenna is also used at the
receiver. It may be a long wire, elevated in the air or, as is the
case in portable receivers, a wire rolled up into a Hat coil. The
purpose of the re~eiving antenna is to intercept the waves from
the transmitting station. When the waves strike the receiving
antenna they produce feeble high-frequency alternating currents of t:Ji~ same frequency as those of the transmitting
station which produced the waves. The receiver changes and

TRANSMITTER

EARPHONE OR
LOUDSPEAKER

THE PRINCIPLE OF RADIOTELEGRAPHY

..

Radio engineers draw a rectangle (called a block) to represent intricate
apparatus or machinery. This illustration and the two which immediately
follow it are "block" diagrams in which complicated apparatus is represented by a rectangle. A block diagram is somewhat like an architect's
plan for a house. The plan does not show all of the beams, bo;irds, etc.
A diagram showing all the details of a radio transmitter is too complicated •
to have much meaning to anyone but a radio engineer.
The present day radiotelegraph transmitter consists of an oscillator and
amplifier, a modulator, key, antenna, a ground connection and source of
power. The modulator of a radiotelegraph transmitter is usually termed
a keyer. The key and keyer modulate the carrier waves produced by
the oscillator and antenna by making changes in the waves .which correspond to the dots and dashes of the telegraph code.
By comparing this diagram with the two which follow yc;m will notice
that the basic differences between radiotelegraphy, radiotelephony and
television lie in the method of modulating or impressing the signals on
the carrier waves. The ground connection on a radio transmitter may be
to the earth itself or as in a radio transmitter to a metal framework or
some fo~ of counterpoise.
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key or by a tape-operated key when messages are sent at high

ANTENNA

CARRI ER WAVE

RECEIVER

HIGH
F"REOUENCY
OSCILLATOR

AMPAL~fl£R

ANT!='.NNA

.....-:==:::5:::::c~

TRANSMITTER

SUPER
HETERODYNE
RECEIVER

·
·
t lied
speed.
The modulator at a radiotelephone .transmitter Is ~n ro
b a microphone. Speech or music directed into ~e microphone
:Odulates the carrier waves .in accordance with. sounds .. A
broadcasting station is a radioteleph.one tran~m1tter which
sends out scheduled programs for public enterta1~ment. ~en
honograph records. are played at a broadcastm_g station a
pick-up replaces the microphone which controls .
the modulator.

~honograph

MODULAT OR
SPEECH
AMPLIF"IER
MICROPHONE F"OR
SENDING SOUND
SIGNALS

AM AND FM

What do

AM

and

mean? AM is the .abbreviation for
and FM stands for ,FREQUENCY MODU-

FM

AMPLITUDE MODULATION
RADIOTELEPHONY

RadiQtelephones and radiobroadcasting stations use the same sort of
transmitter. The same type of oscillator used in radiotelegraphy is employed but a modulator controlled by a microphone is substituted for the
key and keyer. Speech and music directed in.to the microphone modulate
the carrier waves in accordance .with SOUNDS instead of the dots and dashes
of the. telegraph code.

ming" from other transmitters which may be operating at the
same tim(:l within range of the receiver.
A transmitter 'for radiotelegraphy is quite similar to a transmitter for radiotelephony or broadcasting. The principal difference .is in the apparatus used for MODULATING the carrier
waves. Modulating the waves gives them their message. It
produces variations or changes in the waves which correspond
, to the signals or messages. At a radiotelegraph transmitter, the
waves are modulated or varied to correspond with the dots and
dashes of the telegraph alphabet. At a radiotelephone transmitter the waves are modulated or varied to correspond with
.sounds, speech and music.
The modulator of a radiotelegraph transmitter is called the
keyer. It is c:ontrolled by an ordinary hand-operated telegraph

VINYL
OUTER
/ C? VER /NG

COAXIAL' CABLES

A group of television. or broadcasting sta~ions connected toiet¥i:eto.{~n~
the same program simultaneously is called a netwbor . . I bly
. program to ~he ot her.s m
· the
es
station sends its
. network . y·.coaxia ercawire
or radio relay stations. A coaxial cable is a ~op~er tube. wit~ a co~p f its
runnin through its center or axis. The wire .1s held m t e cen ~r o
tube arfd insulated from-it by ceramic or pla~hc spacers. The codax~\cable
lower left) which the A. T . and T. Co. mstalls. under~roun
e 'Y~en
(. . .
d · ht-tube cable capable of carrymg 8 telev1S1on
1 d
~~t~:o~~~as~a r~or~%~ a~~ more than 4 telephone conve~sation~ simultaneously. Tf:e ~ngle-conductor cab}es fllustrated are used m stud10s and
transmitting stations.
O ut
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LATION. These are · two methods of modulating the carrier
waves for radiotelephony and the programs of broadcasting
stations. Many broadcasting stations send out AM and FM
pro.grams simultaneously.
Amplitude modulation is the older method. When music and
speech are transmitted by this system, the STRENGTH of the
waves is varied by the sounds which the microphone picks up.
When they are transmitted by frequency modulation, the
FREQUE~cY ·of the carrier waves is varied by the sounds.
The system of FM in use is the invention of Prof. E. H.
Armstrong. Its advantage is absence of static and noise and
~ore faithful reproduction of sounds than is produced by AM
modulation. A .special type of FM. receiver is required in order
to ·pick up FM messages and programs. This type of receiver
cannot be assembled by the young novice at radio building.

THE OSCILLOSCOPE TUBE
A bottle-shaped electron tube called an OSCILLoscoPE tube

made radar and television practical. Oscilloscope tubes were
used originally in laboratories for testing and measuring. Other
uses were soon found and it is now an essential part of all radar
and television receivers. In radar it is an oscilloscope tube
tbat measures the distance from the radar to the object .or target
which has been detected. The kinespope or "picture tube" of a
television receiver is a large oscilloscope tube designed for
television.
The bottle-shaped glass envelope of an oscilloscope tube
contains:

1. An electron gun for producing a stream of electrons.
2. A fluor~scent screen.
3. A device for focusing the electron beam.
The tube also includes a means of moving or DEFLECTING the
electron beam up and down and from side to side. The means
for deflecting the beam may be either inside or outside the
.tube. It is usually on the outside of the tubes used for television,
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OSCILLOSCOPE TUBE AND SCREEN

.
.h
" int electronic pictures" and measure
A laborat?iy dev1cef wh1c ~a~~~scilloscope screen at the right.displays
time in millionths o a second. b n alternating current. An osc1llosc?pe The "hicture tube" or kmea fluorescent pattern produce ya .
.
fal part of radar receivers.
1s
an
esse1?'
.
1
.
developed
from
t e oscitloscope.
tube
.
scope of a telev1s10n receiver was

That part of the tul;>e called the electron gun is nobt a Supe~;
iven the name electron gun ecause 1
man weapon. It was g
d h ots it at the fluorescent
produces a beam of electron; : ts bo The gun consists of a
0
. e ~:i le to the heater and
screen at the opposite e~d .
heater and a cathode, smular m P d_P
·
The heater
b . our home ra 10 receiver.
. th
cathode m e tu es m Y .
d
t lamp-it becomes hot
resembles the filament of an mcanthrescenh. 't Its purpose is to
1 tr.
rrent passes
oug 1 •
when an e ec ic cu
.
d f metal which has been
heat the cathode. The cathode is ~ e o
electrons when
. treated with a: chemical that pro uces manr f the tube
h t d The electron gun is built into the nee o
. · th
ea e ·
. th. . lin of phosphors on . e
The fluorescent screen is a en:f ~~~e g tube. Phosphors are
inside surface of the large t k b electrons The fluoreschemicals which glow when~ rucl Jon beam ;trikes it. The
cent screen glows w~e~ve~b e a:~c a small amount of argon
0
air is pumped out
eb . e al d The argon aids in conintroduced before the tu e IS se e .
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centrating the electron beam so that where it
a small glowing spot results.

strik~s the screen
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When an oscilloscope tube is in operation the electron beam
may be deflected up or down or sideways. When the beam is at
rest, it produces a small glowing spot on the fluorescent screen.
When ·the beam ·is moved, it makes a luminous line on the
screen-a line which may be either- curved or straight~depena
ing upon the manner in which the beam moves._The glow in
the phosphors on the screen dies away quiekly when the electron beam moves away but the pattern drawn by the beam
can be kept there as long as necessary by causing the beam to
constantly repeat its movements.
The electron beam is focussed and deflected by electrical
charges applied to metal plates btp.It in the oscilloscope tubes.
made for laboratory work and for some radars.

I

t

R-A-D-A-R
The British called it radiolocation but the U.S. Navy named
it RADAR as the abbreviation for "Radio Detection and Il,anglng." Radar uses radio waves to detect the presence and
character of objects beyond the range of human eyes.
Radar was the most important element in winning the battle
of Britain and a large factor in the Allied victory over the
Germans and Japanese. This new miracle of science warned.
the British of the approach of German bombers before the
latter could be seen or heard. Fighters were then sent on theproper course to intercept them. Thus the pursuit planes of
Britain's pitifully small Royal Air Force were able to concentrate quickly at areas in immediate danger of bombing by the
enemy. Often they were alerted in time to meet the Luftwaffe
over the Channel and ward off the impending blow. Radar
coupled to an efficient bombsight enabled American and British
bombers to pound Germany from -the air almost daily in bot~
good weather and bad. The "black box" which was a combination radar and bombsight made it practical to bomb gr9und

RADAR

.
. the form of a beam which can
A radar station sends out' its .rad1~ w~v::n1~f light from a flashlight. In. the
be pointed in any ~irectron l~k~ ta ebe:~ of light reflects it. back, so .ob1e~s
.same way that a muror stru~ / 't b ck to the radar station. Notmg e
struck- by a radar beam re ec I a surin the time which elapsed e<iirection o~ the rad~~ bfa~ a~~dt~e;rrivalgof its echo !ndicates the ~a~~
tween. sendmg
out
a puobiect
s~ even though it may be hidden by clou. s
fl fng
f
locaboq
0 a re ec l d th
vision.
<larkness or be beyon
e range of human
·

i

i
hen the earth was obscured by night
targets through clouds. W
d ction of the ground
.
hich was a repro u
or clouds an nnage w
n in the box. Water showed up as a .
below appeared on the scree h. s houses etc., appeared as
dark patch, object~ such ash~ ip, . ed, ~th radar spotted
lighter spots. American wars ips _eqmpp
th rwise invisible
craft which were o e
and sank Japanese war 1 b ttle; fought at night .near Cape
because of darkness. Navaal a. costly defeats for the JapaEsperance and Guadalcan wered fi wi"thout first disclos~g
. ers opene
re
nese be~aus_e our crms th
of star shells .and Hares.
their presence thro~gh e use
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When German submarines were destroying the ships that
kept England alive and supplied our .overseas troops radar
helped to wipe out the underwater peril. Rada~-equipped ships
and airplanes were able to discover submarines ·miles awayby day or- night. Radar had been so perfected before the end
of the war that it not only located the enemy but automatically
aimed and fired anti-aircraft and naval guns with superhuman
accuracy. Although radar was developed entirely for war, it
is not solely a tool of combat. It is saving many lives in peacetime· applications. Its use aboard planes and ships and at airports increases the safety of travel.
Mounted in the cab of a locomotive, radar enables the engineer to det~ct other trains on the same track. Vessels provided
with radar can sail into a harbor during heavy fog without
colliding with other ships. At sea, radar warns of icebergs,
floating wrecks and other ships. Aboard an airliner, radar gives
pilots an accurate picture of their altitude at all times. It
reveals such hazards as tall buildings, mountains, other planes,
radio antenna, smokestacks and high tension wires. It will assist
a plane to a safe landing in a dense fog;
No one man invented radar. It is largely the wqrk of many
research teams. Radar had its beginning before World War II
but i~s great development took place during the war. Radar
was first discovered in the United States in 1922. Scientists
working for the Radio Division of the U. S. Naval Laboratory
observed that the signals from a radio stafion were interfered
with by objects moving in their path. So they set up a radio
r~ceiver on the banks of a river to study the effects on signals
caused by boats passing up and.down the river. With the knowledge ·gained from these experiments development work was
immediately begun on apparatus for detecting ships passing
between harbor entrances, or between ships at sea. The . plan
called for a transmitter and a receiver at different locati.ons.
In 1925 the apparatus was redesigned to have both the. transmitter and the receiver at the sanie location. It made. ·use of
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the fact that many objects act as reflectors of radio waves. The
radio signals. sent out by the radar transmitter were made to
strike the target and then bounce back to the receiver.
In 1930, the apparatus had been developed sufficiently to
pick up waves reflected back from planes passing overhead·.
Four years later a means of measuring the distance between
the radar transmitter and the target was added.
The manner in which radar operates is more easily understood if you bear in mind th~t radio waves are reflected when
they meet an obstruction.
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The oscilloscope tube is the "heart" of a radar receiver. When in operation, a radar transmitter sends out waves only a very small part of the
time. Its waves are sent in intense bursts of short duration called pulses.
An oscilloscope tube measures the time it requires for the pulses to travel
to a target and return as echoes. The outgoing pulses produce a "pip" on
"scope" screen and so do their echoes. If the electron beam in the scope
,,;creen sweeps across the screen for a· distance of one inch in 1/10,oooth
of a second: a distance of 2 inches between the pulse's pip and its echo's
pips indicates that the echoes come back from an object 32,800 yards
distant. The screen on the radar scope is graduated with fine lines so that
the position of pips shows at a glance the distance of a target. A radar
scope tube can be arranged to present its· information in different ways.
That illustrated above. is called A-scan presentation,.
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The radar transmitter and receiver are located at the same
place. The transmitter sends out its waves in very intense bursts
of small duration called / pulses. Each pulse may last only a
millionth of a second. After each pulse the transmitter waits
_a few thousandths of a second before sending o:ut the next
pulse and during that interval the receiver listens in.
The wave pulses sent out by the transmitter are focussed by
the antenna into a beam which can be pointed in any direction
like the beam of light from a searchlight. The beam is moved.
by electrically operated :machinery. It moves over the entire
region to be searched. Travelling at 186,000 miles a second, the
wave pulses go out into space, never to return unless they strike
an interfering object. In the same manner that a mirror struck
by a beam of light_ from a flashlight reflects it back, so do
reflecting objects such as ships, airplanes, water tanks, prominent buildings, mountain tops, etc., bounce back the rlildar
wave pulses. The radar receiver located near the transmitter
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detects these ~cho waves which bounce back. ~ear-by objects
give echoes very soon after the outgoing wave pulses leave the
antenna; objects farther away give echoes which arrive later.
The time which elapses between sending a pulse and receiving
its echo measures the distance of the object w~ich is producing
the echo. The intervals between pulse and echo are very short ·
-they are measured in millionths of a second. Their exact
measurement is one of the great technical achievements of
radar. An object 2000 yards from a radar transmitter produces
an echo which arrives at the receiver only three millionths of a
second after the outgoing pulse left the transmitter. But the
radar measures this with such accuracy by using the tim~ interval as an indicator of the distance that there is an error of only
15 or 20 feet.
You may wonder how the direction of the object or target
is determined. The antenna which sends out the beam of wave
pulses moves constantly ·up and down and around so as to
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THE SCOPE SCREEN
IN A RADAR-EQUIPPED FIGHTER PL.Um

The screen on a scope for B-scan presentation shows a fighter pilot the
location of other pla)Jes which may be flying in the region up to 90° on
either side of dead ahead. It also shows their distance.

THE SCOPE SCREEN

IN A RADAR-EQUIPPED FIGHTER PLANE, continued

·C-scan presentation indicates planes ahead and whether they are to the
right or left and above or below.
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thoroughly search an area. The strongest echo comes back when
the beam of pulses sent out by the radar is pointed directly
at the target. By noting the direction of the wave beam and
measuring the time which elapses between sending out a pulse
and the arrival of an echo from that pulse, the exact location
of the target or reflecting object becomes known even though
it may be hidden by clouds, distance or darkness.
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·RADAR IN A BOMBER

In addition to a scope which indicates the position and distance of other
planes and targets, bombers are equipped with a scope which presents a
map of the area being searched. This is called PPI-scan presentation and
is used for search, harbor control, convoy keeping, ground controlled
interception, navigation and bombing.

THE RADAR PROXIMITY* FUSE

An ingenious device called the radar proximity fuse was
one of the super-secrets of World War II. Until it was invented
there was no way to insure that an anti-aircraft shell would
explode at the right spot. lt might burst before it reached its
target or some distance beyond. The ordinary fuse on an artillery shell can be set to explode the projectile at a certain TIME.
after the shell is fired. Before the shell is loaded into the gun,

* Proximity is the .state of oeing near or very close.
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an ,artilleryman sets the fuse so that the shell will burst a
definite time ~fter it is fired and hopes that the timing is correct
so that the shell bursts close to its target. A proximity fuse is
not pre-timed. Its projectile bursts only when it NEARS an object. Its burst is controlled by proximity to a target, not by
timing.
The proximity fuse is a miniature self-powered radio transmitter and receiver no larger than a pint milk l?ottle. It is
enclosed in the nose of the projectile. It operates on radar principles. When the shell is fired from a gun, the proximity fuse
starts sending out its radio wave. When the projectile gets
within 70 to . J..00 feet of a plane or other target, the waves are
reflected back to the miniature receiver in the fuse. The reflected waves are a signal that the shell is close to an object.
The receiver amplifies the signal and feeds it into an electron
tube called a thyratron. The thyratron acts ~ a power switch
and explodes the projectile at the right spot, close to the target.
Four miniature electron tubes are used in each proximity fuse.
It was no simple task to put such delicate parts into a projectile
and have them operate dependably. When fired from a gun, the
fuse must withstand the shock of a change in velocity from
0 to 2,000 miles per hour in a distance of 10 feet. But the
problem was solved successfully.
MARINE RADIO BEACONS

Radio' first contributed fo ·safety at sea by providing telegraphic communication between ship and shore. Every mariner
and every person who travels on the sea recognizes. radio's aid
to safety. It has been the means of saving the passengers and
crews of many disabled, sinking or burning vessels, whic4,
without ·radio, would probably have been listed simply as
"missing." Rescues at sea, where aid was summoned by radio,
are headlined· in the newspapers an9, the whole world soon
knows about them. But all the world does not know that radio
is working quietly and constantly to PREVENT marine mishaps-.
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Accurate time signals and weather warnings are. regularly
broadcast over the entire ocean area to give mariners a frequent
.Check on their chronometers (the clocks used in calculating a
ship's position) and on weather conditions. In addition, there
are numerous radiobeacons on the coasts of the U.S.A. Radiobeacons are an important aid to.navigation. They enable vessels
to check their positions by radio.
Radiobeacons are radio stations which send out radio signals
in all directions to guide marine navigators. They are operated
by the United States Coast Guard. The beacons are installed
at lighthouses, on lightships and at other points shown on the
marine maps called charts which navigators use. In this country, radio signals are sent out from the beacons for 1 minute
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RADIO DIRECTION FINDER

· The antenna connected to the receiver of a radio direction finder consists
<>f a coil of wire enclosed in a waterproof casing. The loop (left hand
sketch) is mounted above decks or on the roof of the pilot house. The
·loop can be rotated by a hand wheel on the receiver. The receiver (see
:right sketch) is usually located in a cabin directly below the loop.
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out of each 3 minutes and f?r one or two 10-minute periods
each hour during periods of good visibility. When there is fog
and when visibility is low, the radiobeacons send their signals
continuously. The signals, on wave frequencies of 285 to 325
kilocycles, are short and simple com_binations of dashes and
dots which the station repeats without variation. Each beacon
has its own signal, different from that of all other bea<;:ons and
is easy to identify.
A ship must be equipped with a radio direction finder in
order to check her position by the signals of the radiobeacons.
The direction finder is simple and comparatively inexpensive.
many yachts and fishing boats are equipped. The device is an
ordinary radio receiver connected to a loop antenna arranged
for observing the DIRECTION of any station sending radio signals.
The loop aJ!tenna is a large coil of wire which is usually
mounted above the ship's pilot.house. It is fastened to the upper
end of a movable shaft which extends downward into the pilot
house. The lower end of the shaft is provided with a handwheel
and an indicator . over a compass. The navigator or observer
can rotate the loop by turning the handwheel. If the loop is
turned, the indicator also moves.
To use the direction finder the navigator first picks up the
signals of a radiobeacon with the receiver. Then he turns the
loop and notes how the signal strength varies as the loop is
rotated. He continues to turn the loop until a point is reached
where 'the signal is lost entirely or nearly .l<;>st. This is called
"observing the minimum" and at this point the navigator notes
the position of the indicator above the compass. The indicator
is connected to the loop antenna in such a manner that when
the "minimum is observed" the indicator points directly to the
radiobeacon and shows its compass direction from the ship.
By ascertaining the direction of two or more radiobeacons
whose signals can be-heard by the ship, and marking lines on
a chart which show their direction, the ship's position is indicated. For example, a ship approaching New York can .pick up
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radiobeacon signals from Fire Island, Ambrose Lightship and
Barnegat Lightship. When the "minimum is observed" for each
of these beacons, lines are drawn on a chart showing the direction each beacon lies from the ship. The point where these lines
cross each other is the position of the ship.
The most powerful foghorn signals under favorable conditions may be heard 10 to 15 miles but their usual dependable
range is only 5 miles. During storms it is less. Coast lights are
visible for 15 to 20 miles and large lighted buoys for 9 to 12
miles in good visibility. Radiobeacons have a much greater
range of usefulness both in fog and clear weather than foghorns and lighthouses or lightships. Radiobeacons vary in power
but many of them are reliable up to 200 miles. High-power
peacons have a range of 400 miles or more. ·

LORAN
Radiobeacons are an aid to navigation for medium distances.
Loran is a long range aid and is more accurate. It . is not
affected by changes in the position of cargo booms, ventilators,
etc., as direction finders sometimes are.
The name "Loran" was coined from the words "LOng RAnge
Navigation." T}:ie Loran system is an electronic aid which
enables a navigator to determine the position of his ship accurately and quickly, either day or night and under practically
all weather conditions. Loran signals are sent out 24 hours per
day and cover the major ocean shipping lanes of the world.
The effective range extends 750 nautical miles during the day
and 1400 mile1' at night. A ship's position can be determined
in 2 or 3 minutes time by Loran in clear weather or foul. A
navigator needs clear skies to find the position of his ship by
a celestial observation on the sun or stars with a sextant. The
.accuracy of an observation by Loran i~ comparable to that
which may be expected from good celestiaf observations. Loran
has an accuracy of better than 1 per cent of the <;listance of
the ship from the Loran stations. Thus, a ship 500 miles away

VESSEL DETERMINING HER POSITION BY LORAN

from the stations would expect her Loran equipment to indicate a position well within 5 miles of the proper position.
Loran is used by airplanes as well as ships.
Loran operates on the following principles:
1. Radio waves which carry signals consisting of sh9rt pulses
are transmitted from a pair of shore-based transmitting stations.
The waves are radiated. in all directions and are not sent. out
in the form of a beam like radar waves. One of the pair of transmitting stations known as the "master" sends out each of its
pulses before the corresponding pulse from the second or
"slave" station.
2. The pulse signals are received aboard the ship or plane by
a Loran radio receiver known as a receiver-indicator. The
receiver performs in the same manner as an ordinary radio
receiver but is connected to a visual indicator, an oscilloscope,
instead of a loudspeaker. In this respect it is similar to a radar
receiver. The oscilloscope and its equipment is essentially an
"electronic stop-watch" which measures in MILLIONTHS of a
second the difference in times of arrival of the . pulse signals
from a "master" station and its "slave."
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3. The measured time difference is then used to determine
from special tables or c}:iarts a line of position on the earth's
surface for the ship or plane.
4_. Two lines of position are _secured from two pairs of Loran
transmitting stations. When these lines are marked on a· chart,
the point where they cross each other is the Loran "fix" and
indicates the ship's or plane's position on _the earth's surface.
TELEVISION

When you watch a baseball game or other programs on a
television receiver, you are looking at pictures which are painted
by electrons. The pictures begin in a camera at the television
studio or at the scene of action and are completed in the receiver. A television camera is not the sort of camera used for
making snapshots. It has a lens but no film. It is an electrical
camera. The first practical television cameras were called
ICONOSCOPES. The name means IMAGE VIEWER; "Eikon" in Greek
meaning image and "Skopon" to watch. Vladimar Kosma
Zworykin invented the Iconoscope and named it. Dr. Zworykin was born in Mourom, Russia, July 30, 1889. He arrived iu
America in 1919 and became an American citizen. He achieved
his Ph.D. in 1926 with the thesis "The Study of .Photoelectric
Cells and Their Improvement." Dr. Zworykin invented the
Iconoscope while employed in the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company's research laboratory, "Miracle Hill,"
at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Shortly thereafter he left the
employ of the Westinghouse Company and began extensive
research and development of television apparatus at the Radio
Corporation of America's laboratories.
The Iconoscope has been greatly improved since its invention by Zworykin. The result~ a television camera called the
Image Orthicon. The cam.eras in use now in television are
.image orthicon camer~s. An image orthicon is more elaborate
than an icorioscope and its operation is difficult to describe
in simpl~ language. For that reason you will find an explana-
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or

tion of the Iconoscope below instead of .a description
the
image orthicon.
The cameras at a television transmitter correspond to the
microphones at a broadcasting station. They pick up pictures
and change them into electrical impulses; microphones pick
up sounds and change them into electrical impulses. An lconoscope is a sort of electronic eye. It is very sensitive and it sees
an entire picture quickly, as a human eye does. And like a
human eye, it has a memory. If you look at something and then
close your eyes you imagine that you still see the ·object for a
short time after your eyes are closed. The Iconoscope has
similar "persistence of vision." It can retain a scene for a second
or two if necessary.
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THE PRINCIPLE OF TELEVISION

This diagram illustrates the video or picture portion of a television tra~s
mitter and receiver. The audio or sound ·apparatus is like that used m
radiotelephony. The principal difference between a video transmitt~r _and
a broadcast transmitter is that light variations instead of sound vanabons ·
modulate the video carrier waves. The waves are ''.given their picture" by
a modulator controlled by .a television camera.
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What the Camera Does. The images seen on the screen of a
television receiver come into the camera at the transmitter
through a lens like the lens in a photographer's camera. There
simJlarity ends, for the pictures are not focussed -on a photographic film; they are focussed on an ingenious electronic
screen. They form there a miniature im~ge of the ·scene on
whicb. the camera is focussed. The screen in an Iconoscope is
called a MOSAIC. It is a man-made electrical version of the
retinas in our eyes. It is made of a thin sheet of mica which is
coated with a film of metal on one side and covered on the
other side with millions of tiny silver globules. The globules are
microscopic in size. Each of them is a small photo cell-sensitive
to light. When light strikes the globules, they become electrically chl:lrged. ThQse globules which are in the lighter areas of
a picture focussed on the screen become more charged than
t}ie globules in the darker. areas.
An electron gun is
also an essen,tial part
of an Iconoscope. It is
the same sort of electric. gun that is used in
an oscilloscope or in a
kinescope. It shoots out
a narrow beam of electrons like a water pistol
squirting out a stream
of water. Dr. Zworykin
THE ICONOSCOPE IN ACTION
has called the electron
beam in an Jconoscope the "optic nerve of television." He has
also likened it to a "paint brush" that plays upon the "electric
retina" or mosaic screen in the Iconoscope. Electronics engineers say that the beam "scans" the screen. If you look up
"scan" in the dictionary you will find that one of its meanings
is to examine point by point or to scrutinize. TJl.at is exactly
what the eleQtron beam does. Starting at the upper left-han_d
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corner of the screen, it swings horizontally across the mosaic,
swings back to the left and repeats this motion. Each time
the scanning beam sweeps across the screen, it moves a little
farther down on the image. T4is downward and horizontal
motion of the beam is continued until the beam reaches the
bottom of the mosaic screen. Then it suddenly jumps back to
the top and begins its _scanning again. The amazing thing is
that the beam silently and invisibly swings across the screen '
from left to right 525 times in covering the screen from top
to bottom. Thus it divides a picture into 525 horizontal lines,
or we might say, the electron brush piints a picture with 525
horizontal brush strokes. Each trip down the screen it paints
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SCANNING

The Iconoscope does not view a whole picture instantaneously and a
Kinescope does not reproduce a _whole picture instantly. Both must. go
through the process called scanning in which the electron beam exammes
or produces one little section at a time. The electron beam moves from
left to right at a slight slant when a picture is being transmitted o~ forme.d
and then Hies back to the left at almost instantaneous speed. An rmage is
scanned or reproduced in two operations. The paths of the electron_ beam
during the first pass are interlaced with the paths of the beam m the
second pass. The sketches above show the two passe~. If. one of ~e
sketches is placed on top of the other the heavy black Imes representmg
the left to right swings of the beam will interlace.
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every other line and when it jumps· back to the top to begin its
journey again it scans or fills in the lines it omitted on the last
trip. The beam scans the screen from top to bottom 60 times
a second. In other words, it paints 30 complete pictures every
second.
When the electron beam swings back and forth over the
mosaic screen it discharges the individual silver globules, that
is, it causes them to lose their electrical charge. The individual
globules are charged to various degrees by the light and dark
portions of the picture. Discharging the globules forms a con-

DEFLECTION
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DEFLECTION COi L

.KINESCOPE OR TELEVISiON PICTURE' TUBE

The Kinesc9pe -is a cathode-ray oscilloscope built for the special purpose
of producing television pictures. The scopes used for radar and laboratory
work are similar in principle but smaller. The focus coil focusses the
electron beam; the deflectio.n coil moves the beam.
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tinuous stream of electrical impulses and these constitute the
"picture" or "video" signals. The video signals are sent into a
video amplifier where electron tub~s increase their strength.
"Bewildering,'' you may say if you do not understand television.
But it is really quite simple as well as wonderful.
Television Transmitter. Television broadcasting is carried
on at ultra-high frequencies. The very short carrier waves
from a television transmitter cannot be picked up by a receiver
located beyond the horizon. The range of ·a television station
is therefore. limited ·t:o short distances in comparison ~th the
range of a radio broadcasting station. That is why so many
television transmitter antennas are located atop The Empire
State Building. A high antenna transmits farther than a low one.
The radio transmission of television is quite similar to radio
sound transmission. The transmitter which broadcasts the television pictures is called the· video transmitter. The strengthened
picture signals from the video amplifier go ihto a video modulator. There they modulate the video oscillator circuit which
produces the video carrier waves. Three signals usually go out ·
on the carrier waves a fr~ction of a second apart. Two of them
control the horizontal and vertical movements 'of an electron
beam at the receiver; the other varies the intensity of the electron beam and controls the black, white and halftone areas of
the picture which is reproduced on the screen at the receiver.
Sound usually accompanies the pictures, so a separate audio
or sound broadcasting transmitter is usually included with the
television transmitter.
Television Receiver. A television receiver detects and am..
plilies the audio or sound signals and £~eds them to a loudspeaker. It also detects and amplifies the control and video
signals from the video transmitter.
Kinescope. The amplified video signa's are fed to a sp~cial
form of oscilloscope developed by Dr. Zworykin and called a
Kinescope. The Kinescope produces the transmitted pictures.
The name means "to watch movement"; "Kinema" meaping
movement in Greek and "Skopon" to watch,
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The large funnel-shaped envelope of the Kinescope has an
electron gun at the small end and a fluorescent screen at. the
large end. The electron gun shoots a slender beam of electrons
at the screen and the scr<1en fluoresces wherever the electrons
strike. The signals that originate at the televJsion transmitter
cause the beam to scan the screen of the Kinescope in perfect
step with the electron beam in the Iconoscope at the transmitter. Both beams move in the same direction at the same time.
The intensity impulses that originate in the Iconoscope cause
the intensity of the beam in the Kinescope to vary and paint
fluorescent pictures on the Kinescope screen. This is all done
silently and without any moving machinery. In case you are
not duly impressed by the amazing ingenuity of a television
transmitter and.receiver, here is one more fact. The transmitter
sends out about 5,000,000 IMPULSES EVERY SECOND in order to
make the picture which you ·see on. the Kines cope screen.

ELECTRONS
COLLECTOR
ELECTRODE
(,ANODE)

PHOTOTUBE

When light rays strike the photosensitive metal in the tube, electrons are
thrown off from the metal. The electrons (represented by black dots in
the sketch) are collected by the anode. When electrons move from the
sensitive metal to the anode, current flows in the tube circuit. This current can be amplified and made to operate a relay or other ·devices.
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PHOTOTUBES
A tiny beam of light can be arranged so that if you intrude
upon it, it will "see" you and open a doThor .fo~ you, or if. ho~
an intruder it will sound an a1arm.
is is accomp1is e
::h an electron tube. It has already been explained that the
.flow of electrons in all radio tubes is controlled by means of
voltages applied to the grid or plate. There is another very imortant class of electron tubes in which the flow of electrons
CONTROLLED BY :pGHT. These tubes are popularly called "elec.,.
tric eyes." Their technical name is PHOTOTUBE or PHOTOC~LL. A
phototube will respond to changes in th~ strength of hght. a
thousand times more rapidly than human eyes can and will
detect much smaller changes in the light strength. Phototubes
make talking motion ·pictures possible, also television. A phototube will automati.cally turn on lights when the sun goes down.
It will turn them off again when the sun comes up. It will watch
for smoke and ring a fire alarm if any appears. Phototubes are
used in burglar alarms, in animal traps, to count people, automobiles or· other objects which pass a given point, to control
automatic ma.chines and printing presses, to bring elevators
level with th~ floor when they stop and in many kinds of labora~
tory and control equipment.
Phototubes utilize the discovery that when_ light falls on
any one of a' number of substances, electrons are emitted by
that substance. The production of electrons in this manner is
known as the photoelectric effect. The photoelectric effect was
discovered by Heinrich Hertz in.1887. Hertz never hea~d of
electrons but he noticed that an electric spark would JUIDP
across a longer gap if the light from another spark was allowed
to fall on it. Hertz w~ unable to find any use for his discovery
but he recorded it so that it came to the attention of qther
scientists. In following years many men investj.gated photoelectric effect and contributed the kn9wledge which made it
possible to build phototubes.
In general appearance, _a phototube resembles the common

fs
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radio tubes µsed in a 'radio receiver. There is more than one
type. The illustration shows a -No. 929. It contains two electrodes sealed in a glass bulb. The electrodes are connected to
contact pins which project from the plastic base. The air is
pumped out of the bulb before it is sealed. In a No. 929 tube
known as a gas phototube, a small amount of argon gas remains~
The half cylinder visible inside the tube is one of the electrodes.
It is the photosensitive cathode and is made of a thin sheet
of copper which has been silver plated. The silver is covered
with a layer of cesium oxide and the cesium oxide is covered
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. turn with a layer of the rare silvery metal cesium. The plate
ml trode or anode of the tube is the small rod in the center.
eec
.
A phototube may be connected with a b attery an d a sensitive relay so that variations in the light will open or close the
relay. The relay may be arranged to ring bells, blow horns,
open doors, stop and start motors, or to control any sort of
device or machine. A phototube may also be connected to an
amplifier and the amplifier in tum to a loudspeaker as in talking
motion pictures,.
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THE SOUND 'fRACK ON 35-MILLIMETER
MOTION PICTURE FILM
'

Sound is· recorded on a motion picture film in the form of sound track.
Two types ~f sound track are in general theatre use. The film at the right
has variable area sound track, that at the left has variable density sound
track .
.B.oth type_s .of sound track on film are produced photographically. A
~1crophon~ picks u~ th~ sounds _to be recorded and changes the sound
y1brahons .mto electn~al impulses ..The impulses are amplified by electron
tubes_fed mt? an ophca! valve which causes a beam of light to fluctuate.
The · fluctuatmg. beam 1s focussed on the film alongside the pictures.
When the film is developed the sound track appears. When the film is
run through the sound -head on a motion picture projector the originalsounds picked up by the microphone are reproduced.

DIAGRAM OF A
~OTION PICTURE REPRODUCER SOUND HEAD

The sound head plus an amplifier and loudspeaker reproduce the sounds
recorded photographically on motion picture film. In the sound head a
narrow beam of light from a small brilliant incandescent. lamp called the
·exciter lamp is focussed on a phototube. The light beam passes through
the sound track on the picture film before it reaches the phototube. As
the sound track moves through the beam, variations in the light and dark
areas cause the light reaching the phototube to fluctuate. These light
fluctuations correspond to the sounds recorded on the track. The}'. cause_
the electrons emitted in the phototube to vary. The phototube is connected to an amplifier system which magnifies the variations in the electrons emitted in the phototube. The amplifier provides enough power to
operate a loudspeaker located behind the picture screen.
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The positive terminal of the battery in circuit with the phototu be is connected to the anode of the _tube. When light falls
the cathode of the tube, electrons are given out from it
mstantly. The technical way of saying this is, "When light
falls on the cathode of the tube electrons are emitted instantly."
The electrons flow across the space between the cathode and
the anode and continue to do so long as light remains on the
cathode. When electrons stream across from the cathode to the
anod~, current flows in the tube circuit. This happens practically mstantly. When no light strikes the cathode, no electrons
leave it and no c.u rrent flows in the circuit. The number of
~lectrons emitted from the cathode is dependent upon the
mtensity_of the light which strikes the cathode. An intense
light produces more electrons .than a weak light and more cur'rent flows in the circuit. Less light produces fewer electrons
and results in smaller current flow. The instantaneous action
of the phototube and the fact that a ·change in the light which
falls on the cathode changes the current flowing in the circuit
:ire of ~e utmo.st im~ortance in the many uses of the phototube
m talkmg motion pictures, televisiop. and industry.

?n
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tric qualities are tourmaline, topaz, fluorospar, sugar, am-

1
~~:ium
dihydrogen phosphate, Rochelle salt, lithium sulfate,
uartz, dipotassium tartrate and potassium di~ydrogen phos~hate. The fast six substances mentioned furmsh the crystals

which are used most frequently in piezotronics. Of· these, .
Rochelle salt and quartz are used most extensively.
.
Pierre Cude, the famous co-discoverer of radium, and his
brother Jacques discovered th~ piezo-electric effect of c~st~
in 1880. Their discovery remamed a mere laboratory cunos1ty
and was not put to practical use until World War I. Then quartz
crystals became an essential .Part of submarine detectio~ equi~
ment. Soon thereafter quartz crystals were adopted m radio
communications to control· the frequency of transmitters. A

PIEZOTRONICS

When certain crystalline materials are pressed or twisted
they generate electricity. The electridty produced in this man~er is called PIEZO electricity and the crystals which produce
it are called Piezo-electric crystals. The Greek-derived word
)iezo" means .P'.es~, or squeeze. Piezo-electricity is literally
pressure-electnc1ty. Piezo, plus the word "electronics" is the
name of a new field in science. We come into contact with
its developments every day of our lives.
~iezo-elect~c crystals ~ave another remarkable property. If
a p1ezo-electnc crystal is placed between two metal plates and
th~ ~l~~es are charged electrically, the crystal will change in
widtn, m length or in thickness.
Some of the. substances whose crystals have marked piezo-

A QUARTZ PLATE PREVENTS CHANGE
IN THE FREQUENCY QF A RADIO TRANSMITTER,

The quartz is placed between two metal electrodes and enclosed in- a
plastic case as in the right-hand sketch.

radio transmitter must be provided with an automatic governor
to keep its frequency from changing. Although the piece of
quartz used for this purpose is called a crystal, it is not a whole
crystal. It is oniy a section of a crystal cut in-the form of a flat
plate. When the quartz plate is placed between two metal electrodes to which an alternating current is applied, the quartz
vibrates and produces piezo-electricity. The pulses of piezo-
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electricity produced by the quartz vibrations act as pacemakers
Their frequency controls the frequency.of the radio transmitter.
The frequency at which the quartz vibrates depends upon its
thickness. If it becomes necessary to change. the frequency of
a radio station, it is also necessary to connec;t a different quartz
c:rystal in circuit.
Grinding quartz crystals so that they ~ill vibrate at a definite
frequency is an important branch of the radio industry.

EJ.ECTRONS AND ELECTRONICS
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MICROPHQNE:

PIEZO-ELECTRIC CRYSTALS BOTH RECORD
AND REPRODUCE
THUMBSCREW
TO CLA.MP
NEEDLE

When an original wax recording is made sounds directed into a microphone connected to an amplifie~ produce electrical pulsations tha~ cause
a Bimorph .( C) to move. A cuttmg stylus (CS) attac~ed to the B1morph
cuts the wax. This action is reversed when a record 1s played. A needle
(N) attached to a Bimorph twists the crystal _as the ne:d.le point follows
the wavy groove (GGG) in the record. The p1ezo-electnc1ty generated by
the crystal is fed to an amplifier. ·A loudspeaker connected to the amplifier changes the electric currents into sounds.

MODERN PHONOGRAPH RECORDS ARE MADE AND
PLAYED BY "PRESSURE ELECTRICITY"

THE NEEDLE MOVES SIDEWAYS
AS INDICATED BY THE ARROWS
. ~AND TWISTS THE CRYSTAL

MUSIC FROM A ROCHELLE SALT CRYSTAL

Piezo ciystais are in common use in phonograph pi_ckups. Movement of
the needle as it follows the groove in a record twists two plates cut from
a crystal. of Rochelle salt. The twisting creates pulses of piezo-electricity
which are amplified and led to a loudspeaker. The two plates of crystal
are clamped together. The double layer is called a "Bimorph.''"

The coming of radio sent the old hand-cranked phonograph
to the attic. It came back into the living room again a few
years later as the modem record player. The change and . improvement were brought about by developments ~hich had
been made in electronic amplifiers and piezotronic systems.
Phonograph records are made by pressing a vinyl plastic into
metal molds called stampel'.S. Until about 1920 the process was
begun by making an "original" recording on a revolving waxcovered disk The energy whicp cut the wax was only the
energy of sound waves. Original records were made by directing the sounds into the l~ge end of a horn. The small e~d _of
the horn was closed by a diaphragm bearing a cutting stylus.
Sounds directed into_the horn caµsed the diaphragm to vibrate
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and the stylus to move and cut a spiral ~avy path on the wax,,
covered disk. The wavy path corresponded to the wave pattern
of the original sounds but some sounds could not move the
cutting stylus with enough force to cut an exact facsimile in the
wax. When played back, the original recording would not pro~
duce sounds exactly like the original ones.
The next step toward the production of commerc'ial records
was to make a "master" record. The original wax record was
6RASS HOUSING

BAR-SHAPED
PERMANENT
MAGNET ........._
RUBBER
BUSHING

-

SAPPHIRE
NEEDLE

VARIABLE RELUCTANCE
CARTRIDGE WITH COVER
REMOVED

PHONO PICKUP ARM FOR
VARIABLE RELUCTANCE
CARTRIDGE

VARIABLE RELUCTANCE PICKUP

All phonograph pickups do not utilize piezo-electricity. A variable reluctance pickup generates electric currents in somewhat the same manner
.that a dynaqio generates currents. Movement of the phonograph needle
or stylus varies the amount of magnetism which passes through two small
windings. Variations in the magnetism generates currents which are
amplified and fed to a-loudspeaker.

PIEZO-ELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

This is a piezo-electric crystal "c_artri~ge" used for cutting records. In
the illustration, the side of the cartridge is shown cut away so ~s to rev~al
its internal arrangement. The curved arrows repr~sent the side to side
motion of the cutting stylus produced by the tw1stmg movements of the
Bimorph.
,
2. This is a Sonar Transducer of the type called a hydrophone. It employ~ ~
a piezo-electric element to convert electrical energy into . sound energy
and vice versa. It will perform both as an underwater microphone a~~
as an underwater speaker. Part of the rubber co~er is s?own cut away ~n
the sketch in order to reveal the crystal stack, This ~on~1sts of several thm
plates of lithium sulfate crystal stacked together ~1th mterleaved parallel
connected foil electrodes. When the transducer 1s connected to a so~rce
of alternating current, the ends of the plate~ have a pistm:i-like action.
The flexible rubber casing of the hydrophone is filled with ml so th~t the
movement of the crystals is communicated to water thrnugh the ml and
the waterproof rubber cover. By the sa~e means, sound waves in _the water
reaching the hydrophone ·are commumcated ~o the crystal stac~.
.
3. This is a typical transducer for depth findmg systems. The side of the
housing and rubber cover is shown cut away so as to reveal the crystal
stack. Several thin plates of Rochelle salt or ADP form the crystal stack.
1.
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electroplated with a thin layer of gold and copper. This thin
metal shell was then stripped off the wax and backed by a
_solid metal plate. This "master" was used to produce a "mother"
or several "mother" records in the case of a hit record. The
"stampers" or molds used to press the records shipped to music
stores were made from the "mother" by an electroplating
process.
· Electronics has greatly improved the fidelity of modem recordings. Today the original recording is made on magnetic
tape and is a much more faithful recording than· the old soundpowered recording in wax. The tape recorder is then connected
to. an amplifier which in tum operates a record cutter. The
record cutter engraves the sounds recorded on the tape onto a
lacquer disk in the form of a wavy groove. The cutter is electrically powered and all the energy necessary for the cutting
stylus is provided. Its power is not limited to the energy imparted to a small diaphragm by sounds. A common type of
record cutter consists of a cutting stylus attached to a piezoelectric crystal. The faintest souhds recorded on the tape result
in _amplified electrical impulses which ·cause the piezo-crystal
to move and move the stylus. Since a piezo-electric crystal connected to an amplifier moves a stylus with much mpre energy
than a sound-powered diaphragm it cuts a more faithful original recording. The metal "master" is made by electroplating
the lacquer original. The master is used to produce one or more
metal "mothers." Metal stampers made from the mother are
used to press out the commercial records from "biscuits" o~
vinyl plastic.

ULTRASONIC AND SUPERSONIC

Sound can be two things:
1. the sensation produced in the ear by vibrations.
2. energy produced by vibrations or alterations in pressure.
Most ofthe sounds which we hear are produced when air is
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'b ation usually by some vibrating object which is in
set into v1 r
'.
·
·
ontact with the arr.
'd d
·1 few years ago sound had limited uses. It prov1 e
c
Unti· a·ple means of communicating
· · with
· each other, m
· th e
our pnncimusic it furnished entertainment. sound s WI'th'm the
f
form
· were somet'imes -of
bod oother than the sounds of the voice

·~cance in diagnosing an illness. The sounds produced ~y
si
hi e were often an indication to a trained mechamc
a mac n
.
ld
whether the machine was in good workmg order or not. Wor
War II stimulated research and development of other uses for
sound. Sound became involved in almost every type of communication system used in the War. More recent research has
fOUnd countless new and useful applications for sound.
d. b th •
The ~ords ULTRASONIC and SUPERSONIC are use lil 0 . SCl~
ence and industry. Ultrasonic is a term used to designate sounds -·
whose vibrations are so rapid they cannot be heard by human_
ears. Ultrasonic sounds vibrate more ·th~ 20,000 times per
second. Young people with normal ears can usually detect
sounds vibrating from 20 to 20,000 times per second. In general when sound vibrations are less than 20 per second or more
tha~ 20 000 per second they are inaudible to human ears.
Middle-~ged and elderly people have usually lost the ability ~o
hear the high-pitched sound of 20,000 v~brations per second, m
fact they cannot usually hear sounds above 16,000 vibrations
per second.
·
The terms SUPERSONIC and ULTRASONIC were used interchangeably in the past to designate high-pitched sounds above the
range of the human ear. But over the past twenty years ~he
term SUPERSONIC has acquired new meanings. The word has been
adopted, particularly by the Air Force and others, to refer to
the speeds of objects moving in air faster ~an the .spee~ o;
sound. Many engineers and books on ~coustical engmeermg
use SUPERSONIC as the term for extremely INTENSE sounds regardless of their frequency.
* An acoustical engineer is an engineer whose field is the science of sound.
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Intense sound energy produced by supers_onic and ultrasonic
generators can be used to bring about desirable changes in
gases, liquids and solids. These include homogenizing milk,
jarring the dirt out of clothes, clearing the atmosphere of smoke,
fog and dust and discovering invisible.flaws in steel. The Sperry
Products Co., manufactures an ultrasonic device whose sounds
penetrate solid metal and locate unseen flaws. Hundreds of
these devices are used in manufacturing plants and railroad
shops to find and locate faul~s in machinery. Doctor~ are experimenting with a somewhat similar ultrasonic instrument to
locate shell fragments and tumors and to detect gallstones.
Ultrasonic waves under careful control pass harmlessly
· through the soft tissues of the body but echo back when they
strike more solid objects. Ultrasonics have been used successfully to pulverize gallstones in dogs and rabbits. It is possible
that _this method may someday replace surgical operations to
~lim.inate gallstones from human beings.
The energy of ultrasonics does such a perfect job of mixing
ingredients that many factories use it for mixing chemicals,
paints, soft drinks, cake batters, medical preparations, etc. Oil
and water can be blended so effectively that they cannot be
separated again for years. When jarred by the en~rgy of supersonics many molten metals that would never mix together heretofore can now be blended into useful allovs.
· Transducers. Ultrasonics are produced by a "transducer"
or "converter of energy." A microphone; which converts sound
energy to electrical en~rgy, a loudspeaker which converts electrical energy to sound energy, and a photocell, which converts
light energy to electrical energy may be given the general name
of transducers. However, they are not the transducers used to
create ultrasonics. A piezo-electric crystal, connected to a
vacuum tube oscillator, is a, simple·and efficient transducer for
creating ultrasonics. A vacuum tube oscillator and amplifier are
arranged to produce alternating currents which alternate from
a few times per second to millions of times per secoJld. When
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UNDERWATER SOUNDS
HELPED TO WIN WORLD WAR II
. . wh1'ch is cruising on the surface can send and
A sub marme
·
b
· '
eive radio messages like any other ship, but a su marme s
::~io equipment is usefess when she is comp~etely su!mer~e?·
The reason- for this is: radio waves are rapidly we d ene ~
. through sea water. Sea water is a good con ~ctor o
~~~:~ity. Fortunately water of any kind is a goo~· med1u; for
the transmission of sound waves and consequent y soun can
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be used for underwater commu . . .
signalling caJled SONAR is alm ~1cat.10n. A method of sound
water communication - It was os. und1vfersally used for under·
come rom SOund Na · t'
And Ranging. Sonar embraces
all
v1ga ion
used aboard ships for . d . types of underwater apparatus
.
un erwater communication between

ELE~TRONICS
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ships, whether they are surface ships or submarines·. It·includes
also apparatus for depth sounding, for navigational aid and for
locating and tracking submarines.
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DIRECTION AND RANGING SONAR

The presence and -location of a sub
d
. .
.
by SONAR. The principle is the samemerfe submarine n.iay be determined
sonar utilizes sound waves radar as hat_ of RADAR with this difference:
cycle alternating current is sent ~~~ r:~10 wdaves. A short pulse of 25
transducer sends out sound
e un erwater transducer. The
waves The seq
· h ·
·connects the transmitter and con~ t h uenc.e sw1tc immediately disany of the sound waves are reflec~~ s t e receiver to the t~ansducers. If
submarine, the transducer acts a
d. bac\ by the hull of a submerged
reflected or echo waves produce ~ ~' n.1 1';;~p one and picks them up. The
~be and a "ping" sound fr
th pip I on the screen of an oscilloscope
pip on the scope screen indf~tes ~h~lfd _otudspeakfer. The posi~ion ohqe
is ance o the submanne.

It is no longer necessary for a seaman to drop a weighted line into the
water 'to find its depth. Depths from 5 feet to several thousand feet may
be measured instantly by the sonar equipment of a ship. An underwater
transducer is mounted flush with the hull of the vessel and directed,
downward. A short pulse of high frequency alternating current ( 10 to
loo kilocycles) sent into the transducer produces sound waves which
travel to the bottom and are reflected back. When a pulse is sent, the
sequence switch immediately connects the transducer to a recorder. The
sound of a reflected pulse causes a pen on the recorder to make a dot on a
moving strip 9f paper. The process is repeated every few seconds. Graph
paper calibrated in fathoms is used on the recorder so that the posjtion
of the dots made by the pen indicate the depth of the water below the
ship.

X-RAYS

The discovery of the invisible penetrating light called X-rays
gave us an instrument of inestimable value for healing physical
injuries and treating disease. It provided a window of the body
through which the trained specialist can look to see that which
heretofore had been hidden from his eyes. X-rays are produced
when electrons travel at high speed and strike a metal target in
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~ special form of vacuum tube. They were discovered by William Konrad von Roentgen, Professor of Physics at Wurzburg
'
Germany. Here is how Roentgen found X-rays:
In. ~e early 1880's, Professor William Crookes, an English
physicIS~, constructed some peculiar pot-bellied vacuum tubes.
He pumped part of the air out of some of the tubes. Other tubes
he connected to a special vacuum pump which drew out almost
~ of _the air_ so that only an infinitesimal fraction of the origmal arr remamed. When he passed a high voltage current from
an induction coil through his tubes, Professor Crookes noticed
~at those which contained a comparatively large amount of
arr became filled with luminous light and that those tubes containing on~y ~FEW ~olecules of air acted DIFFERENTLY. No light
,glowed withm a high vacuum tube but its glass wall became

A MODERN )(-RAY TUBE

For a long time ~-r_ay tubes were ·unreliable. The vacuum inside the glass
bulb ~ad a tantahzmg way of changing. A tube which would work satisfactorily one day wo~Jd not necessarily do so on the day following. Then
out of the Iaboratones of the General Electric Company came an improv~d tube name~ after it~ inventor, Dr. William D. Coolidge. The
makmg of_ X-ray pictures. with the dependable Coolidge tube became
almost as simple as the takmg of ordinary photographs. Until the Coolidge
tube ".Vas devised all X-ray tubes had a cold cathode. Coolidge type tubes
contam a hot cathode, heated by a filament. The hot cathode furnishes
electrons more fr{!ely than a cold cathode.
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fluorescent with a strange greenish-yellow light. Some sort of
· visible ray which came from the negative electrode (cathode)
~
the tube struck the glass and caused the pretty fluorescence.
ID .
d
Crookes called the unknown rays CATHODE RAYS. He was amaze
when he found that the rays would bend under t4e influence
of a strong electromagnet brought near the tube. "It _is radiant
matter," he said, ''which is striking the glass." As this _great
scientist gazed in awe at the cathode-rays he had discovered,
he was tinaware that he had just missed discovering X-rays
and the elect-ron.
About twenty years elapsed before. it was known why the
glass wall of a high-vacuum Crookes tube glowed while the
space within remained dark. In the autumn of .1895, Professor
von Roentgen connected a large induction coil to a Crookes
tube. The tube was completely covered with a closely fitting
layer of black cardboard. When the apparatus was operated in
a completely darkened room, Roentgen made an astonishing
discovery. A paper screen coated with some compounds of
barium and platinum lying near the tube lighted up brilliantly
with a fluorescent glow. The fluorescence was observable when
the screen was six·feet away from the apparatus. Such a weird
happening had never been noticed before. Roe~tgen soon convinced himseH that the invisible agency which caused the
fluorescence originated at the point in the tube where its glass
wall was struck by the cathode rays and that it had passed
.
through the layer of cardboard coverfrig the tu~e.. , .
Upon further experiment he found that this mvISible ray
would pass through many substances which were opaque to
ordinary light. It would go through stone, through thin laye~s
of metal, through living flesh and would affect a photograp~ic
plate. The behavior of the new invisible rays was so puzzlmg
that Roentgen could not decide whether they were a form ~f
light or a sort of vibration, so he adopted the symbol used m
algebra for an unknown quantity and called them X-RAYS.

1
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Electronics has many applications. Here are a few of them.
ENTERTAINMENT

Radio broadcasting
Television broadcasting
Studio recording
Program pickup stations
Booster stations
Home radio receivers
Home television receivers
Amateur radio
Amateur radar
Amateur television
Phonographs
Recorders
Sound motion pictures
COMMUNICATIONS

Rad~o,

telegraph and telephone to s¥ps apd other countries and vice versa
Radio teletype
Radio t~lephone and telegraph from ship to ship·
Submanne cable booster and repeater equipment
Telephonerepeater stations
Telephoto transmission of pictures
Facsimile
Police radio
Taxiradio
Truck radio
Railroad radio
Citizens' radio
Air-ground communications
Navigation by radio and radar
Airplane traffic control
Airplane lnstrumt:lnt Landing

ELECTRONS AND ELECTRONICS,
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INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS.

Automatic control devices for machines
Automatic power distribution
Inspection in factories
Quality control in factories
Electronic timers
Computers
Color matching
Heating
Solderillg ·
Exploration for minerals·and o~l
.
Electronic instruments for testmg and measunng
Weather observation instrun:ients
CYCLOTRONS FOR ATOM SMASIDNG
ATOMIC ENERGY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS

X-ray equipment
Diathermy
Electron microscopes
Electrocardiographs.and other insfrun:ients for diagnosis
MILITARY ELECTRONICS

Radio telephone and telegraph
Radio teletype
Radio facsimile
Weather observation
Radio and radar air and marine navigational aids
Air warning radar
Fighter control radar
"Snooperscopes" forseeing in the dark
Gun and bomb control radar
Guy-laying equip:(1ient

•'
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MILITARY ELECTRONIC,S .(Continued)

Guided missiles
Proximity fuses
Mine detectors
Identification
Radar bombing
Gun-sighting equipment
Submarine detection

CHAPTER FIVE

RADIO TUBESFEEDBACK AND REGENERATION

For very little money you can buy a marvelous scientific
device-namely a "tube" for a radio receiver. This inexpensive
creation of scfontific research does its work with a precision and
a certainty that are astonishing. Not all radio tubes cost so little.
Several hundred different types are ~anuf actured. They are
used in the electronics industry .as detectors of radio waves, as
rectifiers (a rectifier acts as a valve and thereby changes alter_,
natillg current into direct current), relays, switches, amplifiers
of voltage and current an~ as generators of alternating currents. When used for this last named purpose, .a tube is termed
an oscn..LA:on. Tubes are designed so that they are . most
efficient for one particular purpose. For example, a tube which
is the best detector of radio waves is not the best amplifier and
vice versa.
l'he electron tube, popularly spoken of as a "radio tube," is
truly the "heart" of modem radio. Carefully made estimates
indicate that there are 900,000,000 to 950,000~000 radio tubes
in active use devoted to entertainment (broadcasting and
television) and 50,000,000 in use in .i ndustry and commerce.
They range in size from tiny "acorn" tubes which are about the
size of your thumb nail and the sub-miniature tubes used in
hearing aids to the large water-jacketed transmitting tubes
89
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termed "bottles" which are sometimes five feet high. Materials
from every corner of the earth are required in manufacturing
electron tubes.
.
When tungsten, certain other metals and metallic oxides are
heated to high temperature in a vacuum they yield large numbers of electrons. This simple,_ method of producing electrons
makes it possible to build the electron tubes used in radio. A
radio tube consists of a cathode which supplies electrons when
heated and one or· more additional electrodes mounted in an
evacuated glass bulb or metal shell. The bulb or shell is termed
the "envelope" in scientists' language. The additional electrodes
control and collect the electrons supplied from the hot cathode.
The wonderful accomplishments of radio tubes are the result
of their ability to control almost INSTANTLY the movement of
millions of electrons supplied by the cathode and to do this
with the expenditure of only an infinitesimal amount of control energy.
DIODES, TRIODES, ETC.
Tubes having two electrodes or elements like the original .
Fleming valve are still employed in radio. They are called
DIODES and are used as detectors and as rectifiers of alternating
.currents.
The audion which Lee De Forest invented is a three-electrode
tube or TRIODE. Its three electrodes consist of a CATHODE, a GRID
and a PLATE or ANODE. The third electrode, or grid, is all important because it ~s the CONTROL electrode. The electrical
charge on the grid controls the electrons in their flight from the
cathode to the plate. When the grid has sufficient negative electrical charge it repels electrons and blocks their flow across the
space between the cathode and plate. On the other hand, if the
grid has a positive charge, it attracts electrons and increases
their flow from the cathode to the plate. Wh.e n a triode goes
to work in a receiver, ,amplifier, etc., electrical charges on the
grid cause the tube to fulfill its purpos~.
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more than three tlelectrodes o7~e t~~:so:d in radio receivers
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RADIO

~~~ havel fiv~ delectrodes.

They are called PENTODES. Tubes
our e ectro es are called TETR
D. .
-are ·from Gre k
d
.
ODES.
t, tri, tetr and pent
"fo " d "fie ,,wo~ s mearung respectively "two," "three"
ur, an
ve. Diode means "tw 1 t d . ,, .
,
"three electrodes" and so o th
o e ec ro es, triode means
. h
.n, e name of the tube thus revealing ow many electrodes are insi<;le its glass btilb or metal sheil.
MULTI-UNIT TUBES

Tubes with the electrodes of more than one tube enclosed i
the same .bulb or shell are called multi-unit tubes.
n
TWO KINDS OF CATHODES

The cathode in a radio tub d
it is hot Aii elect .
e . oes not supply electrons unless
·
nc current is used to heat th
h d
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TWO KINDS OF CATHODES

The filament serves as the cathod
I
.
designed for operation on direct e or e ectron emitter in radio tubes
designed for alternating current ~urrent (left/. The cathode, in tubes
heated by it. The filament of a~ i~~e~a~te. rom the filament but is
cathode supplies electrons when 1.t t u e is te.rme~ a "heater." The
the heater.
s emperature is raised sufficiently l?y
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by the passage of an· electric current. A heater-cathode, also
called an indirectly heated cathode, consists of ·a wire filament
called a heater enclosed in a metal sleeve. The passage of an
electric current thr9ugh the heater causes it to become hot and
heat the sleeve. The outside surface of the sleeve carries an
electron-emitting material which supplies electrons when the
sleeve becomes hot.
The two types of cathodes each have a special purpose.
Directly heated filament-cathodes require comparatively little
heating current, They are -used in tubes designed for battery
operation in order to impose as small a drain as possible on
the batteries. Directly heated filament-cathodes respond very
quickly to fluctuations in the heating current. With each fluctuation there is a change in the number of electrons released.
Consequently, they c:;annot be used on alternating current without producing ~ ''hum" in the circuits.
Heater-cathodes are used in tubes designed for operation on
alternating current. The filament in this type of cathode does·
not supply any useful electrons-it is used only to heat the
sleeve. The sleeve does not respond quickly to changes in the
heat produced by the filament and therefore there are no rapid
fluctuations- in -the electron supply which would cause a hum.
OUTSIDE AND INSIDE A .RADIO TIJBE

Hundreds of radio tubes of different sizes, .characteristics
and purposes are manufactured by the tube makers. These are
listed in catalogs or booklets which contain a basing diagram
and a description of each tube. Ask at your library for the
standard list of tubes for amplifiers, radio receivers and television receivers. It contains data on current types as well as
information on discontinued types in which there still may be
some int_erest.
All electronic apparatus, employing electron tubes, must be
wired so as to comply with the basing diagrams. Every young
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nected to the terminals of the filament. They are also marked
F and F in the diagram. The fila!Ilent serves as the cathode in
a tube designed for battery operation. The grid and plate of an
IG4/GT are connected to pins 5 and 3 in the diagram. 5 and 3
are also marked G and P (abbreviations for "grid" and "plate") .
Pms marked NC, in this case pins Nos. 1, 4 and 8, have nothing
connected to them.
The mirror-like surface which may be present on the inside
of tum;s having a glass envelope results from a chemical called
a "getter" used 4J. producing a high vacuum. Only about
1/100,000,000 of the original air in the tube remains. A high
vacuum makes receiving and amplifier tubes more efficient.
Even minute traces of air, if left in a tube, would interf-ere with
the electrons which pass across the spac~s between the elements.

NC

THE BASES OF RADIO RECEIVING TUBES
AND THEIR CORRESPONDING SOCKETS

electronics experimenter must learn how to interpr~t tube
basing diagrams. The illustration on page 95 provides the. basing diagram for an IG4/GT tube. This tube is no longer manufactured but is illustrated and discussed here because of its
simplicity. The 1G4/GT is a triode designed to be a detector or
a voltage amplifier in small battery-operated receivers. It is
$impler to describe and understand than a multi-unit tube.
The lower end of the glass envelope which encloses the elements of an IG4/GT tube is cemented in a molded plastic base.
Seven contact pins extend from the underside of the base. The
elements in · the glass envelope are connected to these contact
pins. The numbered circles in a basing diagram represent the
pins. Two of the pins (Nos. 2 and 7) on an IG4/GT are con-

F
NC
BOTTOM VIEW OF
CONNECTIONS

NC
1G4 GT
TUBE

TOP VIEW OF
CONNECTIONS

TOP VIEW OF
OCTAL SOCKET

BASING DIAGRAMS AND SOCKET FOR 1G4/GT TRIODE

The elements in a radio tube are connected to contact pins which project
from the bottom of the tube. Diagrams of this type show which element
is connected to which pin. The numbered circles represent th.e pins.

TUBES FOR IDGH FREQUENCIES

When radio tubes are used in circuits which operate at the
higher frequencies, certain properties of the tubes which were
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VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES REQUIRE S!-'fALL TUBES

Th~ elements--cathode, grid, plate, lead-in wires, terminals, etc.-in a
ra~10 .tube haye an elec~rical quality called capacitance. This effect is
ob1ecbonable m many circuits, especially those designed for very high

frequenci~s. The capacitance of a tube can be reduced by making the

tube and its elements small. Small tubes have less capacitance, weigh less
and take up less space. Small size tubes called miniature and sub-miniature
tubes are used i~ receivers designed for very high frequencies. Small tubes
are ~!so us~ful m small li~ht-weight receivers, amplifiers and other electr?n!c devices. The amplifiers in hearing aids ·are equipped with submm1ature tubes.

negligible at lower frequencies become important. Therefore it
.is necessary to build special tubes for high frequencies.
Miniatur.e Tubes. It is customary to use miniature tubes in
short wave receivers for frequencies below 200 megacycles.
Miniature tubes are used also in many receivers designed for
the medium frequencies. These small tubes are about ~-inch
in diameter and are all glass tubes which are called ACORN tubes
because of their shape. No base or contact pins are used on an
acorn tube. Connections are made directly to the electrode
leads where they project from the side of the tube.
Lighthouse Tube. This tube was designed to overcome the
effects of leads to the electrodes on high frequ~ncies. Short,
heavy metal rings are used instead of leads. The electrodes are
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as possibl~ and are spaced close together so that it takes
~~ll
th
little time for the electrons to travel from th~ cathode to e
late. Its physical appearance gave the tube its name.
P Cavity Magnetron. The most efficient radar makes use of
very high frequencies. Tubes with a grid cannot be used as
0 scillators to produce the extremely high frequencies which
reate the microwaves employed in radar. One of the milestones
~ electronics was the development of a mysteriou~ radio tube
in 1940 at the University of Birmingham, England. It solved the
problem of producing microwaves (radiowaves 50 centimeters
and shorter). It made microwave radar practical for the first
time. Called "maggie" by radar operators, its proper name is
• cavity magnetron. "Maggie" was a super secret during World
War II. Microwaves enabled the Allies to inflict many devastating surprises upon German and Japanese armed forces. In
appearance a cavity magnetron bears no resemblance to the
common radio tube. It is a special form of diode which operates
under the influence of a strong magnet, 4ence the name magnetron. The magnet causes the electrons which are emitted from
the cathode to move in a .spiral path before they reach the
anode. The _cavity magnetron consists of a cylindrical cathode
surrounded by a massive copper anode. The anode has several
keyhole-shaped cavities cut in it. The electrons emitted by ~e
cathode are whirled in the cathode chamber past the slots m
the anode by the action of the magnet. As the electrons spiral
past the cavities, they cause the electrons fu the cavities to
oscillate in much the same manner as the air in a bottle is made
to oscillate and whistle by blowing a stream of air ·across the
mouth of the bottle.
The remainder of this chapter explains more fully the action
of a radio tube. It may be uninteresting to r~aders who happen
to be more concerned with building radio apparatus than with
the principles of electronics. To many it may be difficult to
understand. If you find it so, skip it. Turn to the next chapter.
For those who wish to make radio a p~rmanent hobby or
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who have great scienlific curiosity, here is an explanation.
.~irst, it should be stated that it is not difficult to explain the
action of an electron radio tube to an engineer or to anyone
who understands the mathematical curves called graphs which
are used by engineers. But it is not possible to give a simple
an~ at the same time complete technical explanation of the
action of an electron radio tube with words only. Without
graphs, the explan;ition is not wholly accurate because it is not
·complete. Graphs have been omitted because they are too
technical for this book.
To ~ake the explanation as clear as possible it is necessary
to begm by repeating certain facts whicli have been stated
elsewhere in this book.
A three-electrode vacuum tube containing a cathode (producer of electrons), a plate (collector of electrons) and a grid
(controller of electrons) is called a triode. The grid is a screen
or lattice-like affair containing openings through which electrons may pass. Many vacuum tubes contain more than one
grid. The behavior of multigrid tubes is in many respects similar to that of a triode. A triode is simpler, easier to understand.
We will explain it.
The THREE circuits which are necessary in order for a triode
-to play its part in a radio receiver are shown in an illustration
nearby. .The tube represented is the filament-cathode type
which operates on 1.5 volts. It has long been the custom to call
the battery which supplies current to the filament, the "A"
battery and to call the battery which supplies current to the
plate the "B" battery.
When a radio tube is in action one of the fundamental laws
of electricity is at work. It is that:
Negative charges of electricity REPEL negative charges and
positive charges REPEL positive charges, but positive and negative charges ATTRACT each other.
Electrons are tiny particles of negative electricity and· in
obedience to the above law are ATTRACTED by a positively
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charged electrode and REPELLED by a negatively charged
electrode.
With this knowledge we can get a mental picture of the fundamental action which takes place when the tube is operating.
When the B battery is properly connected in the plate circuit,
the positive terminal of the battery is connected to the pla~e
and the negative terminal of the battery to the cathode. This
results in a charge of positive electricity on the plate.
As soon as the A _battery connected to the cathode heats the
latter to sufficient temperature an invisible group of tµiy par:ticles forms close to the cathode. The invisible group is a group
of free electrons; a group of tiny particles of negative elec..
tticity, which have broken through the surface of the cathoqe.
The .velocity of the electrons as they emerge from the hot
cathode is very low and they do not have energy to travel far
unless they are assisted. They tend to stay close to the cathode
or return to it unless they are coaxed away. Since the plate is
charged positively it attracts electrons. If the grid has no charge _
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THE CIRCUIT OF A TRIODE DETECTOR

The circuit has three pa.rts: 1. the grid circuit indicated by light ~ine~;
2. the filament circuit indicated by heavy lines and 3. the plate circmt
indicated by broken lines.
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a few of the electrons pass through the grid a:Qd reach the plate.
The word "few" in the preceding sentence is important. If the
grid has sufficient negative charge NONE of the electrons get
through the grid to reach the plate. When no electrons pass
from the cathode to the plate, no current from the B battery
Hows in the plate circuit. The electrons are repelled back to
the cathode from which they emerged. Since the grid is nearer
the cathode than the plate, a positive charge on the grid will
have much greater pull on the electrons than an equal positive
charge on the plate. Under this condition the combined attraction of the grid and plate causes a large number of electrons
-to move away from the cathode, pass through the grid and
reach the plate. With the passage of a large number of electrons
from the cathode to the plate, there is considerable flow of current from the B battery through the plate circuit.
.
After all this preliminary explanation, we now come to what
occurs in a tube when it is used as a detector in a radio receiver.
The currents generated in a receiving antenna by incoming
signals are alternating currents, that is, alternately positive and
negative. If the grid circuit of a qi.ode detect~r tube is connected to an antenna so that incoming signals are impressed
upon it, the charge on the grid will vary in accordance with
the signals. So will the number of electrons passing from the
cathode to the plate-likewise the volume of current flowing in
the plate circuit. The circuits can be so adjusted that ,even
though very feeble signals come from a transmitting station,
the variations in current flow in the plate circuit will produce
plainly audible sounds in a telephone receiver.
AN EXPLANATION
OF FEEDBACK AND REGENERATION

When Edwin H. Armstrong disclosed his invention called
feedback or regeneration, he showed how to make the triode a
much better detector than it had ever been before and he also
showed for the first time how the tu?e could be made to oscil-
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late. Until that time _a triode was a fairly good detector and an
amplifier. But when it was used in the new feedbacI< circuit it
became excellent. Radio telegraph signals could be picked up
'--easily for far greater dis_tances than had been possible before.
Feedback· takes power or energy from the output or plate
circuit of a radio tube and feeds it back into the input or grid
circuit and, when it reaches the plate circuit again in amplified_
form, sends it back again to the grid circuit.

ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION

This experiment demonstrates the principle of electromagnetic induction
an~ shows how energy is transferred from one coil to another by mag-

~~m.

.

.

There is more than one way to arrange a feedback circuit.
The illustration shows a feedback circuit similar to that used in
the regenerative received described later. The feedback is accomplished by means of a coil called a "tfokler."
__ ~nergy can be transferred from one coil to another by an
invisible process called _ELEcrnOMAGNETIC INDUCTION. You can
easily find out what electromagnetic induction is by an experiment. Wrap two layers of paper around a large iron nail. The~
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wind about 40 or 50 turns of insulated wire around the nail
near one end. Wind a second similar coil of insulated wire
around the nail near the other end. Connect one coil to a telephone receiver and one wire of the other coil to the positiye of
a dry cell. Listen in the telephone while you tap the unconnected wire of the second coil against the negative terminal of
the dry cell. When current from the cell is flowing steadily
through the coil, you will not hear anything in the telephone .
receiver. If you make and break the circuit so as to shut the
ANTENNA
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current on and off, you will hear a clicking sound. The clicks
are caused by current INDUCED in the coil connected to the telephone receiver. The current is induced only when the current
in the coil connected to the cell is increasing or.decreasing.
In the feedback circuit which is illustrated, the tickler coil
is connected to the plate circuit and placed near a "grid coil"
connected to the grid. The tickler coil transfers energy _to the
grid coil by electromagnetic induction. In other words, current
flowing in the .tickler coil induces current in the grid coil. The
current induced in the grid coil changes the charge upon the
grid of the triode and changes in the charge on the grid produce
changes in the ·current flowing in the plate circuit and tickler-coil. If the grid coil is connected so that it receives signals from
an antenna, the regenerative or feedback action greatly builds
up the signal strength.
If the feedback circuit is adjusted so that the "feed-back"
energy travelling from plate circuit to grid circuit and back
again is properly timed, the process will repeat itself very
rapidly and continue to do so indefinitely. The circuit is then:
<;>scillating.
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FEEDBACK DETECTOR CIRCUIT

The feedback principle, also called regeneration~ fe~ds ~nergy fro1!1 th_e
plate or output circuit back _into the input or gn_d c~rcmt. The action is
explained at greater length m the text. In the cucmt shown above, the
transfer of energy from the plate circu~t ~o the wid circuit is accomplished
by two coils employing electromagnetic mduct10n. _Feed~ack ~ay also be
accomplished by a resistor or a condenser. ~e ~1ght Imes md1cate _the
grid circuit; the heavy lines are the filament cucmt and the broken Imes
are the plate circuit.

ELECTRON TUBE OSCILLATORS

A very important application of electron tubes is in the generation of alternating voltage and current. When used for this
purpose it is called an OSCILLATOR. An oscillator can be adjusted
to generate alternating currents of any frequency desired ranging from a few cycles per second to several hundred million. An
oscillator does not actually GEN~TE current, for example, like
an alternator generates current. The tube and its auxiliary circuits CHANGE direct current into alternating .current. It conv~rts
current fed to it rather than generates.
There are about a dozen kinds of vacuum tube oscillators.
One of these is the feedback oscillator-it was the first. There
are six well-known varieties of feedback oscillator.
Since the day when Rudolph Hertz first succeeded µi pro-
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T~ANSMJTTING TUBES

A transmitter transforms power supplied by AC lines, batteries or generators into radio-frequency power which is made to carry intelligence.
Transmitter tubes may be diodes, triodes, tetrodes or pentodes. Large
transmitter tubes produc~ large amounts of heat which must be removed
by natural air currents, forced-air cooling, or water cooling. 1. · The tube
at the left is a power tetrode with an output of more than 3,000 watts.
2. The tube in the center is a triode. 3. That at the right is a "lighthou~e" tub~ for higp frequencies.

ducing electric waves, many methods of generating the highfrequency currents required in radio have been employed. All
of them have been discarded in favor of the vacuum tUbe oscillator. It is the most satisfactory-it is portable, has no moving
parts and is comparatively iilexpensive.
The power of a single oscillator is quite limited. When more
power is needed the high-frequency currents produced by the
oscillator are sent through amplifier tubes and strengthened
before they reach the antenna. ·
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Electron.:tube oscillators have uses othe\ than as sources of
high-frequency current for transmitters. J'hey have become an ,_
indispensabl~ part of the equipment of scientific, educational
and commercial laboratories. The medical treatment called
diathermy utilizes an electron tube oscillator. The Cyclotron
uses an oscillator.. An oscillator is P,art o_f every superh,e terodyne
receiver.
All television receivers and the best broadcast recei:vers employ the circuit invented by Professor Armstrong which he
called the superheterodyne. In the superheterodyne, one tube
acts as an oscillator. It does not send out radio waves but produces high-frequency currents of a. different frequency from
the incoming signals. The receiver-produced frequency is mixed
with the incoming frequency from the antenna. The result is a
new 'beat frequency" caused by the interaction.of the two frequencies. The "beat frequenc;y" can be amplified more efficiently than the frequencies produced in the antenna by incoming signals and is the reason why a "super" is so sensitive and
selective.

COMPLETE
MAGNETRON

CAVITY MAGNETRON

·This is one form of the oscillator used to produce the very high frequencies which generate the microwaves used in radar.
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This chapter is intended to make you acquainted with the
principal parts, materials and tool$ you will use: All parts.,
materials and tools are standard and are manufactured in large
quantities. They are relatively inexpensive.
Any firm that sells radio equipment or issues a general catalog
of radio supplies can supply the parts or materials called for in
this book. It is suggested that you send for the catalogs of the
mail order radio firms · which advertise in radio and popular
scientific and mechanical magazines. You can buy anything you
may need by mail.
RESISTORS

An automobile is produced by assembling an engine, carburetor, starter motor, radiator, generator, gears, wheels, axles
and other parts in a frame. In much the s~e way, radio and
electronic apparatus is built by assembling various coils, trans.formers, condensers, -sockets, resistors, etc., on a base or chassis.
A few of the parts used in assembling the radio and electronic
equipment described in this book have been designed for you
to make yourself. Most of the parts you will have 'to secure
ready-made, by purchasing or by salva,ging from dismantled
-r~dio equipment.
It is not necessary to know a great deal about electricity or
radio in order to build radio and electronic equipment. It is
only necessary to follow diagrams and instructions carefully.
But if you intend to build radio and electronic equipment it will
be helpful to learn everything possible about the various resistors, condensers, tubes, etc., used in this work. When you
understand the .construction of these parts anq their purpose, it
will be easier to construct and operate your equipment. Last,
but not least, this knowledge will make your hobby much more
4J.teresting.
i.06

If you turn a factory-made radio receiver upside down and
look at the underside you will see a maze of colored wires and
small paper covered cylinders. The small cylinders with three
or four colored bands near one end are resistors and they are.
used to oppose the flow of electricity and reduce the _voltage in
certain parts of circuits. The resistance of a resistor, or in other
words,. its ability to oppose an electric current, is -measured by
a unit called an ohm. Resistors are made in various sizes and
in varying resistance ranging from 0.1 to 22,000,000 ohms. Incidentally, 1,000,000 ohms is called a megohm. Radio engineers
use the term meg instead of million when speaking of ohms.
22,000,000 ohms is 22 megohms in radio terms. The terminals
of the resistors made for radio receivers, amplifiers and other
instruments, if they are required to carry only a very small current, have a tinned wire at each end. The body of the resistor
is marked with colored bands which indicate its resistance. The
colors conform to a standard system adopted by the Radio
Manufacturer's Association. Each color represents a number .or
figure. Some one may give you a few resistors or you may dismantle an old radio to obtain parts and wish to identify the·
resistors according to their resistance in ohms. Therefore the
RM.A. color code is illustrated here.
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Most radio receivers are equipped with a knob to regulate
the volume of sound produced by the receiver. The common
volume control is a variable or adjustable resistor mounted in
a plastic housing with a met_al cover. It is equipped with ~ee
terminals to which wires can be s~ldered. The two outside
terminals are connected to the ends of the resistor. The center
terminal is connected to a movable contact which slides over
the resistor when the shaft to which it is attached is turned.
The control can be used to increase or decrease either the
resistance or the voltage in a circuit.

SWITCH
TERMINALS

KNOB

RESISTOR COLOR CODE
BUSHING

The resistance of a resistor is either marked on it with numerals or indicated by color bands. To interpret the color bands hold th~ resistor so
that t!ie end bearing the bands is at your left. Each band is code for a
numeral. The e_nd band represents the first figure of the resistance; for
example, if it is red, the figure is 2. The second band represents the s~cond
figure. If it is green, the second figure is 5. The third band indicates the
number of zeros to be placed after the first two figures. If it is green on
the resistor we are using as an example place five o's after 2 5. The resistance 1s 2,500,000 ohms or 2.5 megohms. If there is no fourth band, the
resista~ce may range 20% either above or below 2,500,000. In other
words .1t ~ay be somewhere between 2,250,000 and ·2,750,000. A silver
band md1cates there may be a 10% variation in resistance. A gold band
~ndicates a 5% variation. Gold-banded resistors are used where accuracy
,. 1s necessary. They cost more than resistors with .a silver fourth band or
with no fourth band.
You can identify the capacity of a resistor by its size. A Yi-watt resistor
will carry only Y2 as much energy as ~a i-watt resistor and ~ as much
energy as a 2-'Yatt resistor.
·

~
SYMBOL

SWITCH

A VOLUME CONTROL AND ITS SYMBOL

Volume controls are resistors whose resistance can be varied by turning a
knob. They can be connected so as to control either the current or the
voltage in -a circuit.

FIXED CONDENSERS

Some of the cylindrical objects on the underside of a radio
chassis are fixed condensers. They are an important part of
most radio and of some electrical 4evices in no way related to
radio or electronics.
Condenser is the popular name for a device which properly
is called a capacitor. A condenser consists of two or more metal
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surfaces separated_and insulated from each other by a layer of
insulating material called the dielectric.
Condensers store energy and discharge it in the form of elec·
bicity. An explanation of how they do this would be rather
complicated and perhaps .not of great importance to a radio
novice. For practical purposes, think of a condenser as a simple
and useful device which will store energy for a short time and
when included in a circuit will allow an alternating current to
pass but completely block a direct current.

-n-
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The cylindrical condensers which are enclosed in a cardboard
tube usually consist of thin sheets of metal foil separated l?y
paper dielectric. There is a flexible wire attached to each end
of the tube and these are the condenser terminals. The capacity of this type of condenser is always marked on the cardboard case.
Condensers .enclosed in a fla:t, rectangular Bakelite case consist usually of thin sheets of metal foil separated by a mica
dielectric; This type may have wire terminals, serew terminals
or metal ears to which wires can be soldered. The capacity .of
a mica condenser is marked upon ·it in figures or indicated by
colored dots in accordance 'Yith the R:.M.A. color code for mica
fixed condensers.

SYMeOL

TUBULAR

MOLDED
MICA

SMALL FIXED CONDENSERS AND THEIR SYMBOL

The "size" of a condenser is not its dimensions in in:ches or
in weight but its CAPACITY to be charged with energy. The unit
of capacity is called the farad, in honor of the great English
scientist, Michael Faraday. Actually, a condenser . having a
capacity of _one FARAD would be so large that its construction is
impractical. The common unit for measuring the "electrical
size" of a condenser is therefore the MICROFARAD or onemillionth of a farad. Some of the condensers used in radio circuits designed for short waves are so small that their "electrical
size" is indicated in MICROMICROFARADS or millionths of a
microfarad.
There are two general types of condensers called FIXED and
VARIABLE, depending upon whether or not their capacity may
be varied. Variable condensers are used principally for tuning.
There is an endless variety of fixed condensers. Catalogs of
supply houses dealing in radio parts list dozens of them. Some
utilize mica as their dielectric; in o_thers the dielectric i~ paper.

111111111
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

These fixed condensers of large capacity are used in radio receivers oper"
ated on 120-volt current. The terminals of an electrolytic condenser are
usually marked
or --:- to indicate the positive and negative terminals.
The capacity is marked on the condenser case. Some electrolytic condensers am enclosed in a metal case ( 1 ) • Others have cardboard or paper
cases (2, 3, 4).
·

+

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Variable condensers are used for tuning radio circuits. The
name "variable condenser" belongs to a type of condenser
whose capacity may be changed by turning a knob. The com-
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mon form of variable condenser consists of several movabl
semicircular (half circles) aluminuni plates mounted on a shaf~
and a group of fixed or non-moving aluminum plates. Some~imes the plates are made of brass. The group of movable plates
is called the rotor and the group of fixed plates is called the
stator. When the knob is turned the rotor plates move in or out
of the spaces between the stator plates. The stator · and rotor
are insulated from each other and when the rotor plates are
m?ved in between the stator plates they do not come into electrical contact. There is a small air space between them ..This air
is the dielectric.
A variable condenser is adjusted to its maximum capacity
when the rotor plates are completely between the stator plates.

ROTOR
. '\
MAXIMUM
CAPACITY

NEW

SYMBOL

:RADIO AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS.
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When the rotor is turned so that its plates are n~ longer ~e~ween
the stator plates, the capacity of the condenser is at a mmrmum.
Soroe of the radio receivers described in this book ·employ
variable condensers for tuning.
.
Variable condensers may differ slight.ly in some of the details
of their construction but they all employ the same principles.
It is customary to build variable condensers so that the rotor
and the frame of the condenser are electrically connected and
the stator is insulated from the frame. When a variable condenser is part of a radio instrument which has a metal chassis,
the rotor and the frame are always connected or "grounded" to
the chassis. This is done to eliminate ''body _effect" or changes
in tuning which might be caused by moving the fingers to or
from the tuning knob. In circ;uit diagrams using symbols
(schematic) a straight line indicates the stator of a variable
condenser- and a curved arrow indicates the rotor. It is important to connect a variable condenser exactly as shown in
such diagrams and not connect a wire to the stator which should
go to the rotor and vice versa. Otherwise, body effect may make
it difficult to tune the apparatus acc~rat~ly.
TELEPHONE RECEIVERS

'OLD
SYMBOL

MINIMUM CAPACITY

VARIABLE .C ONDENSERS

Variable· conden~e~s are used for tuning circuits and consist of a numbet
of m~vable, semi-circular, metal plates which rotate between fixed plates.
A vanable condenser should be handled with care to avoid bending the
movabl.e plates and thus cause them to touch the fixed plates. The curved
arrow m the symbol representing a variable condenser represents the
movable plates. It is _imI?ortan~ to ~?nne~t the movable plates and the
~xed plates exactJy as_u~d1cated m wmng diagrams. In the diagrams at the
nght, .the shaded plate is the movable one. A condenser is at its maximum
capacity w~en the movable plates are interleaved with the fixed plates as
far as possible.

A telephone receiver changes the energy of electric currents.
into sounds. It is one of the most sensitive of electrical instruments. Amazingly small electric currents will produce sound~ ·
in a telephone receiver.
You can use a common telephone receiver in your radio
experiments, but receivers made·especially for radio do not cost
much and give much bet'ter results. Two receivers· are bette~
than one for listening to weak signals. A receiver for each ear
will shut out unwanted sounds.
Telephone receivers for radio use are the small, light-weight
type. commonly called "watch-case" or "head-phones." Amateur
radio operators refer to them as "cans." A complete radio headset consists of two watch-case receivers with l(ln adjust~ble
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' headband which holds the
receivers close to the ears.
The receivers are connected
in series and provided with
a long· flexible ~onnecting
wire called a telephone
"cord."
A telephone receiver consists of one or two electromagnets, a permanent magbet and a disk of thin sheet
RADIO HEADSET
iron known as the diaA
complete
radio headset consists of a
phragm, The electromagpair of receivers fitted with a headnets ar~ mounted on the band so that a receiver is closely held
permanent magnet and set to each ear. The receivers are conunder the center of the dia- nected in series with each other by a
flexible wire called a telephone "cord."
phragm. The space between
the diaphragm and the electromagnets is only a few thousandths of an inch. This close adjustment must be maintained
if the receiver is to keep its sensitivity. Take good care of a radi<>
headset. Do not drop it. Keep the caps screwed tightly o~ the
cases. Do not unscrew the cap of a sensitive telephone receiver
to see what is inside. You may unintentionally bend the diaphragm. If the diaphragm is not perfectly Hat, the receiver will
1_10t be sensitive.
Telephone receivers for radio use are wound with wire of
much smaller diameter than those made for a telephone. The
finer wire makes it possible to wind a greater number of turns
of ~e on the electromagnets. This makes radio headphones
more sensitive to weak currents than the common receiver for
telephone use. Wire of small diameter has more resistance than
larger ~e. The common telephone receiver has a resistance of
~bout 75 ohms. The phones in a radio headset of good quality
have a resistance of 2000 to 3000 ohms per pair and are se>

JlADIO AND ELEcTRONIC APPARATUS
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. · that sounds are produced in them by tbe tiny electric
sensitive enerated when the cord tips are rubb
· e d toge ther w hile
current g
held against the tongue.

ELECTROMAGNET

RECEIVER WITH CAP
ANO DIAPHRAGM REMOVED

IRON
DIAPHRAGM

INSIDE A TELEPHONE RECEIVER

This is the type of telephone receiver used in. radio. An amazing!~ small
amount of electrical energy flowing throng~ its elec~romagnets will produce sounds audible to human ears. A receiver consists of ~ case, cap, a
pair of small electromagnets, a permanent magnet and a thm sheet iron
diaphragm.

SPEAKERS

Only one person at a time can listen to a telephone receiver
but a speaker will produce sounds with enough volume to b~
heard by a group of people.
A speaker (also called a loudspeaker) is like a_telephone
receiver in that it changes the energy of electric curr~~ts into
sound waves. It is not as sensitive. as a telephone receiver and
in order to operate r~quires stronger currents. But it produces
louder sounds. The weak currents direct from a detector are
seldom strong enough to operate a speaker. Detector currents
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must be strengthened by passing through an audio amplifi
before they will produce soupds of any apprecfable vol
from a speaker.
Speakers can be divided into two groups, namely: dynarni
speakers and permanent speakers. Most small speakers used in
table model and portable radio receivers are permanent magnef
speakers (called PM speakers by radio technicians) and are the
type we are interested in.
Sound waves are produced in a speaker by the vibrations of
a co~e-shaped paper diaphragm. A small cardboard cylinder,
wound with a single layer of very :fine insulated wire, is attached
to the apex of the cone. This winding, known as a "voice coil,"
and the cone are mounted on a metal ring and adjusted so that
the coil lies between the poles of a magnet. When currents from
a radio receiver How through the voice coil, the coil moves back
and forth in step with changes in the current. Since the coil is
attached to the paper cone, the cone moves also, a{ld when the
cone moves it produces sound waves.

SYMBOL

'§MALL PERMANENT MAG~ET SPEAKER
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·
oil of a speaker cannot be connected directly to
The voice c
.
·1 h uld
~~
and
give satisfactory results. The v01ce co1 s o
I
an amp wer -to the secondary of a "mateh'mg.. trans f onner.
th
lifi
be connect ed
· ary of the transformer is connected to e amp er.
The pnm
·
f h ·
S eakers are rated according to the diameter o t eir paper
· ch speaker has a 6-inch cone; a 5-inch speaker has
p A 6-m
cone.
a 5-inch cone, etc.
HOOK-UP WIRE

What sort of wire should be used for wiring or h~oking up
arts of apparatus described later? The answer is: almost
e ~ype of insulated copper wire provided it is not smaller
any
T'
d .
than No. 20 or larger than No. 16 B. & S. gaug~. mne ~re
· most desirable because solder will adhere to it more readily
to bare copper. A novice may
in
tting the insulation from the ends of some vanetles of wrre.
cu
h
. w·rre
It is not always easytq do this without nicking t e wue.
will break easily at any point where it is nicked, so be careful.
Two varieties of small wire made especially for hook-up
purposes are ...thermoplastic hook-up" wire and. "pusl.-b_a.ck
hook-up" wire. Both are tinned. The insulation stnps off .easily
from the thermoplastic wire. It is not necessary to stnp. the
insulation off the ends of push-back wire. Merely cut a. pi~ce
of wire to the desired.length, push the insulation back from the
end while soldering and then slide it back in place. You can
buy hook-up wire from any radio·de.aler.
th

~~an

experienc~ ~ifficulty.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
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CRYSTAL DETECTORS
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You would hardly expect to :Bnd a good radio detector by
digging into the earth for it. Nevertheless, for about ten years
prior to the entry of the U. S. A. into World War I the best
detectors for wireless telegraph signals came out of the earth.
They were small pie~es of such minerals as galena, iron pyrites,
zincite and others.
·
The use of crystals as detectors in wireless telegraphy began
in 1906 when Gen. H. H. Dunwoody of the U. S. Anny discovered that a small piece of Carborundum would act as a
detector of Hertzian waves. Carborundum is an abrasive which
is made .at Niagara Falls by heating coke,. sand, sawdust and
salt in an electric furnace.
For the information of those who may wish to exp«:Jriment
with Carborundum, the best Carborundum detector crystals
are usually bluish-gray. Place the crystal in some sort of metal
clamping device and bring a pointed copper wire to bear firmly
~gainst a sensitive spot.
General Dunwoody's discovery prompted another American
inventor, Greenleaf W. Pickard, to search the mineral world
for detector material and he patented the use of silicon, zincite,
chalcopyrites, bornite and molybdenite as detectors. The Dunwoody and Pickard patents have long since expired.
ll8
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CRYSTAL DETECTORS WHICH YOU CAN BUY
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d'ustment but IS not always
I. Fixed crystal dete~tor which st;s ~~1c~o~ed adjustable detector. !he
so sensitive as the ad1ustable tty~e. th.e crystal from dirt. 3· German~u~
transparent plastic cover pro ecds. low-temperature alloy. 5· Low-pnce
d.10d e. 4 . Galena crystal mounte ill
crystal deteCtor stand.
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experimenter-a crystal is the simplest form of detector a
provides an inexpensive and easy way to become acquaint
with radio.
There are a number of substances which can be used
crystal detectors. Some are natural minerals, others are produc
of the electric furnace and chemical laboratory.
Galena, a silvery appearing natural mineral composed o
lead in combination with sulfur, is the· most sensitive crystal
detector. Not every piece of galena will prove to be a good
radio detector. Furthermore, the whole sudace of every piece
is not sensitive. There are small areas which are sensitive and
they can be located by placing the mineral in a radio receiver
and at the same time exploring the surface. Point the end of
a white chalk crayon and when a sensitive spot is found, mark
it with the point of the chalk. Then split off most of the dead
area with a knife so that the sensitive spot will not be difficult
to locate again. Chalk is used for the purpose because it will not
destroy the sensitivity of the crystal arid is easily seen.
The most sensitive form of galena contains a small percentage
of silver and is called argentiferous galena. Its sudace is more
granular than common galena. Argentiferous galena is sometimes sold to amateurs under the name "steel" galena:
Galena and some other minerals perform best as detectors
when they are embedded (with the sensitive area exposed) in
a small slug of alloy having a low melting temperature. The
alloys 1,lSed for this purpose (Wood's metal is one and it can be
purchased from dealers in chemical supplies ) melt in boiling
water and even at lower temperatures. They are used because
when some galena specimens are subjected to higher temperatun~s than the temperature of boiling water their value as a
radio -detector is destroyed.
Tested and .mounted galena crystals can be purchased from
·
radio dealers.
Detector Stands. When a piece of mineral is used as a radio
detect~r it is usually clamped'in a dete?tor "stand." The sta:nd
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bronze, brass or German silver wire. Copper does n()t
enough spring to make a satisfactory whisker.
A receiver with a crystal detector will enable you to e
ment and discover some of the minerals which will receive ra
signals. If you have a mineral collection, check it to see if
contains any specimens of the minerals listed below. All
these minerals are detectors.
COMMON NAME

Anatase
Bornite
Cerusite
Chalcocite
Chalcopyrites
Copper Pyrites
• Domeykite
Galena
Hecsite
Iron Pyrites (Fools' Gold)
Molybdenite
Niccolite
Octahedrite
Psilomelane
·Stibnite
Zincite
Zirconium

CHEMICAL NAME

Titanium dioxide
Copper-iron sulfide
Lead carbonate
Copper sulfide
Copper-iron sulfide
Copper sulfide
Copper arsenide
Lead sulfide
Telluride of silver and gold
Iron sulfide
Molybdenum sulfide
Nickel arsenide
Titanium oxide
Manganese manganite
Antimony sulfide
Zinc oxide
Zirconium

Silicon. Next to oxygen, silicon is the most abundant element. The white or colorless, extremely hard constituent" of
,quartz and sand is silica, a combination of silicon with oxygen.
No one probably ever saw pure silicon until the illustrious
Swedish che:µiist, Jons Jacob Berzelius, produced some in the
form of a brown -powder more than 125 years ago. Silicon can
take three forms: a dull-brown amorphous powder, shining
metallic scales resembling graphite and a steel-gray crystalline
mass. The .crystalline form of silicon is prepared at Niagara
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A pointed gold wire makes the best contact with the s
tive spots on a piece of iron pyrites used as a radio detector.
experimental purposes the point of a gold stickpin is a g
substitute for gold wire.
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THE TR..\"NSISTOR

In 1948 John Bardeen and W. H. Brattain of the Bell Telephone Laboratories announced the invention of the transistor. They had discovered
that a tiny wafer of gem;ianium crystal with three connecting wires can
perform many of the functions of an electron tube. Since then transistors
using silicon and other materials have alsa been developed and many
improvements in design and construction accompJished. The transistor
is a device which was long needed in electronics. It is much smaller thap
the smallest vacuum tube, has no heated cathode, ·requires no warm-up
period and very little power in comparison to a tu be: ,A transistor is
rugged, shock-resistant, unaffected by dampness and has a normal life
of several years if not mistreated. It can serve as a detector, oscillator and
electron
amplifier in radio circuits. Transistors have entirely
.tubes in some apparatus. In some equipment transistors and tubes are
partners. Radio receivers, amplifiers, hearing aids and many electronic
devices
are now made a fraction of their former size and weight by the
use of transistors.

r~placed

GERMANIUM DIODES

The most satisfactory crystal detector is a small cylindrical
shaped device called a gennanium diode. It consists
tiny
speck of gennanium crystal. enclosed in a small tuq~. Germanium is one of the elements:.....a scarce grayish-colored metal
which Wqs discovered by Clemens Winkler. Winkler was a Ger-
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CHAPTER EIGHT

SIMPLE, PRACTICAL RADIO RECEIVERS
AND HOW TO BUILD THEM

,

GRO UNO

AN UNTUNED RADIO RECEIVER

Tuning. An agreement among the nations of the world re·quires all radio transmitters to be licensed. under this agreement a transmitter is licensed for operation only on the frequency (or frequencies) assigned to it. Consequently, it is
necessary to adjust or TUNE a transmitter so that it will produce
waves only of the frequency or fr~quencies assigned to the station. Radio receivers must be adjusted or tuned to bring in
signals properly. Tuning a receiver strengthens the ·desired signals and bars out signals from other stations which are unwanted at the time.
A crystal detector and a telephone receiver connected to an
antenna and to the ground in the manner illustrated in the
diagram on this page will receive radio signals. A si.mple, untuned receiver such as this has a great drawback. It will receive
the signals of more than one station at the same time and will
not receive signals from distant stations. It is an untuned radi'o
receiver. A tuned receiver does not have these disadvantages.
The simplest tuning device is a tuning coil. It is not the best
or the most efficient tuning apparatus but it is easy to make.
For that reason the first two radio receivers described in. this
book employ tuning coils.
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HOW TO BUILD A RADIO RECEIVER
WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND SINGLE-SLIDER TUNER

The simplest pr~ctical raClio receiver which is worth the
time and effort to build consists of a single-slider tuning coil,
a crystal detector, a fixed condenser and a telephone receiver.
Such a radio receiver costs little and does not require much time
to build. If you have never built radio apparatus, the experience gained in building this receiver will be valuable in making
more elaborate instruments.
If there is a radio broadcasting station within 50 miles, you
can listen to its programs with this receiver. The sounds produced in the headphones will not be loud unless you are within
a few miles of th~ station-but they will have amazingly clear
and natural tones.
Before starting the c~nstruction work, obtain all of the materials in the following list. Consult the index for the page numbers where mica condensers, crystal detectors, headphones and
magnet wires are described. Read about these parts before yon..
purchase them.
MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR
CONSTRUCTING THE RECEIVER

1
1
1
130
1
1
18
2
8
1
1
1

Wood base 7% in. x 5 in. and from :Jf in. to %ih. thick
Wood block 2:1f in. x . 2~$ in. x %in.
Wood core 4 in. x rn in. x l~ in.
ft. No. 26 B.S. gauge enameled magnet wire
Crystal detector
.004 Mfd mica fixed condenser
No. 5 round head brass wood screws :1f in. long
No. 5 round head wood screws 1 in. long
Brass or copper washers which will slip over No: 5 screws
Piece galvanized sheet iron approximately 2 in. x 4 in.
Piece No. 14 B. S. bare copper wire 2 in. long
Radio headset or a single telephone receiver wound for
radio use
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Liquid shellac or varnish and brush
4 Binding posts or Fahnestock connectors
In addition to the materials listed above, materials to build
the coil winder described later in this chapter may be required.
The Base. Start by making the base. This can be made of
any variety of soft wood (except balsa) from in. to ~ in. in
thickness provided it is seasoned ,and thoroughly dry. The end
of a wooden packing box is suitable lumber if it is thick enough.
Smooth rough spots by sandpapering and then give the whole
base-top, bottoin and edges-a coat of shellac. Shellac dries
quickly. Apply a second coat when the first has dried. The
shellac will improve the appearance of the base but its main
purpose is to ke~p moisture out of the wood. Moisture in materials used in the construction of radio apparatus may weaken
signals. The shellac also will help prevent the base from warping .. The wood must be thoroughly dry before the shellac is
applied.
Caution: Do not use paint or enamel on the wooden parts .of
radio apparatus. ·These finishes usually contain metallic substances which may cause current l(}aks and even short circuits.
The wood block which .supports one end of the sli~er should
l;>e shellacked before it is fastened to the base.
The Tnning Coil. The core of the tuning coil is made of
pD:ie or other soft wood and it also must be thoroughly dry. The
<:ore is 4 in. long and rn in. x rn in. in section. (If a piece of soft
pine (not yellow pine) which is rn in. thick cannot be obtained,
glue together two strips 4 in. x rn x %in. or three strips 4 in. x
rn in. x in. ) The edges are rounded slightly by sandpapering.
Drill a small hole in. from each end so that the ends of a wire
can be anchored by looping through the holes. The holes should
be near a comer.
If the core is to be wound in the homemade winding machine
bo:re a in. diaJneter hole in each end exactly along the axis
of the core and one inch deep. You can find the exact spot to

the center of the auger bit by drawing two diagonal _Hnes
place h d of the core. The point·at which the lines cross is the
oneac en
p.lace to start the drill.
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These parts are homemade. Their construction is explained ,in the text.
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The coil consists of a single layer of No. 26 B. & S. enamel
wire wound smoothly and tightly on the wooden core. The
winding starts and ends %inch from the end of the core and is
given a coat of shellac when completed. The shella~ helps prevent the
wire from becoming loose if the core shrinks slightly.
I
Before winding, the core should be dried for a few hours by
placing. it on a warm .radiator or in a warm oven (not hot). If
dried in an ove~, the oven door should remain open. Mt~r the
core has been dried and while it is still warin, it should be
shellacked or varnished to prevent the wood from absorbing
moisture again.
The wire must be wound in a smooth, even layer. It is difficult to wind a tuning coil without some sort. of winding device.
Perhaps some one .with a lathe-equipped home workshop will
wind a coil for you. Or perhaps you can do this yourself on a
lathe in the shop at your school.
If a metal turning lathe is used, one end of the wood core is
placed in a chuck on.the headstock of the lathe. The other end
"is supported on the center in the tailstock. The lathe should be
turned slowly by hand by pulling on the belt. If a wood-turning
lathe is used the wooden core for the tuner is mounted between
centers as if it were to be turned. Remember to tum the lathe
by hand. If you have not had experience winding coils, you will
not have much luck winding. the coil with power.
1
Those who are not fortunate enough to have a lathe available
should build a winding machine. This will not require mud~
time.
The Slider and ·Other Metal P~ts. The slider, the two
brackets which support the tuning coil and the small strip
labeled "connector" in one of the drawings are made of galvanized iron sheet. This is slightly thicker and stiffer than the
metal used in cans but you will not find it difficult to cut with
a small pair of tinner's snips. You can obtain galvanized iron
sheet at a tinsmith's or sheet- metal working shop. It is inex-
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pensive-a piec.e 2 irl. by 4 in. is all that-is required. You may be
able to obtain a piece of scrap at no cost.
Cut the metal into strips ~ in. wide. Three strips ~ in. wide
·and 2 in. long and one strip ~ in. wide and 3~ in. long are
required. Drill and bend two of the strips to form the "L".
shaped brackets which support the tuning coil (see illustrations). Drill the third 2-in. strip to make the connector. Mark
the location of the holes with a center punch and make the
holes with a No. 29 or !No. 30 twist drill. If the .metal strips
have sharp corners and edges, dull them with a file. The 3~ in.
strip is used to make the slider. One end of the slider is pivoted
so tha.t the other end can be moved to the left or right. A short
piece (2 in. long) of No. 14 B. S. solid copper wire 2 in. long
is soldered to the underside. This is the wire size commonly
used for house wiring. You can get a scrap piece at any electrical shop. This wire makes contact with the wire on the tuning
coil when the slider is moved to tune in a station. The wire
.makes contact with only one or two turns at a time. A flat strip
of metal sliding over the edge of the tuning coil would make
contact with several turns at a time and weaken signals.
The Condenser•. The small fixed condenser should be a
mica condenser, preferably one having a capacity of .004 mfc~..
Any small condenser of approximately this capacity, even a
paper condenser of .01 mfd capacity will give fair results, but
the type and size first mentioned will be most satisfactory.
The Detector. The illustrations show the receiver to be
equipped with a germanium diode detector. This detector is
most satisfactory because it is sensitive and requires no adjustment but any type of crystal detector can be used. H a germanium diode is too expensive, use any of the other detectors
described in the preceding chapter.
Terminals or Binding Posts. The illustrations show Fahnestock connectors. Use any type of binding post. Four are
required.
Assembling and Wiring the Receiver. The wood block
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which supports one end of the slider is fastened to the base by
two screws. The screws pass through the base from the under.
side and upward into the block.
The tuning coil is mounted so that one comer is at the top.
Remove the enamel insulation from the. wire along this comer
with a piece of fine sandpaper (No. 00) so that the bare copper
is exposed and the slider can make contact with it.
Wrap the free end of the slider with Scotch tape or adhesive
tape· to form an insulating handle for the fingers. The tape will
prevent the fingers from touching the metal and making an
electrical contact with ~t. Touching the bare metal weakens
signals.
The wires which connect the binding posts, tuning coil,
detector and condenser run over the top of the base. Remove
the insulation from the ends of the wires and scrape them bright
at the places where they make an electrical contact.
The pictorial diagram, schematic diagram and plan show
how to connect or "hook up" the parts of the receiver.
Connect the ANTENNA binding post (A) to one end of the
tuning coil ( E) and to one terminal of the condenser ( C2).
Connect the other terminal of the condenser (Cl) to one
terminal of the detector ( Dl) and to one of the PHONE binding
posts (Pl ) . Connect the other terminal of the detector ( D2)
to the other PHONE binding post (P2), to the GROUND binding
post ( G) and also to the. connector ( C) under the pivoted
end of the slider.
Operating the Receiver. Conhect a telephone receiver or a
_ radio headset to the PHONE binding posts. Connect an antenna
to the ANTENNA binding post and the ground to. the GROUND
binding post. The antenna should be a wire 50 to 75 feet long
and be insulated from its supports. The ground should be a wire
connected to a water, gas or steam pipe. Antennas and ground
connections are described in more detail in the chapter called
"Antennas and Ground Connections."
After connecting the receiver to the aerial and ground, test
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Do not expect to hear many stations with this receiver and
do not be surprised if you hear more than one at the same time.
If the receiver is equipped with a detector having a whisker
or wire contact, be careful not to jar it. It is easily knocked out
of adjustment. When this happens, use the test buzzer to
readjust the detector, or search the surface of the crystal, using
the signals from ·a broadcasting st11tion to indicate when a
sensitive spot has been found.
A single-slider tuning coil is not as efficient as a doubleslider tuning coil or as a coupler. You can improve the operation
of the receiver-it will be more selective, that is tune better
and bring in more stations-if you build a wave trap and connect it as explained later in this chapter. A loading coil connected to the receiver will increase its frequency range and
consequently may increase the number .of stations you can
tune in.
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HOW TO BUILD A RADIO RECEIVER WITH CRYST
DETECTOR AND DOUBLE-SLIDER TUNING COIL
A double-slider tuner will tune more effic_iently than a sing
slider coil. It is more selective-it will tune out unwanted
tions better. You can change the ·receiver with a single-slid
tuner into one with a double-slider. Or you can "start froin
scratch" and build the mpre selective receiver without first
building the simpler one.
To change the· single-slider coil to one with a double-slider,
it is necessary to make two new sliders, an additional connecting
strip and a new wood block. The sliders and wood block are
different in size from those which were previously described
and illustrated. It will be necessary also to rewire the receiver
because a different hookup is used.
If you plan to build the receiver with . double-slider tuner,
first read the instructions for making the single-slider receiver.
The parts are alike or !learly alike and the same construction
.methods are used.
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MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR CONSTRUCTING
THE RECEIVER WITH DOUBLE-SLIDER TUNING COIL

Wood base 75/s in. x 5 in. and from * in. to ~ in. thick
Wood block 23~ in. x 2% in. x :14 "in.
ft. No. 26 B.S. gauge enameled magnet wire
Crystal detector
.004 Mfd. mica fixed condenser
Binding posts
No. 5 round head brass wood screws* in. long
No. 5 round head wood screws 1 in. long
Brass or copper washers which will slip over ·No . .5
wood screws
1 Piece of galvanized sheet iron approximately 3 in. x
5in.
2 Pieces No.14 B.S. gauge bare copper wire 3 in. long
4 Binding posts or Fahnestock connectors
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The two sliders are alike. Make each from a strip of gal..:
vanized iron sheet in. wide and 4%. in. long. Solder .a straight
piece of No. 14 B. S. solid copper wire 3 in. long to each ~lider
as shown in the illustration. The wire stiffens the slider and is
the part which makes contact with the wire on, the tuning coil
when the slider is _moved to tune in a station.
The lower slider (marked S2 in plan) .js pivoted on a round
head screw in the base. The side on which the No. 14 wire is
soldered is turned upward. The upper slider ( Sl) is pivoted on
a round head screw in the center of the wood block. This slider
(Sl) is turned s~ that the No. 14 wire is on the. underside. A
metal connecting strip ( C) is placed under each slider between
the slider and the l;>ase. Use a washer under the head of both
screws. It may be necessary to bend both sliders slightly so
that they bear against the tuning coil with sufficient pressure
to make good electrical. contact.
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Signals will be louder when the slider rests on a single tum of wire than_
when it rests on two. See right-hand sketch.
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Assembling and Connecting. The sketch of the finish
receiver and the plan show better than words "can how
various parts are assembled on the wood base. The plan an
the circuit diagram show how the parts are connected. It ·
essential to remove the insulation from the ends of- all connecting wires for a distance of ~ inch and to scrape the exposed
copper bright and clean.
Connect the ANTENNA binding post (A) to one end of the
t:uning coil ( E ) . Connect the terminals of the detector ( D and
Dl) to the phone binding posts ( P and Pl). Connect the
GROUND binding post to one of the cond_
enser terminals ( C2 )
and _to the connector (Cl ) under the lower slider ( S2). Connect the other terminal of the condenser ( C3) to detector
terminal ( D). Connect the other detector terminal (Di ) to
'the connector ( C) under the upper slider ( S1 ) .
•
Operating the. Receiver. Connect a telephone receiver or a
radio head~et to the PHONE binding posts. Connect an antenna
to the ANTENNA binding post and the ground to the GROUND
binding post. Test the detector to insure that it is in proper
adjustment. Move the sliders (one at a time) until you find
the position on the tuning coil where they bring in loudest the
signals to which you wish to listen.
HOW TO BUILD A RADIO RECEIVER
WITH A CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND A COUPLER

The device called a coupler makes a better tuner than a
tuning coil. A coupler consists of two coils. One coil contains
more turns of wire than the other and is.called the primary. The
primary is connected to the aerial and ground. It is tuned with
a slider. The secondary contains fewer turns of wire and is connected to the detector. It is tuned with a variable condenser.
There is no direct electrical connection between the primary
and secondary. They form a transformer. High frequency currents in the primary induce high frequency currents in the
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LIST OF MATERIALS
REQUIRED TO BUil.D A RADIO RECEIVER
WITH A CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND A COUPLER

1 · Wood base 1~ in. x 5 in. x %in.
1 Piece of whit~ pine 5~4 in. x rn in. x rn in.
200 ft. No. 26 B. S. gauge enameled magnet wire
1 .004 Mfd. mica condenser
1 150 or 250 mmfd. single gang variable condens~r
1 Knob for variable condenser
1 Crystal detector
4 Fahnestock connectors or binding posts
18 No. 5 round head brass screws* in. Iong
2 No. 5 round head brass screws 1 in. long
2 Round head 6-32 machine screws % in. lo~g to fit holes
in frame of condenser
20 Brass or copper washers to slip over No. 5 wood screws
1 Piece galvanized iron sheet 3 in. by 4 in.
.Construction.. Dry the base and wood block and give them a
coat of shellac~ The base is 10'4 in. x 5 in. x %in. The wood block
'is the same size as that used for the single-slider tuning· coil.
Make the·core for the coupler qut.of white pine. When·finished,
it should' be 5~4 in. long and B~ in. by 1~ in. in section..Round
the comers slightly with sandpaper. After drying give the core
a coat of shellac. The * in. dia. holes bored in each end along
the axis of the core are for the in. dowel rods which are used
when the coupler is wound on the homemade winder. The holes
marked A, B, C and D in the drawing of the core are for the
terminals of the windings.
Wind the secondary first. It consists of 50 turns of No. 26
B, S. enameled wire wound in a single smooth layer. The small
holes B and C commu:r:iicate with the larger hole D .and the
ends of the secondary windillg are led out through these holes.
When the secondary has been wound wrap one or two layers
of thin to~gh paper around it. Then wind the primary. This
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metal strip. Use -No. OO 'sandpaper to remove the.enamel insu
tion from the upper comer of the primary wire so that the sli
can make contact with it.
Make a slider and a connector of the same size as used with
the single-slider tuner. Pivot the slider on the connector in the
center of the wooden block and fasten the block to the base
behind the primary. The block is held to the base by two wood
screws which pass upward from the underside of the base,
through the base and into the block. When the block is .set in
the correct position the slider can be moved so that .it will reach
every tum of wire·in the primary and make contact with it.
The shaft of the variable condenser should be fitted with a
Bakelite knob and the condenser mounted on the base to the
right of the coupler. Most small single-gang condensers have
two threaded holes in the bottom of the frame to fit a 6-32
screw. Some condensers require 8-32 screws. Drill two holes
in the wood base the proper distance apart so that when screws
are slipped through the holes they will meet the holes in the
condenser frame. Counterbore the holes J~ in. deep on the
underside of the base so that the heads. of the screws will be
below its surface. Use screws which project about }~ in. above
the surface of the base. If the screws are too long ·they will
project into. the cond~nser and touch th~ stator plates. This
will cause a short circuit.
There is ;i small terminal on each side of the stator plates.
The only way a good electrical connection can be made to this
type of terminal is to slip the 'end of a wire in the hole in the
terminal and solder it there. Connection can be made to the
rotor plates. by placing a wire under the head of one of the
machine screws used to fasten the condenser to the base.
Any type of sensitive crystal detector can be used, a gennanium diode or a detector of the adjustable type. For near-by
stations, if the greatest signal volume is desired, use a silicon
detector. Galena is more sensitive than silicon and will bring
in stations from farther away but will not produce signals which
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To operate the receiver, connect the ANTENNA post (A) to
an antenna and the GROUND post ( G) to the ground. Connect
a radio headset to the PHONE posts (Pl and P2) . Adjust the
detector and use both the slider and the variable cpndenser tq
tune. Tum the variable condenser slowly.
The frequency range of the receiver can be increased by con.necting a loading coil and wave-trap to it."
HOW TO BUILD .A LOADING COIL AND WAVE TRAP
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SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR
HOOKING UP THE COUPLER AND VARIABLE CONDENSER
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Neither of the tuning coils described in this chapter are long
enough to tune in signals over the entire band of frequencies
used by American broadcasting stations. It would be difficult
for most stude.nts to construct the type of slider that is required for.longer tuning coils. The proble~ can be solved by
a loading coil, or better still by a loading coil and wave trap. A
loading coil is simply a single-slider tuning coil which. is connected in series with ·the antenna and the radio receiver. The
loading coil and wave trap combination is a single-slider tuning
coil and a variable condenser mounted on a wooden base. This
also is connected in series with the antenna and radio receiv.~r.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
FOR CONSTRUCTING A LOADING COIL

,ANTENNA

.004MFD.
FIXED CbN .

VARIABLE

CO~DENSER

DI
PICTORIAL DIAGRAM FOR HOOKING UP
THE COUPLER AND VARIABLE CONDENSER

1
•1
125
1
1
3
11
2
4

Wood base 7~ in. x 4 in. x %in.
Wood block 2~ in. x 2% in. x %in.
ft. No. 24 B.S. gauge enameled magnet wire
Piece of galvanized sheet iron approximately 4 in. x 2 in .
Piece No.14 B. S. bare copper wire 2 in. long
Fahnestock connectors or binding posts
No. 5 round head brass screws ~ in. long
No. 5 round head brass screws 1 in. long
Brass or copper washers to slip over No. 5 wood screws

The parts used in building the loading coil are the same
ip building the single-slider tuner. The base is

Parts used
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The full name of this instrument is "antenna loading
·coil." When connected in the antenna circuit of any
of the receivers described in this chapter, it is possible to tune in signals of lower frequency than is
possible when it .is not used.

slightly smaller than the one used for the receiver. Cut the
.strips used in making the slider, brackets and connector from
galvanized iron sheet to the dimensions shown in the illustration of the single-slider tuner. Solder the 2-inch piece of No. 14
bare copper wire to one side of the slider. Wrap the end of the
slider which has no hole in it with Scotch tape or adhesive
tape to provide an insulated handle for the fingers to touch.
The wood block and base should be dried and shel1acked.
Wind the tqning coil core with a single layer. of No. 24 B. S.
·enameled wire. Start and_finish the winding about % in. from
the ends of the core. Use a piece of No. 00 sandpaper to remove
the enamel insulation from the wire along one corner of the
coil so that the slider can make a good electrical contact.
The plan shows how the parts are assembled on the base.
The coil is supported by the two metal brackets. One end of
the slider is pivoted on the wood block. The- block is fastened
to the base by two No. 5 round head screws which pass upward
through the bottom of the base and into the block. The heads
of the screws are countersunk in the bottom of the base. Use a
washer under the head of each screw.
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micromicrofarads. Any of the sizes from 100 mmfd to 450 m
can be used for the wave trap. The condenser should 'be fitt
with a Bakelite knob to fit the ~ in; shaft.
One terminal of the variable condenser is the frame of the
condenser. The other terminal is either one of the two small
lugs at the sides of the condenser. Connect a wire to one of the
lugs by soldering. Connect a wire to the frame by placing the
end of the wire under the head of one of the screws which hold
the condenser frame to the wood base.

:-TO ANTENNA ~ B
POST ON THE
RECEIVER

'RACTICAL RADIO RECEIVERS
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RECEIVER

, L,OAOING COiL

CIRCUITS OF LOADING COIL AND WAVE·TRAP

The Dottom sketch shows how to .connect a loading coil or a wave-frap
to a rete~ver.c

It is advisable to make a unit of the coil an~ co~d.ens=~o~
mountin them on the same base. Use a woo en a~e
•
8.
4~
~ in Dry the base and shellac it before usmg. '1:1che
m. x m. x - .
h b
b two machine screws whi
th thr d d holes in
condenser is fastened to t e ase Y
ea e ·.
pass upward through the b ase an d into e
I
the bottom of the condenser. The screws shoul~ be. 1ust :~
h t thr ad into the condenser without pro1ectmg. If
enoug o
e
hr u h the base of the condenser
screws are long enough to go t 0 illg h rt ircuit the condenser
and touch the stator plates, they w s 0 ·c
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and the unit will not operate. Connect the frame of the condenser to binding post ( B ) . Connect ( B ) to the end of the
loading coil ( E ) . Connect the stator (stationary plates) of the
condenser to binding post (A). Connect binding post (A) to
the sliqer.
The combination loading coil and wave trap. can be -used
with all of the :receivers with crystal detectors. Disconnect the
antenna from the ANTENNA binding post on the receiver and
connect the antenna to the ANTENNA binding post (A) on·the
loading coil. Connect binding post ( B ) on the loading coil to
the ANTENNA binding post on the receiver.
To tune in a station, set the variable condenser at zero.
When in this position no portion of the rotor (movable plates)
will be interleaved with the stator plates. Then use both sliders
(one on the loading coil and one on the tuner) to bring in the
signals you wish. If two stations are heard at the same time,
adjusting the variable condenser will aid in eliminating the
station which is causing interference with the signals you wish
"to listen to.
·
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You can use a code-practice set as a test buzzer. R1:1° a wire
from the ·c ontact post. on the buzzer to-the ground wire. of the
l set Press the key so that the buzzer operates while you
crys ta
.
.
.
th
T
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spot of the crystal
TO THE GROUND WI RE
WHICH IS CONNECTED
TO THE RECEIVER

BUZZE~

SWITCH
ORY
CELL

A TEST BUZzER FOR ADJUSTING DETECTOR

If you make your own crystal de.tector, the best way to locate
the point of the "cat-whisker" on a sen~itive spot of the crystal
is to use a test buzzer. To do this, you nc;ied a small electric
buzzer, a dry cell and a switch. You can use a telegraph key
or a push button in place of the switch. An ordinary call buzzer
can be .used but one of the small buzzers with a high-pitched
sound made for code practice is more desirable. Connect the
buzzer, dry cell and switch in series so that the buzzer can be
operated by closing the switch. Run a wife from the contact
post on the buzzer (see illustration) to the ground wire of your
crystal set. Connect your headset or phone .to their binding _
posts on the ·set. Close .the switch so as to put the buzzer in
operation. Put your headset on, or, if you have a single phone,
hold it to your ear. Move the cat-whisker around on the crystal

BUZZER
A HIGH PITCHED TEST BUZZER AND THE CIRCUIT

USED FOR .TESTING AND ADJUSTING CRYSTAL DETECTORS

HOW TO BUILD A WINDING MACHINE
FOR TUNING COILS AND COUPLERS

The materials required are wood from a packing box, a fe"'.'
screws, a piece· of ~~ in. dowel rod, a piece of wire from a co~t
hanger and a clamp. A handsaw, screwdriver, %-inch auger bit
and a No. 28 twist drill will be needed to make the parts.
PARTS REQUIRED FOR THE WINDER

1 Wood base 8.in. x 3% in. x %in.
2 Wood uprights 4~ in. x 2~ in. x ~ in.
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dowel passing through both holes will turn freely. Fasten one
upright and batten to the base. Then slip the dowel through
the bearing holes in both uprights and fasten the sec~nd batt.en
to the base at the proper distance. Asse~blin? the wmder ':1th
the dowel shaft in .the bearing holes will brmg the holes mto
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line.

A piece of steel wire (from a coat hanger) is slipped through
hole near the end of one of the dowels and bent to form a
~rank. This wire handle is used to tum the core when winding
it. The dowel shafts should turn freely in the bearing holes in
the uprights. If they are-hard to turn, free them by sandpaper'"'
ing the dowels to make them slightly smaller.

Wood battens 3~ in. x U4 in. x :i; in.
Pieces ~-in. dia. maple dowel 3 in. long
Piece of steel wire from a coat hanger
No. 6 round he~d wood s·crews u: in. long

Cut the wooden parts to the dimensions shown in the illustration. Dry them and shellac them. Bore a ~-in. diameter hole
~rough both uprights on their center line and 3~ in. from
an end.
·Make two holes in each upright with a No. 28 twist drill
The holes should be %in. from the end and at the end opposite
the ~in. hole. Slip a No. 6 wood screw through each of the
small holes in the uprights and fasten each upright to a batten.
Fasten each batten to the base using two screws which pass
upward through the base from the underside. Use the No. 28
holes to drill through the base for the screws. Countersink the
heads of the screws. The -battens should be located so that the

WINDING A TUNING COIL

(.

CHAPTER

NINE

HOW TO BUILD
A ONE-TUBE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

None of the receivers with crystal detectors in this book are
elaborate. They are not difficult to make and the parts and
materials required for .their construction do not cost much.
These are good designs for anyone who is building a radio
receiver for the first time. Their only disadvantage is that
sometimes they will bring in more than one station simultaneously. A more sensitive and more selective receiver can be built
by using a vacuum tube detector in a feedback or regenerative
circuit.
If you have read Chapter Four you will remember that regeneration in a radio circuit consists of feeding back current
from the plate circuit to the grid circuit. Regeneration in a
receiver greatly strengthens and amplifies signals.
The one-tube regenerative receiver descrl.bed in this chapter
will bring in the signals of amateur, police, aviation, ·ship and
broadcast stations from stations hundreds of miles away. It
responds to a wider range of frequencies and tunes more
sharply than any of the crystal detector receivers. It utilizes a
'1ow drain" vacuum tube which consumes very little current
and so is especially suited to operation on batteries. When
provided with a complete set of plug-in coils, the receiver will
.tune in all wavelengths from 16 to 550 meters. It will produce
J 60
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l~ud signals in a pair of headphones but does not have enou
s1gna! strength to operate a loudspeaker unless connected to aJai
amplifier.
.
. A ?n~-tube receiver is the best model for a beginner. The
crrcmt is less complicated than that of a receiver using m
than ~n.e tube and there is less chance of making a mistakeo:
the wmng. The parts are less expensive and can be assembled
more easily. You do not actually "build" a receiver of th·
typ_e. You cannot make satisfactory variable capacitors, volum~
controls, etc. They must be factory made. The only homemade
parts are the wood base, panel, ground plate, connecting strips
and a ~ooden bolster. The other parts can be purchased from a
dealer m general radio supplies . .Such firms advertise in the
ra~io magazines_and are glad to send you their catalog if you
wnte them for it. The necessary screws can be obtained at a
hardware store. Here is a list of the parts and materials needed:

~VOWMEAND
REGENERATION
CONTROL

~

- /'

ANTENNA
TUNING
CONTROL
CONNEC) PHONES OR
AMPLIFIER HERE

ONE-TUBE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

The receiver fr~m the front of the panel. This view reveals parts which
canno_t be seen m the preceding sketch.
·

163
o BUlLD A ONE-TUBE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER.
aowT
.
1 6BF6 Receiving tube ( 22)
~ Wood base 71' in. x 6%in. x·%in. (2)
1 Wood panel 7J' in. x 4* in. x 3{ in .. ( 3)
1 Piece of wood 1 in. x 2* in. x 3{ in. to be used as a
bolster for the variable capacitor 0 if necessary
5 Connecting strips rn in. x %in. cut from thin sheet metal
1 Piece of thin sheet metal 7}~ in. x 5%. in.
1 500,000-ohm volume control ( 8)
1 Switch to fit volume control ( 9)
1 Knob for volume control ( 10)
1 Vernier knob and dial ( 6)
2 4-prong plug-in coils for broadcast b'and when used with
a 365-MMFD tuning capacitor
1 10 to 365-MMFD variable tuning capacitor
1 4-prong socket (77)
1 Socket for 7-pin 6BF6 tube ( 12)
.2 4-80 MMFD-mica trimmer capacitors (7)
1 2.5-millihenry radio frequency choke (16)
1 2.2-megohm ~ watt resistor ( 15)
1 .0001-MFD mica capacitor ( 14)
1 .0025-MFD mica capacitor ( 13)
1 6-volt battery or 6.3-volt filament.transformer
1 67~- .or 90-volt B battery
8 Binding posts or Fahnestock connectors ('17)
1 Single-terminal Bakelite terminal strip ( 19)
1 Three-terminal Bakelite terminal strip ( 20)
14 ~-in . No. 6 round head brass wood screws
4 ~-in. 6-32 round head brass machiiie .screws with brass
-nuts to fit
2 %-in. 6-32 round head brass machin;e screws
1 2000-ohm radio headset
4 Rubber head tacks; 8 Small tacks
Shellac, sandpaper, rosin-core solder, push-back wire
4 Round head screws and spacers for mounting sockets
•Let's call cond.e~_ers by their accur;'l te. scientific name from now on.
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. The .numbers in parentheses following some of the items

m.~e lis~ on page 163 identify·these parts on the plan and in the

.Wirmg diagrams.

DESCRIPTION OF SOME OF THE PARTS

The Tube-: When this book wa-s first published, small low:
cu:rent-cons~ming triode h~bes for use in battery-operated receivers as detect?rs and amplifiers were manufactured. ·They
are. no long.er available. The triode used in the one-tube regenerative receiver described in this · chapter and in the amplifi
· h h
ers
m t . e c ap~er following is the triode section of a 6BF6 tub
The 6BF6 is a multi-unit tube technically described as a tw~

(

D

I

'6BF6

·m11
PT

BOTTOM VIEW OF"
CONNECTIONS
TO TUBE BASE

6BF'6
TUBE

TOP VLEW OF"
CONNECTIONS
TO TUBE BASE

TOP VIEW OF"
7-PIN SOCKET

BASING DIAGRAMS AND SOC.KET FOR 6BF6 TUBE

diode and medi:im-mu triode. It is a miniature type normally
used as a combmed detector, amplifier and automatic volume
control ( a~c) tube. It consists of a triode (three elements)
and two d10des (two elements) in the same glass envelope.
Only the triode section is used by the regenerative receiver
and b_r the apiplifiers. The ;tube requires a miniature seven-
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contact socket and may be mounted in any positio~. Only five
of the contact pins (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7) are used m the appa·
ratus described in this book.
6BF6 has no filament. A filament in a tube usually serves
both as cathode and ~ source of heat. 6BF6 has a cathode
(pin No. 2) and a heater (pins Nos. 3 and 4) common to the
triode and diodes; The heater is designed to be operated on 6.3
volts. Either AC or DC may be used. The heater current is 0.3
amperes at 6.3 volts.
Current Supply. Four new size D flashlight cells or four
new NQ. 6 dry cells connected in series will operate the heater
of a 6BF6 tube. The voltage of four new dry cells in series will
be slightly more than 6 volts. The voltage will drop with use
and with age. When the voltage of four cells drops below 5~
volts the tube will probably not function well. A set of No. 6
dry cells will outlast many size D flashlight cells discharged at
.an 0.3 ampere rate.
·
The most satisfactory source of 6.3-volt heater current is a
small 6.3-volt filament transformer. The primary of the transformer should be connected to an attachment cord and plug
which can be plugged into a ll7-volt AC outlet. The secondary
is connected to. contacts 3 and 4 on the socket. The transformer
which you buy may be one which has three wires connected to
the primary and three to the secondary. The electric wiring in
many homes with a two-wire feeder is inadequate. The result
is that when lamps, radios, etc. are turned on the line voltage
is only 105 to 107 volts. An adequate wiring system with a
three-wire feeder supplies current at 117 to 120 volts. The black
primary wire and the black yellow wire are used when the
house voltage is approximately 107. When 117 to 120 volts current is available, the black and the red and black primary wires
are used. The green and yellow secondary wire is ~ "center
tap." It, together with either one of the green wires will deliver
6.3 volts if the correct pair of primary wires are connected to
the lighting circuit.

a
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Sockets. Eby one-piece molded Bakelite sockets for the tube
and coil can be mounted more easily than other types. They
can be fastened directly t<;> the wood base with two screws.
Amphenol "MIP" sockets and Eby wafer sockets made of laminated Bakelite cost less than other sock~ts. They can be used
if mounted on spacers which raise them about %inch above the
·
base.
The Volum~ and Regeneration Control. This should be the
type to which a switch can be attached. Purchase a switch also.
The switch is connected in series with the tube filament and
the battery which heats the filament. Then the same knob
which controls the volume and regeneration can be used to
turn the receiver on and off.
Variable Capacitor. Purchase a standard midget single gang
TRF type variable capacitor with two bearings. It is more
rugged than a single bearing capacitor. The maximum capacity
should be 365 micromicrofarads (abbreviated MMFD) and
.the miniinum when the plates are not intermeshed about IO
MMFD. TRF is the abbreviation for "tuned radio frequency."

VERNIER DIAL

BAKELITE KNOB AND DIAL

TUNING DIALS AND KNOBS

. a direct
.
d nve
· dev1cThe.
· Any rotation
of and
the
The knob and dial at the right is
. kriob
.
"t
equal amount.
e vermer
knob moves the tum!1g capac~ or ~n d d. 1 are geared to the capacitor so
dial is an indirect dnve. The no a~d i~l distance in order to tum the
that the knob must be turned a cons1 era e
capacitor a short distance.

•
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vernier dial is more satisfactory. It should have a 0-180°
counterclockwise scale to fit the capacitor. The knob on a
vernier dial does not drive the condenser shaft directly. It is
geared. The knob on the type of vernier dial in the illustration
must be turned several revolutions in order to tum the condenser shaft one-half revolution. This permits very fine adjustment of the condenser and close tuning.
Trimmer Capacjtors. Trimmer and padder capacitors are
commonly used in radio receivers to adjust circuits wh~ch include radio frequency transformers and variable capacitors.: In
the one-tube regenerative receiver, two trimmer capacitors
connected in parallel are used to tune the antenna circuit. They
are adjusted with a s9rewdriver. It is necessary to use a different adjustment for each plug-in coil.
A small variable capacitor 'which has a capacity range of
10 to 200 micromicrofarads can be used in place of the two
trimmer capacitors. It is easier to adjust (adjustment is made
by turning a knob) than trimmer capacitors but costs five
times as much as a pair of tclmmer capacitors. Trimmer capacitors are used in the one-tube regenerative r~ceiver to keep
the cost low.
·
The Plug-in Coils. It is advisable to purchase factory made
plug-in coils for the receiver. Several mail order firms sell
completed coils and also unwound coil forms. 4-prong, 5-prong
and 6--prong coils are available but only 4-prong coils will fit
this one-tube regenerative receiver. Each 4-prong plug-in coil
consists ·of two separate windings wound on a molded Bakelite
form. The terminals of the windings are connected to the
prongs. The prongs fit the standard 4-prong tube socket. The
upper (and longer) winding is called the ant.e nna and grid
coil. The lower and smaller winding is the "tickler" coil.
The size of the coils plugged into the 4-prong socket determines the -frequency range of the receiver. You will need two
readymade 4-prong plug-in coils with proper windings so that
when usep with a 365-MMFD tuning condenser, the frequency
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band of the receiver will cover the broadcast band. Coils cov
ering the higher fr.equencies or shorter wavelengths are also
obtainable.
Some radio parts can be scarce and it can be difllcult to
find re!ldymade plug-in coils,for example. ·It may be necessary
then to buy empty coil forms and wind them. Th~ method of
winding is described later in this chapter.
The Hom:emade Parts. The base of the receiver is a piece
of pine 7J~ in. x 6% in. x % in. Smooth it with sandpaper and
finish all surfaces including the underside with two coats of
white shellac. The shellac will seal the wood against moisture
and rnduc~ its tendency to warp. The panel is a piece of plyT
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CONNECTING
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FROM SHEET
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ANTENNA
TUNING

VOLUME ANO
REGENERATION
CONTROL

OCTAL SOCKET
FOR TUBE

~PHON~~

4-PRONG SOCKE f
FOR COIL

PARTS FOR .THE RECEIVER

Two connecting strips are used to connect the trimmer condensers in
parallel. Three of the connecting strips are used as terminals. Use one
under each of the nuts on the back of the panel which hold the PHONE
posts, and one to make connection to the frame of the tuning capacitor.
The two sockets at the 1ower left are Eby sockets. The letter "T" indicates
the terminals on the high-frequency choke.

THE PANEL
.
.
3
.
l ood drilled as shown in the
The anel is made of Y<I m. to Ysbm. p ywh 's the front of the panel
p
d .
t the ottom s ow
h I
top drawing. The rawmg a
d
·t The position of the o es
after the parts have been mounte ~fu; ~apacitors and dial may differ
drilled in the panel and use.cl tohmoun
k tch They should b~ located
.
h n m t e upper s e .
from the locations s ow . . . d dial' which you use.
to fit the particular cap~c1tors .an
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wood measuring 7'1h .in. x 4¥.! in. The thickness is ~port
Plywood ranging from in. to % in. thick will lllake a satisfao.
tory panel. The panel should be shellacked on both sides and
all edges. It is fastened to one edge of the base by three No. 6
round head brass wood screws (marked S in illustration).
The ground plate is .a piece of thin sheet metal (galvanized
iron or tmplate) 73{ in. x 5% in. It can be cut out of a one-gallon
can with a pair of snips. Cut a small piece off each comer so as
to eliminate the sharp points. Flatten the metal by pounding it
with a block of wood and then punch eight small holes, one
in each comer and one near each edge midway from the comer,
with the point of a small nail.
The ground plate is fastened to the underside of the base by
eight small tacks which pass through the holes punched in it
with a nail. If the receiver is equipped witl:\ the type of variable
capacitor which must be fastened to the base, the ground plate
cannot be attached to the base until after t4e capacitor has
been mounted. If a panel-mounted capacitm; is used, the
grotind plate can be -attached before the panel is put in plaqe.
The ground plate reduces "body effect." This is a disturbance
.in the tuning which may take place when a hand is moved
either toward or away from the receiver.
If a panel-mounting variable capacitor is used, it -will not
be necessary to make a small wood bolster. This~ in. x 1 in.
x }4 in. wood ~trip is required only for a -base-mounting variable
capacitor. The holes in the bolster should be the same distance
apart as. the mounting holes in the condenser so they will align.

*

ASSEMBLING THE RECEIVER

The plan of the receiver in one of the illustrations is the best
guide for assembling the parts on the base and panel. At the
top is a scale for use in determining the exact location of the
parts. This scale can be used to measure inches in the same

1'
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·s

s

,,,.i.,.1. , .1. . .l..J

~ ·· ·le:~·~£''·'''- ··

INCHE:S·

- OF THE RECEIVER

PJ,AN

.
ed to measure distance in
al
a map is us
th
manner as the sc e on
. the exact location of e cen. For examp1e, to determme
miles.
the distance on th e P1an
ter of .the tube socket _( 12)' m~sur~ the center of the socket
from the left hand edge of :e base t~ the cent~r of the socket.
and from the back edge of e ase trt' of paper to measure
· f d'viders or a s P
.
. ent and then compare
Use a ruler, a pau 0 1
these distances, whichever ~~ ~nveJ:"e c;nter of the socket to
them with the scale. This wi s owd 311 in from the back edge.
be 2}' in. from the left,hand edge an 72 •
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The Fahnestock Connectors ( 17) or brnding posts
mounted near the back edge of the base so that wires from the
batteries, etc., can be attached to them without disturbing any
of the receiver wiring.
The Radio-Frequency Choke ( 16) is held to the base by a
BRAss screw which passes through a hole in the center of the
choke. Do not use an iron screw.
The Resistor ( 15) is. not fastened down to the base. It is
supported by its own terminal wires.
The Mica Fixed Capacitors ( 14) and ( 13) are also sup.
ported by their own terminal wires and not fastened down to
the base.
Variahie Capacitor. The variable capacitor ( 5) in the model
receiver which was used to make the illustrations is fastened
to the wooden base close to the panel. At first glance, it may
appear to be supported on the panel. The shaft extends through
the panel but the capacitor rests on a small wood bolster strip
(21) which measures approximately 2~ in. x 1 in. x 14 in. The
strip rests on the base, between the base and the condenser.
Two 14-inch, 6-32 round head machine screws pass upward from
the bottom of the base through the bolster strip and into
threaded holes in the bottom of the capacitor frame. The underside of the base is counterbored 78-inch deep so that the heads
of the screws are below the surface and cannot come into contact with the ground plate. The screws should not be long
enough to project through the capacitor frame more than
~6 inch. If too long they will touch the stator plates and short
circuit the capacitor.
Some variable capacitors are designed to be mounted on a
panel. If you obtain a capacitor of that type, you will not need
to make a bolster strip. Bore a hole in the panel just large
enough to pass the threaded bearing. Push the bearing through
the hole from the rear of the panel and place th.e threaded nut
on the bearing from the front. Tighten the nut until the capadtor is pulled firmly against the rear of the panel.
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Repl~ce the:hub cap by pushing it into place.

The drive ratio of th
· d. 1 .
6 to I gearing in the fa:t ;:s~~7:n ~~d I~Ov~=able. I~ pr?vides
slow position. Intermediate ratios can
I geanng In the
positioning of the small metal ball d. betl selebcted by proper
knob.
rrec Y a ove the tuning
How to Attach the Switch to the Volu .
the removable portion of th
me Control. Pry off
Hold the control in your ~e7te~~:~v:~ ::;~olume con~rol.
toward you. Use your ri ht h d
e shaft points
wise direction as far as it ~ g~~ to turn the shaft in a clock-

PRY UP REMOVABLE
PORTION
OF COVER
BY MEANS
OF A SMALL
SCREWDRIVOR SHARPPOINTED INSTRUMENT

REMOVABLE
PORTIPN OF
'

~t'.>V6R

OPEN
ENO OF
SWITCH

SWJTCH CAM

SIDE
VIEW OF
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HOW TO

ATTA~H.

0

@

~

@
o

.

LOCATING
GUIDE
THE SWITCH TO THE VOLUME CONTROL

Tius is described fully in the text.
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Notice that there are two projecting metal tabs or "ears"
the metal rim of the switch-also that there is an opening in
00
the .switch cover. lpside the switch and visible through the
opening is a ''V"..:shaped cam. Moving the cam operates the
switch. Move the cam until it is in the center of the opening.
Line up the projecting ears on the switch housing with the
metal guides in the control case. Then press the switch firmly
against the control and while holding it in that position bend
the ears so that the switch cannot slip away from the control:
The control is mounted on the back of the wood panel with
the shaft projectiI~g from the front of the panel. Drill a hole
in the panel just large enough so that the shaft bushing will
pass through: Slip the bushing into the hole from the back of
the panel and put the nut' on from the front. Tighten the nut
until the control is held firmly against the panel. Before tightening the nut turn the control so that the terminals are at the
top.
The shaft provided on the control will probably prove to be
longer than is necessary and it must be cut, off so that the
control knob will be close to the panel. If the shaft is the
notched type, it can be shortened by holding it in a pair of
pliers and breaking it at the notch which will reduce it to the
correct length. If the shaft is not notched, cut off the surplus
length with a fine tooth hacksaw.
Fasten a molded Bakelite knob of the set screw type to the
control shaft. Slip the "U"-shaped adapter which comes with
the control over the end of the shaft. Loosen the set screw in
the knob until it will not prevent the knob from sliding on the
shaft. Set the knob where it belongs and tighten the set screw
With a small screwdriver.
WIRING THE RECEIVER
When all parts have been fa~tened in position on the panel'
and base, the receiver is ready for wiring. Use push-back wire
for the connections. The ends of all wires except those which
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can be clamped firmly under a screw or nut should be .solde~
with rosin core solder only. Acid core solder may cause short
circuits which will prevent the receiver from operating. Instruction in soldering is found in-another chapter at the end of this
book.
The schematic circuit diagram, pictorial circuit .diagram and
the plan show: how to make the connections. Have a pencil
handy and as each connection is made, make a check mark
alongside the equivalent connection on the circuit diagrams
and plan. Check each connection in this manner and it will
help to insure that none are overlooked. The wires should be
as ,short as possible. Some wires in the plan are shown longer
than is necessary from the standpoint of good wiring. They
were drawn that way so that each wire can be traced from
one end to the other. Follow the circuit diagrams and the plan
with the utmost care. After completing the wiring, ch«;lck it

l
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PICTORIAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
FOR THE ONE-TU.B E R>EGENERATIVE RECEIVER
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l
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.
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.
o e receiver. If they
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I
.
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6
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Th~se large cells cost much more than i D
ca] if the regenerative receiver or am ] ~fize cells but are more economip

1

ers are used frequently.
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terminal intended for the negative wire and vice versa. It is of
00 importance how the terminals of the transformer or of a
·6-volt battery are connected to the A terminals. The cent~r
terminal on a flashlight cell and on a No. 6 dry cell are positive.
The terminals on a B battery are marked with plus (
and
( - ) signs to indicate respectively positive and negative.
Adjust the headset to fit your ears snugly. Then turn the
regenerat~on control knob in a clockwise direction so as to close
the filament .switch and light the tube. Allow a few seconds to
pass so that the tube warms up. Then turn the regeneration
control knob until a distinct hiss is heard in the phones. The
hissing sound is called "spilling over." With the set spilling
over, adjust the .trimmer capacitors ( 7) with a screwdriver.
This can be done most satisfactorily with a non-metallic s_crewdriver, a fiber screwdriver used by radio service men and called
an alignment tool. Tum the adjusting screw on each of the
trimmer condensers in a. clockwise direction until it will go
no farther. Th~n turn it two or three complete turns in the
reverse direction (counterclockwise). Adjust both condensers
very slowly, turning the alignment tool first in one direction .
and then in the other until you find the adjustment which produces the loudest hiss in the headphones. Slowly rotate the
knob on the tuning capacitor and as the capacitor turns a series
of whistles and squeals will be heard, each indicating a different broadcast station. Tum the tµning knob until a spot is
fouvd where a continuous whistle can. be heard and where it
is loudest. The whistle can now be eliminated and replaced by
signals from a radio station by a slight adjustment of the regen. eration control. Turn the control counterClockwise until all
whistling and hissing stops and radio signals can b~ heard. The
volume of the signals can be regula~ed by the regeneration
control.
When a station has been tuned in and the signal strength
adjusted, a sljght readjustment of the tuning control may· be
necessary. If signals are weak and whistling sounds do not dis-·

+)
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appear when the regeneration control is turned back almost to
the off position, try tightening the adjusting screws on the
trimmer capacitors.
When you have learned how to tune in stations in the broad.
cast band, you may wish to listen to stations on other frequen.
cies-police, amateur, ship-to-shore, etc. Remove the broadcast
·band coil from the 4-prong socket and replace it with a coil
intended for the frequencies you are interested in. The trimmer
condensers must be adjusted for each coil. The adjustment of
the trimmers need not be close, except for weak signals. Weak
signals require careful and close· adjustment of all three controls, namely; the tuning capacitor, the trimmer capacitors and
the regeneration control. Careful tuning is required to bring
in signals from amateur stations. The frequency of an amateur
station is always much higher than tha~ of a broadcast station.
Amateur stations operate on much lower power than broadcast
stations and their signals must be built up by careful adjustment of the receiver controls. It requires some experience and
skill to tune the receiver so as to secure its best performance. So
don't expect to pick up stations all over the world the first time
you have the set in operation.
Signals from broadcasting and amateur radiotelephone stations come in best when the regeneration control is adjusted
just below the point where whistling is produced. Telegraph
·signals ("dits and dahs") from code stations come in best when
the regeneration control is adjusted just above the point where
~histling is produced.
TROUBlE SHOOTING

Suppose that you have completed your receiver, hooked it
up according to directions but do not pick tip any signals. What
thei:i? You will have to go trouble shooting and find the cause.
There are several things to do which may locate the trouble.
1.

Disconnect the headphones from the

PHONE

post and touch
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certain that failure of the receiver to regenerate is not due to
other causes.
HOW TO WIND A PLUG-IN COIL

Smooth and ribbed molded Bakelite coil forms of several
lengths and diameters are listed in radio catalogs. To make the
coils for the one-tube regenerative receiver which will enable
it to tun~ in ~e broad~asting frequencies, buy two 4-prong,
smooth nm cml forms, either H4 inches or 1% inches in diameter
and with a winding sp~ce 2~ inches long. About 75 feet of
No. 34 B.S. gauge enameled wire and 35 feet of No. 30 B.S.
gauge are also required. A ~~-lb. spool of each size is the smallest
q.uantity sold and is more than sufficient.

1

COIL A
LOCATION OF' THE HOLES
USE NO.SZ DRILL

COILS FOR THE BROADCAST BAND

The forms · must be drilled so that the ends of the windings can pass
through to the prongs. The left-hand sketches show the distance of the
holes from the bo~tom of the forms. The holes can be spaced farther
apart around the cucumference of the form so that each is above its corresponding prong. The holes and corresponding prongs are marked with
the same numerals in the illustration.
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Four holes to anchorthe ends of the windings must be drilled
through the side of each form. The location of the ~ples is indiated in one of the illustrations. Bore the holes w~th a No. ~2
~st drill held in a drill press or hand drill. The drill may have
a tendency to slip away from the spot where a .hole is to be
made. This difficulty can be avoided by marking, the spots
where the holes are to be drilled. and making a small indentation at each of these spots with the point of a penknife. Twist
the knife blade until the point· makes an indentation in the
Bakelite fomi deep enough so that when the point of the drill
is placed in it, the ·drill will not $lip or "walk" away.
When all four holes have been drilled, tum the coil form so
that the prongs point toward you and the two large prongs are
at the bottom. Mark the prongs 1, 2, 3, 4, starting with the upper
right hand small prong and proceeding in a clockwise direction.
Use the point of a penknife blade to scratch the numerals on
the base close·to the prongs exactly as shown in the illustration.
Notice that the upper left hand prong (one of the small ones)
is No. l; the lower left hand prong (large) is marked 2, etc. It
is necessary for these nm:pbers to correspond with those in .the
illustration or the circuit will be incorrect and the receiver
will not operate.
.
. .
Wind 150 turns of No. 34· on the grid cml (upper wmdmg)
and 45 turns on the tickler coil (lower winding). Use No. 30
B. S. enamel for coil B. Wind 70 turns on the grid coil (upper
winding) and 20 turns on the tickler coil (lower winding].
Wind all the coils in the direction indicated by the arrow m
the illustration.

-you
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CAN BUILD AN AMPLI,FIER

sunple matter. Today it is possible to talk between any. two
laces where wires can be stretched. Vacuum tube amplifiers
~e a necessary part of the present telephone system. On a
coast to coast call, the currents controlled by your voice pas~
through thousands of tribes.
.
The vacuum tube amplifier proved to be one of the most 1mrtant inventions of the twentieth century. It is an essential
~~rt of all radio, ~adar and television transmitters and receivers,
of the-telephone ·system and of almost unnumbered l~boratory
instruments.

Lee De Forest soon discovered that his audion tube was not
only a good detector for wireless telegraph signals-it was also
a wonderful amplifier of amperes and volts. A tiny, almost immeasurably small current fed to the grid of the tube would
cause a much greater current to flow in the plate.circuit. In this
way a few electrons could control a great pr~ession of other
el~ctrons. At first the amplifier was used principally to intensify
wireless telegraph signals. Weak signals, hardly audible in the
headphones, could be intensified and heard several feet away
from the phones. Next it became a telephone "repeater." Before
1914 the long~st distance it was practical to telephone was
ab?ut 1,000 miles. The tiny electrical impulses carrying the
vmce over telephone wires were lost in travelling the distance
from New York to Denver unless the copper wires were onehalf inch in diameter. Some practical method of boosting and
amp~ing the feeble currents wi,is necessary. to make transcontmental telephony possible. The American Telephone and
Telegraph Company bought the audion patent from De Forest
for.$50,000.00. The scientists and engineers of the Bell laboratories soon found how to improve the tube and use it as a telephone amplifier (called a "repeater" when used in telephony).
Telephony across the continent was made a comparatively
186

AN ELECTRONIC AMPLIFIER

The amplifier is one of the most us.eful .inventions of. t.he past. century.
It is an essential part of modem r.ad10, radar. and telev1s1on receivers and
transmitters and is of great value m many sciences.

AN AMPLIFIER WU.L IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCE
OF ANY OF THE RECEIVERS DESCRIBED IN THIS BOOK

A detector alone will not operate a loudspeaker. The power
to operate the speaker in a broadcast r~ceiver is sec~ed by
sending the signals from the detector ~to an amplifier. An
amplifier called a radio-frequency amplifier strengthens the
radio frequency currents before they reach the detector. The
amplifier which strengthens the signals after they pass through
the detector is an audio-frequency amplifier.
It is not easy for the beginner at radio to make a radio-
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frequency amplifier but, fortunately, it is not difficult .to build
simple audio-frequency amplifiers. The construction of two
audio-frequency amplifiers is described in this chapter. Either
one, added to any of the crystal detector receivers or to the
one-tube receiver, will greatly increase the strength of the
signals heard in the headphones and sometimes will operate a
. small speaker.
An amplifie~ which employs one tube is called a single-stage
amplifier. An amplifier which feeds the amplified current from
one tube into a second tube is a· two-stage amplifier. Each tube
and its circuit is a stage. Amplifiers of many stages are often
used in electronics.

....
0

a:
0

HOW TO BUILD A ONE-STAGE AUDIO AMPLIFIER

The parts required to build the one-tube amplifier are ~
1
1
1
1
1
7

Wood base, 6 x 4% x %inches
6BF6 receiving tube
Audio input transformer 3 to 1 ratio
100,000-ohm, ~-watt resistor
7-pin miniature tube socket
Co~ectors or binding posts~ whichever yqu prefer
Hook-up wire and solder
2 No. 5 round head brass screws %-inch long
7 Screws for fastening the connectors or binding posts
2 Screws and spacers for fastening the socket
Shellac and brush

The tools required are a screwdriver, cutting pliers, soldering
iron, ruler, pencil, a hand drill if you use binding posts, and
whatever woodworking tools may be necessary-.. to cut out
the·base.
The first step is .to make the base from a piece of smooth, DRY
wood. Dry is ~mphasized because current will leak and weaken
signals if a piece of damp or unseasoned wood is used. The
base should measure about 6 x 4* x * inches but it is not neces-
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~ary to make. it exa~tly these dimensions. It can be ~ inch
µistead of :Ii m~h thick. Wood thinner than this will usuall
~arp more readily. Smooth the top and edges by sandpapefiny
if necessary. Then give all surfaces two coats of shellac Thg
· e
shellac will seal the wood.
When the shellac is dry, the parts can be mounted on th
~ase. Fas_ten the two input terminals or posts at the left ban~
~Ide of the base and the transformer to their right. The two
mpu~ posts. are used to connect the amplifier to a receiver.
It IS adVIs~ble to solder all wiring and .connections. Satisfacto~ connections to a vacuum tube socket are difficult to make
without sol?erin?. Use rosin core solder and push-back wire.
You can identify the primary and secondary terminal wir
on a standard transformer by the color of their insulating cove~~
IRON.
CORE
PRIMARY ANO
SECONDARY
WINOIN.GS

SYMBOL

AUDIO TRANSFORMER

n;r~e or
ca a ~gs.

~r hundred

types and sizes of transformers are listed in radio
e transformer used in building the one-stage am lifier is
d.esc nbe~das a "low-priced audio-interstage transfor'mer for singl/plate to
s~g e gr~., hne to three ratio." If you ask for a transformer in the words
a ove w IC are. enclosed in quotation marks, a radio dealer will underst~nd dour requirements. If the transformer is not in stock, it can be
or ere for you from a wholesaler. The price should not be. more than
,a ~wh dollar_s. There are hi~h-priced interstage transformers available but
a g qua1ity transformer is not required for this amplifier.
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iJlg. The primary wires are blue and red; the secon~ary wires
are green and black. The wires may be coated with wax or
araffin and the colors faint and difficult to read. In that case
~e colors can be made clearly visible by applying a warm (not
hot) soldering iron on the insulation for ·an instant. Connect
the blue primary wire to one of the input _posts and the red
primary wire to the other. Set two NC?. 5 r~und head brass
screws %-inch, long into the wood base to the nght of the transformer and rn inches apart. Solder the green secondary wire
(this is a~o called the grid wire) to the head of one of the
screws. Solder _the black sec~mdary wire to the nead of the
other screw.
Twist the end of one of the wire terminals on a 100,000 ohm,
watt resistor around one of the screws and solder it in place.
Twist the end of the resistor's other terminal around the second
screw and solder it. This will connect the resistor directly across
the secondary of the transformer. The tube socket ~hould be
fastened to the base at the right of the resistor. Connect the
brass screw ( x) to which the green second;ny or green wire is
solde~ed to the grid terminal (No. 1) on the tube socket. Solder
the connection between the wire and the socket.
The output terminals or posts on the amplifier are those to
which the phones or loud speaker are connected when the
amplifier is in operation. They are located at the right and front
of the base. The battery posts are located along the rear edge
of the base toward t4e right-hand end. Mark these posts from
left to right B-, A, A and B+ as shown in several of the illustrations. Black pencil marks pn the wood base alongside each
terminal will suffice. One of the terminals marked A is connected to contact No. 3 on the socket. The other A terminal is
connected to the No. 4 socket terminal. The negative terminal
of the B battery is connected to the B- terminal on the amplifier. A wire connected to the B- terminal on the amplifier
should also be connected to the No. 2 (cathode) socket terminal and to the brass screw ( Z) to which the bla~k secondary
wire from the transformer is connected. A wire attached to one
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INPUT

Connect .t o phones
or speaker
PICTORIAL AND SCHEMA TIC CIRCUIT
DIA~RAMS OF THE ONE-ST AGE AMPLIFIER

phone or output terminal should be connected to No. 7 (plate)
terminal on the socket. The other phone terminal post is connected to the B+ terminal post.
If you consult both the pictorial and schematic diagrams you
should not have difficulty in wiring the amplifier correctly. As
in all radio work, use only rosin-core solder for soldering. A
67*-volt B battery. and a 6-volt source of heater current are
required to operate the amplifier. A 6-volt dry battery, a 6-volt
storage battery, or a 6.3-volt AC supply from a :filament transformer can be used to supply heater current. The two wires
supplying.heater current should be connected to binding post
terminals A and A. Use a 6BF6 tube and a 67*- or 90-volt B
battery. Connect the positive pole of the B battery to the B+
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post and the negative pole to the B- post. Put the 6B
tube ~n the socket and push it down as far as it will go. It Is
necessary for the positive and negative poles of the B battery
to be connected to ,the proper posts or the amplifier will not
operate.
The diagrams show how to connect the batteries to the amplifier and how to connect the amplifier to a crystal receiver
and to the one-tube regenerative receiver described in the last
chapter. In order for the diagrams to be simple, details of the
receivers and amplifi_er .are not shown, They show only the
ANT.

ANT.

GNO.

GND.

8-

------,--,

A
N

r.

0

bB+

PHONES

PHONES

•
tr

DOUBLE~SLIDER RECEIVER

yoV

0

s+
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'REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
PHONES

ONE-STAGE AMPLIF'IER.

HOW TO CONNECT THE ONE-STAGE AMPLIFIER
TO A CRYSTAL RECEIVER

The diagram 11bove shows how to connect the double-slider receiver to
the one-stage amplifier. The PHONE posts on the receiver ate Connected
to the INPUT posts on the amplifier and the phones are shifted to the
OUTPUT posts on the amplifier. Any of the receivers with a crystal detector can be connected to the amplifier in the same manner. The batteries
play no part in the operation of the crystal detector, their energy .is
utilized solely by the amplifier.

ONE-STAGE A~PLIFIER

HOW TO CONNECT THE AMPLIFIER
TO THE ONE-TUBE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

.
are connected to the INPUT po~ts on
The PHONES posts ~m the rece1vi: a small loudspeaker ( 4 to 5 inch) .are
the amplifier. A pair of phones f the amplifier. The receiver and ampl~fier
connected to the output po~s t~e same source of A current. The switch
use the same B battery an
.
t rns the heater current on and off
. h
l'fi r
.
t 1 on the receiver u
on the vo lume con ro
t l the heater current m t e .amp I e ~
in the receiver only. It does ~ot con. ro
a wire should be disconnected
tube. When the_apparatus is b~~~ ~~eu~~ceiver and the amplifier to prefrom an A termmal post on
vent waste of current.

. d the terminal posts. Diagrams of
bases of the instruments and
·
d often 1rn radio books.
h "bl k" iagrams use
this type are t e
oc
.
tuning or adjustment. It
The amplifier ~oes n~,t req;.~re ~yh and in order to preserve
_is not provided with an oldn-ol swi ~e disconnected when the·
the batteries, they shou a ways
amplifier is not in U$e.

'
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When strong signals come in through a receiver, the amp}i.
fier will increase their strength sufficiently so that a small loudspeaker of the permanent magnet type can be used in place of
the headphones. The speaker ( 4 or 5-inch) must be one pro..
vided with a matching transformer. In this arrangement, the
secondary of the matching transformer is connected to the
voice coil in the speaker and the primary terminals of the trans.
former are connected to the output posts of the amplifier in
place of the headphones. Speakers can be purchased equipped
with a matching transformer already connected to the voice
coil.

N BUILD AN AMPLIFIER

totr CA
·
·
r
. li ·r and to make the two-stage amp if or the sake of s1~p c1 .Y
b "ld the triode sections of
f th radio beginner to m '
.
fier.easy or e b
d This is simpler than. using
..nulti-unit tu es are use .
twO u•
b
d (five element) tu es.
b "ldin th
pento e
.
ts d materials are used in m
g e
The followmg par an.
two-stage amplifier:

1 Wood base 8% x 4%, x %inches
2 6BF6 radio tubes
.
2 7-pin miniature sockets
3 .01 Mfd, 400-volt paper capacitors
2 lOO,OOO-ohm, *-watt resistors .
5 2-terminal Bakelite terminal strips
5 Screws for mounting terminals
4 Screws and spacers for mounting s~ckets ws
8 Fahnestock connectors ~d mounting sere

-

--------------·
'

-----~ -

·TWO-STACE RESISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER

\
HOW TO BUILD A TWO-STAGE AMPLIFIER

Nowadays, the audio-frequency amplifiers built into broad·
cast receivers do not usually employ audio-frequency transformers. They use resistance coupling in place of transformer
coupling. The amplifier described above is a resistance-coupled
amplifier.
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500,000-ohm ' watt res1s
. t ors
·
Connectors or binding post~
Screws for fastening the sockets
Screws for fastening the connectors or bindi
ng posts
H ookup wire and solder
Shellac and brush

·. Therul
tools required are a screwdriver cuttin r
rron,
er, pencil, a hand drill if
,
~ p ~ers, soldering
you use bmdmg ppsts and
whatever woodworking tool
base.
s may be necessary to make the
The base should be thorou hl d
given two coats of shell
g . yh ry and all of its surfaces
h. h
ac vam1s The pla f th
w ic is illustrated shows how .h
n o
e amplifier
.the base.
- t e parts are arranged on

1' '

.E ight terminal posts are rovided f
. .
plifier to a receiver batte . p h
or .connectmg the amnes~P. ones, ',!"'aker, etc. The current
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which is to be amplified is led in through the input posts. The
strengthened or amplified current goes to the-_ headphon_es or
speaker through the output posts.
You can identify the 100,000-ohm resistors from those having
a resistance of 500,000 ohms by their color bands. The 100,000
ohill resistors have a brown band, a black band and a yellow
band; the 500,000-ohm resistors have a green band, a black band
and a yellow band. There should be a fourth band on the resis-tors and it may be either gold or silver. As explained earlier
in the book, the gold and silver fourth bands indicate the accuracy of the band markings. A silver band on a 100,000-ohm
resistor indicates that its resistance may actually be from 90,000
to 110,000 ohms instead of 100,000 and a gold band .indicates

ANT.

GND.

•

.OJ
MF"D.
,sTsTAGE

PHO.

INP.

0

PHONES
PHONES
INPUT

PHONES

TWO-STAGE AM PLIF'I E;R

DOUBLE·SLIDER RECEIVER
OF TH

Th. d.

SCHEMATIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
E TWO-STAGE RESIST ANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER

1 er.
is iagram and the plan will enable you to wire the ampl'fi

HOW TO CONNECT THE TWO-ST AGE AMPLIFIER
TO A RECEIVER WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR
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that the resistance may be 95,000 or 105,000' ohms. If there is
no fourth band, the resistance may be 80,000 to 120 000 oh
For building this amplifier choose ~esistors which have sil:;
fourth bands. They are accurate enough for the amplifier and
cost Jess than resistors with gold fourth bands.
It should not be difficult to wire the amplifier correctly if you
follow the plan and the schematic diagram which are illustr~ted. Solder all connections to the sockets, condensers and
grid leaks. Use push-back wire and resin core solder.
When the wiring is completed, connect a 1.5-volt, type D
flashligh\ ceJI to the A battery posts (marked A and A). Connect a 67 Yi!- or 90-voJt B battery to the B battery posts (marked
ANT.

. BGNO .

B-

l
0

B+

0

REGENERATIVE RECEIVER

PHONES o
TWO-STAGE AMPLIFIER

HOW TO CONNECT THE TWO-STAGE AMPLIFIER
TO THE ONE-TUBE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
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B+ and B- ). Place a 6BF6 tube in each socket and the amplifier is ready to operate.
Connect the output posts of a crystal detector receiver or
the one tube receiver to the input posts on the amplifier. Connect a pair of phones to the output posts on the amplifier. No
tuning or adjustment of the amplifier is necessary. If you have
wired it correctly, if the component parts are in good condition,
it will operate when supplied with proper current. Disconnect
the A battery when the amplifier is not in us~.
AN ·INTERESTING EXPERIMENT WITH AN AMPLIFIER

If you build the one-tube amplifier you can use it to demonstrate how a vacuum tube is used to strengthen the feeble currents which carry telephone messages to distant points. Until
1915 the telephones of the Bell System consisted essentially of a
call · bell, . a transmitter, a receiver, an induction coil and a
battery. By means of switchboards located in central offices, a
telephone could be connected to any other telephone desired.
With this equipment it was impractical to talk over telephone
lines more than 1000 miles long. Then the special form of amplifier called a "repeater" was added to the telephone system,
making long distance ·telephony possible between any places
where wires can be stretched, no matter how far.
In order to demonstrate the .action of your amplifier in
strengthening currents which produce speech and sounds, a
microphqne is needed. A microphone is an apparatus for changing faint sounds into variations in an electric current. When
sounds strike a microphone, an eleGtric current flowing through
·the microphone is changed in strength in rhythm with the
vibrations of the sounds. There are many varieties of microphones. A telephone transmitter is a form of microphone called
a carbon microphone.
Microphones were invented originally to_· improve the operation of Bell's first telephones. The first Bell telephones which
were installed for commercial -service :were clumsy and ineffi-

...
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cient
with
little resemblance to th e -t e1ep h ones of
t d instruments
M
-? ay. essages were shouted into a curious affair which looked
like a wooden potato masher. Then in order to hear the f .
' to the ear. The ori amt
answer' th e "pot at o mas h er" was held
inal
Bell
had no battery and no separate
tjie same device served both as transmitter and receiver
Th~ telephone could not have come into wide use with t
practical transmitter. A transmitter made i~ p~ssible to ~~ :
bat~ery. A battery furnishes much stronger currents than those
which were generated by Bell's "potato masher."
The telephone transmitter in use today was developed o
the
from inventions made by Thomas A. Edison,
Berlm_er, Professor David E. Hughes, Francis Balke, Henry
Hunmngs and an expert of the Bell Company named Whit~.
~ne of the most valuable bits of knowledge used in the
design of telephone transmitters was discovered by Professor
Hughes. He demonstrated that a loose contact between the
electrodes of a transmitter produced better results than a firm
_strong c?nta~t.
simple apparatus which Hughes devised to.
~how th_1s prmc1ple was the first microphone. He placed a small
tron ~a~l across two other nails which were part of a circuit
contammg a battery and a telephone receiver. The electrical
contact between the nails was a '1oose contact." When sound
waves struck the nails, they vibrated slightly and varied the
amount o_f current flowing through a telephone receiver. Later,
Hughes ·~proved his microphone by using carbon rods in
place of nails.
·

telepho~es

E:~

!he

HOW TO MAKE A MICROPHONE

. You can make a sensitive microphone by arrangiIJ.g two
pieces of carbqn rod and ;:t piece of pencil lead on a cardboard box.
MATERIALS NEEDED FOR

T~S

EXPERIMENT

1 Shallow cardboard box about 8 x 10 inches
2 Carbon rods from flashlight cells
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4 Pieces of pencil lead from rn to 4 inches long 2 Feet fine wire (Nos. 30 to 36 B.F.)
·
2 Binding posts or Fahnestock spring clips
2 1.5-volt dry cells
1 Single-tube amplifier with A and B battery
1 Radio headset

transmi~er

~ears
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As you may know, pencil -lead is -not lead, it is graphite-a
form of carbon. You can obtain the carbon rods from two old
flashlight cells. Cut the cells open with a hacksaw and remove
the carbon electrode. This is a carbon rod, fitted with a brass
cap and it is in the center of the cell. Do not remove the brass
cap from the end of the rod. Rub the rods with a piece of fine
sandpaper . to remove any of the black powder which may
adhere to its surface. Brighten the metal cap on each rod. Then
solder a fine copper wire (Nos. 30 to 36 B.S. ), about one foot
long, to ·each brass cap. Fine wire is used be_cause large wire
interferes with the vibration of the carbon rods when they are
moved by sound waves.
A cardboard box about 10or12 inches long and 8.or 9 inches
wide is used as a sounding board. The box cover is discarded.
Tum the box upside down and fasten the carbon rods to the
bottom of the box with sealing wax. The rods should be near
the center, parallel to one another and about one inch apart.
Use a sharp knife to split a wooden pencil so as to obtain
the lead. Or, if you prefer, buy some 4-inch lead refills for an
automatic pencil. Four pieces of lead are required-the shortest
should be about rn inches long, the longest piece should measure 4 inches and the other two respectively 2 and 3 inches long .
Cut or file a narrow, shallow groove across each carbon rod
midway between the ends. It is easy to make the grooves with
the edges of a 3-cornered file. Do not make them any deeper
than a deep scratch. Cu~ them only deep enough to prevent the
pencil lead from rolling off the carbons whin it is laid in the
grooves.
.
Mount two binding posts or Fahnestock spring clips on the

I
J

I
ii
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end of the box and connect the ends of th
.
the carbon rods to them.
e wires attached to

l.5~t~op~on~ is n?w ready to test. Connect two or three
headset to t~: ~~~r~epr~~n:n:o ~~connect them and a radio
·

a any current ':"hich Hows
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.
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through the headphones from the battery must also · pass
through the mic:rophone. Place one of the pieces of pencil lead
across the carbon rods. Place it in the grooves so that it will not
roll off. H all connections have been made properly any sounds
made near the microphone will produce sounds in the telephone
receivers. Any slight vibration made by touching the table upon
which the microphone is resting or by touching the box itse~
will also produce sounds in the receivers. The ticking of a watch
lying on or near the box and the noises which its wheels. make,
ordinarily inaudible to human ears, can also be heard in the
receivers. One piece of pencil lead· may produce better results
than the others, try all four.
To see the effect of the one-tube amplifier* in increasfog the
current Rowing m the telephone receivers and consequently
the sounds produced thereby, connect the microphone and a
l.5-volt ~ cell to the input terminals of the amplifier. Connect
a 6-volt A battery and a 67%-volt B battery to the proper terminals and the telephone headset to the output terminals.
Words spoken close to the microphone will be reproduced in
the telephone receivers, distinctly enough to be understood but
not quite as clearly as would be the case if the microphone were
a modern telephone transmitter. The operation of the microphone and amplifier in picking up and reproducing speech can
best be appreciated when the wires leading from the output
·terminals of the amplifier to the radio headset are long enough
so that the microphone can be located in one room and the
headset in an adjoining room.

AN EXPERIMENT WH C
I H WILL DEMONSTRATE
THE POWER OF YOUR AMPLIFIER

The circuit diagram at the to show ho
.
the amplifier. Dry cell No p
s. w to connect the microphone to
amplifier tube. Dry cell No . I su)~hes current to the filament of the
.
• 2 supp ies current to the microphone circuit.

* The carbon microphone circuit, as described here, will not work with the
two-stage, resistance coupled amplifier.

.
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. THE ANTENNA FOR YOUR RECEIVER

The best antenna for yo~r homemade receiver is a sing~e horizontal ha~d
drawn No. 14 B.S. copper wire 50 to 75 feet long and msulated from its
supports at both ends~

...

One of the neces~~uy parts of every radio receiver is the
antenna. It intercepts the incoming waves. The waves produce
very small alternating currents in the antenna. The antenna
current is sent through the detector. The simplest antenna is a
length of wire. It may be either vertical or horizontal. A long
wire is more efficient than a short one for receiving long waves
.(low frequencies). A short wire is most suitable for intercepting
short waves (high frequencies).
Tl;ie amount of energy represented by the electric currents
created in a receiving antenna is very small, prob~bly only a
few billionths of a watt. Therefore it is important to arrange the
. antenna so that it will collect and conserve as much energy as
possible. More energy picked up by the antenna and fed to
the receiver results in louder signals from the headphones .or
speaker.
The best antenna for any of the receivers described in this
book is a wire 50-75 feet long, properly insulated, clear of surrounding objects and as high as possible. A height of 30-50
feet above ground is desirable. The most desirable supports
for an antenna are two sturdy poles. Such supports are not
always available and sometimes a building or a tree must be
used as a support. When a tree supports one end, remember
';206

2

ANTENNA INSULATORS
. An insulated lead-in window st,rip ma~es it e~sy to l~ad i°: the aritenna
1
over a window sill and under the sash w1tho.ut mt~rfe.nng with the openin or closing of the window. 2, 3. Porcelam stram msulator commonly
us~d to insulate the guy wires which brace an antenna support_ but can
also be used as antenna insulators. 4. Corrugated glass antenna msulator.
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that ~e a~te~a s~ould hang slack so that if the tree sways in
the wmd it will not strain or break the wire.
When possible, locate the antenna where it will not be clos
e
to. chimneys, tin roofs, gutters, drain pipes, walls, ' telephone
wires, power wires and tree branches. Use No. 14 B. S. hard
drawn bare copper wire or the stranded copper antenna wire
obtainable at radio shops. The antenna and the wire which
leads from the antenna to the receiver (called the lead-in wire)
should be a continuous piece (no splices). Use at least one
.S-inch glass antenna insulator at each end of the antenna.
All ant~nnas, except a single vertical wire, have a directional
effect. "This .mea~s that a horizontal wire ~hose- length is
greater.than its ~e1g~t above ground will receive signals slightly
better m one direction than in others. It will receive best in
the direction opposite to that toward which the free end points.
The free end is the end opposite that to which the lead-in
is .attached.
. If you h~ve a choice and can arrange your antenna to point
m any desired direction, erect it so that its directional effect
will be an advantage in bringing in signals from the station
you prefer to hear. _
.
· Antennas on Apartment Houses. In cities, a radio antenna
often encounters problems which are not met with in the
suburbs. These are such things as telephone wires running over
roofs, nearby
and radfo antennas, steel frame buildings and
ma~-mad~ static. Man-made static is the noise produced in
radio receivers by elevators, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners and
<>ther electrical devices. When possible, a radio antenna on the
roof of an apartment house should be supported by two wooden
?oles at lea~~ ten ~eet a.hove the roof. It should be at right
angles to _ne1ghbonng wrres or antennas. The only antenna it
1?ay be. practicable to install on some premises may be a vertical wire suspended from the edge of the roof and leading
down to a lower window.
The Lead-in. The lead-in from a single wire antenna should
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be the same sort of wire as the antenna. It should not approach
the side of the building closer than six inches except at the
point where it enters. The best method to b~g the le~d-in wire·
into a house and avoid leakage of energy is to pass it through
a porcelain tube in the wall or window fra~e. As. an .altem~tive,
an antenna lead-in strip may be used. Th1s_deVIce 1s a strip of
copper insulated with waterproof lacquered webbing which is
thin encmgh so that it may be .laid on the window sill and the
window can be pulled .down on it .and closed~
DOES AN ANTENNA ATTRACT LIGHTNING?

Since the ordinary amateur antenna is usually comparatively
close to the ground, it does not attract lightning. There is no
more chance that lightning will strike a building if it has the
common form of low, arrester-protected receiving antenna than
there would be if it had none.
However, if lightning strikes in the neighborhood, an antenna
may pick up a considerable electrical char~e and this .ca? do
damage- unless a lightning arrester is proV1ded. The National
Board of Fire Insuran9e Underwriters requires that any antenna
erected on insured property be protected by a suitable lightning
arrester. An antenna without a lightning arrester is a violation
of the Fire Insurance Code which can render an insurance
policy worthless.
.
.
.
A lightning arrester for the antenna of a radio receiver 1s an
inexp~nsive device placed on the outside wall of a buildin~ at
the. point where the lead-in enters. The arrester usually is a
small spark-gap sealed in a vacuum so that the gap can be
jumped by a low voltage charge. One side of the arr~ster is
connected to the lead-in, the other to the ground outside the
building. A ground rod, for driving into the earth an~ connecting to the lightning arre~ter, is obtainable at a ra.dio shop at
small cost. It is a copper-plated steel rod four to six feet long,
fitted with a connecting clamp.
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LIGHTNING ARRESTOR AND GROUND CONNECTIONS

Attach the lightning arrestor to
'd
.
window. Connect the terminal
k a~ outs1 e wall, preferably near a
lead-in which conducts the anten~:~n~o ~:Tb~~ J?e a~tenna anhd to th~
na1 marked GND to a ground outside th h
mg. onnect t e term1connecting ground wires to wate . e 1use: 2, 3· Ground damps for
water pipe by wrapping several tu~1pes. d whire ~an be .connected to a
·
. s aroun t e pipe.
l.

1
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TO ANTENNA

INDOOR ANTENNAS

When an antenna cannot be erected outdoors an indoor
an.tenna may .produce satisfactory signals in a ho:nemade receiver. The wrre can be a small one (No 25 B S
.
is easily concealed behind a picture m~lding. or. ungaudge) whi~h
t Th
·
er rugs or
carpe s. . e wrre should be as long as pos~ible. An indoor
~tenna is not as. efficient as an outdoor antenna and ma not
he at all useful if located in a steel frame building. If ywire

covered with insulation is used, it is not
the wire with insulators.

necessa~y

to support

THE GROUND

A good connection to the gn;>und as well as an antenna are
necessary to secure satisfactory signals from the homemade receivers. In town and cities a good ground connection can be
made to a water pipe. Second choice is a connection made to
steam or hot water heating pipes. No matter which type of
pipe is used, the pipe should be scraped, sandpapered or filed
bright and clean at the point where the connection· is to be
made. Use a ground clamp to connect the wire to the pipe. On
farms or in the ~ountry where no water or steam pipes are
available a ground connection can be secured by driving two
pieces of galvanized pipe or ground rods six feet long into the
earth five or six feet apart and connecting the ground wire to
the top of both pipes or rods. This type of ground will not prove
satisfactory in dry or sandy soil. Select a spot where the earth
is d;imp, if su~h is availabl~.
HOW TO SOLDER

Soldering metals together forms a good electrical connection
between them. An electric,current will flow more easily through
the splice between two pieces of wire twisted together if the
splice is so~dered. Therefore a soldering iron is an important
tool to a radio mechanic-whether he be a boy building an amplifier or a professional at work on a complicated television
receiver. He uses a soldering iron to join wires together and to
connect wires to terminals ..
Anyone can learn to solder~it is not difficult. The ability to
make a good soldered joint is useful for many purposes other
than building or repairing radio apparatus. You can use this
skill to mend electrical equipment, toys, kitchen utensils, etc.
A soldering iron, spider and a flux are used to solder radio
.apparatus.
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. Sol~er is an alloy whic;h has the ·appearance of lead. An alloy
is a mixture of metals. Common solder is a mixture of lead and
tin. It can be purchased at hardware stores. Dime stores also
se~ solder. I~ is available in the form of bars, strips and wire.
Wrre solder is most convenient for radio and small el~ctrical
work. It may be either cored or solid. Cored solder is. a small
tube filled with some form of flux.
·
Fluxes are chemicals used iii soldering to clean the metal so
that the · molten solder will stick to it. It is very difficult to
sold~r without a flux. The common fluxes are rosin, sal ·ammomac and certain acid compounds which may be either in
fluid or paste form.
Sal am~,o~ia~, s~ldering paste and liquid soldering acid are
useful for tinmng ~ . soldering iron (tinning will be explained
later) and for soldering large work which can be washed afterwar~ so that all traces of the flux are r~moved. These fluxes will•
corrode small wires and also will cause short circuits in radio
an~ electrical work.. Ro~in is the only flux to use in soldering
rad10 apparatus. Wire solder with a rosin core is most convenient and satisfactory for radio work.
Before a m~tal can be soldered it must be hot enough to melt
~older. I~ radio work the heat is supplied by:
·
. Soldermg lr~ns. . A small electric iron ( 75- or 100-watt size)
is the most desrrabJe. An old-fashioned iron which is heated in
the flame .of a gas stove, blowtorch, Bunsen burner or a charcoal
fire can be used in place of an electric iron and costs less.
can be used .in place of an electric iron and costs less.
The temperature of a fire-heated iron must be watched
closely. If you use this type of iron, remove it from the fire from
~e to t_Une an~ test its temperature by rubbing the tip of the
rron agamst a piece of solder. The tip must be clean and welltinned for this test. If the solder melts freely, the iron is hot
enough. The iron should not be allowed to become red hot or
· ~emain in the fire longer.than necessary. If overheated, a coatmg of copper oxide will form on the sudace and the tinning on
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SOLDERING PRACTICE

If you are a novice at soldering, practice on s~raps_ of wire befor~ soldering
connections on a receiver or amplifier. The iron m the sketch is the fire- .
}:ieated type.

the tip will be destroyed. When an iron has been .overheated,
mechanics call it a burned iron and it must be retiµned before
it can be used.
To Tin an Iron the tip should be filed smooth and bright
with a coarse file. Then heat it until it is hot enough to melt
solder. Before the tip has a chance to cool it is brightened again
by a few light strokes of a file and rubbed with ACID core solder
until the sudace of the tip is well coated with solder.
An electric iron will become overheated and the tinning will
be burned off the tip if the iron remains connected to the power
supply for a long time without being used . .When this occurs
the tip must be filed and retinned in the same manner as a
fire-heated iron.
Practice. If you have never done any soldering it is advisable to practice on a few pieces of wire before you try to sol~er
connections on radio apparatus. Cut some scrap copper wire
into pieces about four inches long to experiment with. Remove
the insulation from the ends for a distance of about one-half
inch and brighten the exposed copper. Drive two common nails
.(about three inches apart) into a block of wood. Twist the ends
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of. two of the wires .together so as to form a splice. Stretch the
wires between the two nails so that the splice is in the middle
and twist the free ends of the wires around the nails. Hold one
the Hat faces on the tip of a hot soldering iron against the
side of the splice. When the iron has heated the splice for two
or three seconds, push the end of a piece of rosin core solder
against the 'Iron wher_e it touches the wire. If the iron is held
correctly you will be able to touch the splice and the iron at
the same time with the solder and the solder will melt and How
into the splice. If the solder melts but is "mushy," the iron is not
hot enough or is not well tinned. Dirt on the tip will prevent

o!
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the iron from heating the solder. An experienced solderer occas.ionally wipes the hot tip of his iron against a r~g to clean it.
The molten solder should be hot enough to flow hke water.
A second or so after the solder flows into the splice, remove
the iron and let the splice cool undisturbed. When cold, the
surface of the solder on the splice should be bright and shining.
If the solder has a dull sudace, it is a "cold" splice, and unsatisfactory. The iro~ was not hot enough or the splice .was disturbed while cooling and should be soldered over agam. There
is no advantage in using so much solder that it forms a lu~p
00~~~.

.

When you have soldered the splice between one parr . of
wires, unwind them from the nails and continue your practice
with other pairs until you can make a neat job of soldering a
splice. Then you are qual:ilied to solder the connections 011
radio apparatus.
. .
.
Remember that ACID core solqer may be used for tmnmg an
iron but it is never used for soldering radio or electrical apparatus . Be careful where you lay a hot soldering iron. It is worth
while to take the time to make a stand or rest for the iron as
shown in one of the _illustrations. A piece of wood, two screws
and a wire co~t hanger are the only materials required .
•

SOI,DERING IRON REST

~en solde_ring radio apparatus, it is necessary to lay down the soldering
iron from time to .tim~. It should rest where it will not be cooled by
~on tact and where it will . not scorch or burn anything. Make a soldering
non rest ?ut of a block of wood, a piece of asbestos paper and the wire
from a .wue coat hanger as illustrated above.
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LEARNING TO SEND AND RECEIVE
RADIO TELEGRAPH SIGNALS

You will enjoy radio more if you can "read" radiotelegraph
signals. You can listen to amateurs, ships and shore stations and
understand their messages. You can also obtain a government
license to operate a transmitter of your own. The first step is
to memorize the alphabet so that the sound of each character
can be instantly called to mind. From the beginning always
think of the SOUNDS 9f the characters and not of the dots and
dashes by which they are represented op. paper. A dot shou!d
be the sound DIT and a dash the sound DAH in your mind.
Think arid speak of the letter A as dit dah and not as dot dash;
the letter B as dah dit dit dit, etc.
Commercial radio operators and most amateurs send too fast
for a begmner to read at first. But if you concentr;J.te on the dit
and dah sounds and do not think of do,ts and d~hes you will
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From time to time while "listening in" with the · one-tube
regenerative receiver, you may hear radiot~legraph signals.
These will convey no meaning to you unless you know the Continental Code used in radiotelegraphy. Learning to receive
telegraph signals is mostly a matter of practice and is not
difficult.
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be able to recognize letters now and then. The first letters
are able to identify will probably be the dot letters:
you
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Mount the key, buzzer and _binding posts on . a piece of
plywood or 3~-inch Masonite as shown in the illustration. One terminal of the key is the frame, the other is the lower
(stationary ) contact. Drill two holes in the wooden or Masonite
base to line up with the holes in the base of the buzzer, so
that the wires which connect the key, buzzer and binding posts
can be run on the under side of the base. One wire should connect one of the binding posts to the stationary contact on the
key. A second wire should connect the second binding post to
one of the terminals of the buzzer. The other buzzer terminal
should, be connect~d to the key frame.
~-inch

· E dit I dit dit S.dit dit dit H dit dit dit dit
and the letters
M dah dah 0 dah dah dah R dit dab dit K dah dit dah
A dit dah N dah dit and T dah
" Ph~nograph co~e records provide the best way to learn to
read telegraph signals. The lessons begin with the sounds of
telegraph signals at the rate of two words a minute. Anyone
can. copy. at that rate after a few minutes' practice. Two words
~ mmute is the equivalent of a letter every 6 seconds. The speed
is gradually in~reased as the lessons progress. The last record
produces the signal sounds at the rate of 15 words a minute.
One way to solve the problem of their purchase price 'is to
form a code club. If five or six beginners "chip in" the cost t
each member will be reduced, or you can borro~: them fro~
your local library.

ORY

CELL
KEY

A CODE-PRACTICE SET
The ability of a radio telegraph operator to send well-formed
code characters with a key is just as important as is his ability
to recognize .and recor~ them accurately. You can easily build
a code-practice set. With it, you can learn to send. It will also
hel~ you to memorize the code characters and to recognize
their sound. ~ur_ a standard telegraph key, a high-fr~quency
buzzer, tw~ bmd~ng posts and one or two No. 6 dry cells. Connect them m senes so that pressing the key will operate the
~uz~er. A high-frequency buzzer produces a high-pitched sound
similar to the sound of a radiotelegraph signal. If you adjust
the co~tact s~rew and the tension screw on the buzzer properly,
_you will obtam a good imitation of radio signals.

·suZZER

KEY AND BUZZER FOR CODE PRACTICE

How to Adjust the Key. You cannot learn to telegraph well
with a key which is improperly adjusted. The contact on the
underside of the lever should be directly over the stationary
contact on the key base. If it is not, loosen the lock nuts on the
trunnion ·screws and adjust the screws so as to bring the hammer to the proper position. Tighten the lock nuts on the trunnion screws. The key lever should work freely up and down
without any side play.
·

l
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The space between the contact on the underside of the lever
and the stationary contact on the key frame should be about
0.008 inch when the key lever is up. Use three thicknesses of
bond typewriter paper as a gauge. The thickness of three
sheets of this paper is about 0.0008 inch. If the space ·between
the contacts is too small or too large, loosen the lock nut on the
adjusting screw and turn the screw until the space between the
contacts is 0.008. Tighten the lock nut.
Loosen the lock nut on the tension screw and turn the screw
to adjust the spring tension. The tension should permit the .key
lever to be·pushed down easily with the finger tips, yet be great
enough to push the lever up sharply when the pressure is released. If the tension is not great enough, your sending will be
characterized by dots which are too long and by irregular
spacing between characters. Too much tension results in short
-dashes, dot skipping and long spacing between characters.
How to Hold the Key. The position of the fingers on the
key is important. If you start your code practice by holding
the key properly, it will not be necessary to correct any bad
habit later.
·
The key should be back from the edge of the table far enough
so that when your fingers rest on the key knob your elbow can
rest on the table. Rest the tips of the first and second fingers
lightly but firmly on top o~ the 'key knob. Hold the thumb lightly
against the edge of the key knob. The first joints of the first and
second fingers should be held nearly vertical and not horizontal.
Curve the third and fourth fingers under the palm of the hand.
The fingers should be relaxed and without. tension or rigidity.
Check your position and if necessary correct it so that:
1. Your forearm is in line with the key lever.
2. Your elbow and not your forearm rests on the table.
3. Your wrist is about rn inches above the table· and not
resting on it.
4. Your fingers are curved and flexib~e, not straight or stiff.
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How to Operate the Key. When your hand and arm are .in
the correct position, press down the key. knob .with a straig~t
downward motion of the forearm. In domg this, let the wnst
bend downward slightly as if it were a hinge between your
elbow and fingertips. Remember that:
A good operator uses his forearm and not his wrist and
finger muscles. The key knob moves up and do~ because his
forearm moves up and down. The hand and fingers are· merely
the medium through which the movements of the_forearm are
transmitted to the key. He avoids stiffness a~d rigidity in the
fingers and wrist. Stiffness makes ragged signals, brings fatigue
quickly and r¢sults in a "glass .arm" (telegraph slang).

TELEGRAPH KEY

A telegraph key similar to that s~own in the ~pper sketch is available
from dealers in "ham" radio supplies. The drawmg at the. bottom shows
a method of holding the key knob used by many professional telegraph
·operators. The forefinger rests on top of the key knob. 'J?e thu~b and
second finger grasp the edges of the knob and help the spnng to raise the
knob. The thumb and both fingers are used to press the knob down .
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When the key contact~ have been closed by a downward
motion of the forearm, release the pressure on the knob and
allow the spring to return it to the "up" position. Keep the
thumb and fingers in light contact with the key knob. Do not
raise them off the knob to allow the spring to return the key
.lever to the "up" position. Do not "tap" on the knob. A telegraph operator's thumb and fingers never leave the key knob
until he has finished sending his message.
Transmit~g Exercises. Place your code practice set on a
table far enough back from the front edge so that you can take
the correct sending position. Grasp the key and start making
dots by pressing down the knob and releasing it immediately
so that the buzzer makes a "dit" sound each time the key is
pressed. Make dots at the rate of about 100 per minute. Do not
make anything but dots. Try constantly to make the dots equal ..
If your arm and fingers become tired, rest for a short time, then
transmit again. When you can transmit 30 dots in one group
smoothly in about 10 seconds, you are ready to begin the next
exercise.
Transmit the character V. It sounds like dit dit dit dab when
made correctly. Hold the key down for the dab 3 times as lo~g
as you do to make a dit. Make the same time interval between
the dits and between the third dit and the dah. Send smoothly.
If you are trying to transmit faster than you should your sending will be rough. Send the V's at the ~ate of about 35 per minute. When you can send 20 consecutive V's smoothly at the
rate of 35 per minute, you are ready to practice any letter in
the code.
Learning to telegraph is like learning to play a musical instrument-practice helps more than anything else. Memorizing
the code and learning to make the sounds of the characters are
not the ultimate goal. ~ccliracy and speed are desirable. If you
can get the assistance of an experienced operator, perhaps
some one who already has an amateur radio operator's license
and who will coach and criticize your sending, you will be in
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luck and progress more rapidly. Don't think that speed is important at first. Accuracy is more important. Speed will come
with practice.
The best substitute for the assistance of an experienced operator is f~r two beginner~ to practice together-to t~ke turns
sending to each other with the code practice set.
Write down- "copy" it is called-the signals sent you, in the
form of letters, numerals, and punctuation marks. Do not copy
them as dots and dashes, for example, do not write a dot and
dash for the letter A, write the letter A. If you do not recognize
a character, leave a blank space. Do not.think about-an unrecognized character too long or you will miss the next signal. When
you can send and receive 65 letters, numerals and punctuation
marks per minute and copy them accurately , whether they
make sense or not, you -~an pass a government code test. If you
can pas's the test and answer a few questions" you can obtain a
"ham" operator's license.
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A Battery, 180
Alternating Current, 21
high frequency, 22
AM (amplitude modulation), 47
Amateur, early receiver, 18
transmitter 75 years ago, 14
Ampere, 24
Amplifiers, 43, 186c205
experiments with, 201
how to build, 186-205
one-stage audio, 189
resistance coupled, 196 •
transformer coupled, 186-195
two-stage, 194-200
Amplitude Modulation, 47
Anode, 90
Antenna, 44, 206-210
apartment house, 208
indoor, 210
Antenna Insulators, 205
Antenna Tower, 30
Armstrong, Edwin H., 43, 48
Arnold, H. D., 42
Attraction, electrical, 38
Audio Amplifiers, 186-203
Audio Transformer, 190
Aud_ion, 42, 91
Bardeen, John, 124
Battery, A, 180
B, 180
Battery Power, 180
Beacons, radio, 57
Beat Frequency, 105
Bimorph Crystals, 74

Block Diagrams, 45
Body Effect, 113
Branly, Eduard, 8
coherer, 8, 9
Brattain, W. H., 124
Buzzer, test, 156
Cables, coaxial, 47
Capacitors, fixed, 109
trimmer, 168
variable, 111
Capacity, llO
Carborundum, ll8
Cathode, 90, 92
Cathode-ray tube, 33
Cavity Magnetron, 97, 105
Charge, electrical, 38
Coaxial Cables, 47
Code, color, 108
Continental, 217
practice set, 218
Coherer, 8-10, 18
amateur, 18
Coils, broadcast band, 184
loading, 151
plug-in, 168
winding, 184
Color Code, resistor, 108
Condensers, fixed, 109
trimmer, 168
variable, 111
Conductors, 22
Continental Code, 217
Controls, volume, 109
Crookes, William, 84
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Crystals, 118
Crystal Detectors, 118-125
Ci;irie, Pierre and Jacques, 73
Current, alternating, 21
direct, 21
electric, 21, 22
high-frequency, 22
Cycle, 22
Cyclotron, 105
De Forest, Dr. Lee, 41
Depth Finder, 83
Detectors, adjustment of, .156
·
audion, 42, 91
crystal, 118-125
feedback, 102
first amateur, 15
microphonic, 15
Solari, 12
triode, 99
Diagrams, block, 45
pictorial, 26
schematic, 26
·symbols for, 25
Dials, tuning, 167
Dielectric, 110
Diodes, 90, 124
Germanium, 124
Direct Current, 21
Direction Finder, 58
Dunwoody, H. H.,.118

East Goodwin, 1
Edison Effect, 39, 41
Edison, Thomas A., 39
Electrical Attraction, 38
El.ectrical Charge, 38
Electrical Measurements, 23
Electric Current, 21, 22
Electric Waves, 32-36
9.iscovery of, 3
speed of, 4
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Electricity, facts about, 20
Electrode, 39
Electromagnetic Induction, 101
Electron Gun, 48, 64
Electron Tube Oscillators, 103
Electronic Night Sight, 33
Electronics, 37-88
applications of, 86-88
Electrons, 21, 37-88
Energy, electrical, 20
Entwhistle, 12
Experiment, with amplifier, 200
with electrica.l charge, 38

'F arad, 110
Faraday, Michael, 110
Feedback, 100-103
Fessenden, Reginald A., 16-17
First Radio Broadcast, 16
First Transatlantic Receiving
Station, 13
First Wireless Telegraph, 1
aboard Atlantic liner, 2
First Wireless Telephone, 1 ·
Fleming, Sir John A., 11, 39
Flying Huntress, 11
FM (frequency modulation), 47
Frequencies, tubes for high-, 95
Frequency,22,31, 105
beat, 105
Fuse, proximity, 56
Galena, 120
Germanium Diodes, 124
Grid, 90
Ground, .211
Ground Waves, 35
Headset, 114
Hertz Apparatus, 4, 5 ·
Hertz, Heinrich Rudolph, 3, 69
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Hertzian Waves, 27 -36
High-frequency Alternating Cqrrents, 22
Hook-up Wire, 117
Iconoscope, 62
Image Orthicon, 62
Induction, Electromagnetic,
Insulators, 22
antenn~, 207
Ionosphere, 35
Iron Pyrites, 123
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Kafser Wilhelm der Grosse, 2

K~y. telegraph, 221
Keyer, ~6
Kinescope, 66

Langmuir, Irving, 42
Lead-in, 209
Lighthouse Tubes, 96
Lightning, 209, 210
arrestor, 210
Loading .Coil, 151
Loran, 60:61
Loudspeakers, 115
Magnetron, 97, ·105
Marconi, Guglielmo, 6-16
Marine Radio Beacons, 57
Maxwell, Jam es Clerk, 3
.
Measurements, electrical, 23
Microfarad, 110
Micromicrofarad, 110
Microphone, how to make, 202
experiments with, 201-203
Minerals, 118
Miniature Tubes, 96
Modulation, 46
Modulator, 46
Mot~pn Picture~, 71

National Electric Signalling Co.,
18
Oscillation Valve, 41
Oscillator, 44, 89, 103
Hertz, 4
Oscilloscope Tube, 48, 53
Pentode, 92
Phonograph, pickups, 74, 76
records, 75
reproducer, 75
Photocell, 69
Phototubes, 68-72
Pickard, Greenleaf W., 118
Pickup, phonograph, 74, 76
Piezo-electric Effect, 72
Piezo-electric Transducer, 77 Piezotronics, 72
·
Pip, 53
Plug-in Coils, 168
how to wind, 184
Preece, Sir William, ll
·Pulses, radar, 54
Quartz Crystals, 73
Radar, 50-56
Radar Proximity Fuse, 56
~adio, meaning of word, 29
Radiobeacons, 57
Radio Receivers
how to build, 126-183
how to operate, 144, 179
regenerative, 160
with crystal detector and
single-slider tuner, 129
with crystal detector and
double-slider tuner, 140
with crystal detector and
coupler, 144
with vacuum tube detector
and capacitor tuning, 160
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Radio Receivers, continued
tuned, 127
untuned, 127
wiring, 178
Radiotelegraph Signals, learning
to receive, 216
Radiotelegraphy, 44
principle of, 45
Radiotelephony, 44
Radio Tubes, dev·elopment of, 40
Radio Waves, 27-36
Receivers, telephone, 113
television, 67
Reflection of Waves, 33
Refraction of Waves, 32
Regeneration, 100-103
Regenerative Receiver, how to
build, 160.
Repeater, telephone, 186
Reproduce~, motion picture, 71
phonograph, 75
.
Resistance-coupled Amplifier,
•
196
Resistor Color Code, 108
Resistors, 107
Rochelle Salt, 74
Scanning, 65
Silicon, 122
Skip Distance, 36
Sky-waves, 35 .
Solder, how to , 211
Soldering Iron Rest, 214
Soldering Irons, 212
Sonar, 82
Sound Head, 11·
Sound Track, 70
Sounds, 78-82
Speakers, 115
Stoney, G. Johnstone, 38
Superheterodyne Receiver, 105

Supersonics, 78-83
Symbols, radio, 25
Tapper, 9
Telegraph Code, 217
Telegraph Key, 221
Telephone Receivers, 113
Telephone Repeater, 186
Telephone Transmitter, 200
Television, 62-68
Test Buzzer, 156
Tetrode, 92
Tickler Coil, 101
Transducer, 77, 80
"fransformer, audio, 190
Transistor, "124
Transmitter, Hertzian, 5
radiotelegraph, 45_
radiotelephone, 46
television, 67
Transmitting Tubes, 104
Trap, Wave, 151
Trimmer Capacitors, 168
Triode, 90
detector, 100
Trouble Shooting, 182
Tubes, high-frequency, 95
lighthouse, 96
miniature, 96
oscilloscope, 48
• radio, 89-105
transmitting, 104
Tuner, single-slider, 129
capacitor, 160
double-slider, ·140
Tuning, 126
dials and knobs, 167
Ultrasonics, 78-83
Valve, oscillation, 4i
Variable Reluctance Pickup, 76
Volume Controls, 109, 176
Walkie Talkie, 34
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